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ABSTRACT

Kenya is one of the coastal states that lie in the 

eastern part of Africa. For a long time now Kenyan 

valuation practice has been concentrated on land-based

resources. Valuation of farms, houses, offices,

Industrie? r . now pute familiar in everyday life 

Howe , .1 "ri* v»" now becoming important in world

reaout :*•5 iffnin, nn a:oa .n which the valuation 

piofees*.or n  Kenya can also participate. This area is 

the coastal ci marine env tcument, where many sectors cf 

« .'i.ronv a- ti wap* rt and research ax*

new •nrrsii;ng,y turning Vo use. Whereas profession?*

. 1 1 n* Me? co'Jii.iie.e have • xpanded their scope into

* he«v “mv (onment' , the valuation profession in Kenya has 

«e»i i'i realise i-s potential :n the same. And

because the full economic potential of the resources of 

the Kenyan coast is not known with certainty it is 

logical to carry out studies of their estimation.

Unlike land-based resources, waterfront properties along 

the coastline possess somewhat peculiar characteristics 

which imply that a free market or a purely price 

competitive mechanism will not allocate these resources

properly. It is even worse for the methods of valuation

which can be employed in such cases. Identification and
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explo_r.ntion of t c s c r v - *  J ivo to be climaxed by irvpsr 

m®r.hod«« of th^ir estimation to be worthwhile.

-w" n »* ible characteristic:; c £ the waterfront preperti* 

iocst-'1'' a ’.ong the Kenyon roastline are the extremities in 

vaiueo of similar properties, sometimes even tn the vne 

inr ■ M  Arid the exclusive use of tho market

- comparison method tn ;uch property valuations. This 

study contends that extremities m  values have arisen 

from th* use of Improper methods for valuing waterfront 

properties. And the method being used currently in tho 

valuation disregards a number of important factors, most 

..>! which are difficult to quantify using the market 

comparison method. This study aims, therefore, :c 

pte^u.i* iifitte’ ways of valuing waterfront lands.

The vtiuit icu ot w.**-• fto*r. lands i; miuenced L, both 

sice-oriented, such as view, size and non-site-oriented 

variables like reasons for sale, date of transaction and 

so on. Evidence from the valuation practices in the 

study area suggests t lint only sito-oriented 

characteristics of property are considered during 

valuations and this loads to either under valuation ox 

overvaluation of these properties. Although some factors 

ar9 not directly on the property being valued, they are 

actually significant influences of value, and 

l i i  : M J * U *i'i altogo her is not reasonable*.
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' n*tho<! proposed mi this study con u *. s >oth

•i*:? non sit*1 o»-en*:**d ! nctorn

1 > 'A • ■ ■ j' i1:n ■ 1 muitii •: • ’ irca ̂ ion AriaiysJir (CMRA) at

• !• •. • t .vfn hr»•« r !•.•»*• t - t ~noiro of value- inf lucncing

• * v>’a i »'••?! » cciontiric, mote reasonable and lets

• ;*>.-* • •• than in r he * m n a r y  Comparison Method, 

i f influencing virt’bits for valuation purposes iv

9 "oroRoary stop if props* values have to be estimated. 

Many valuations hove hod * suits because of Inability *o 

t <> •» r( t Ify p*.d m«* iKIlt *» factors*

;*pver?' rejt^ss^on methods of valuation have been tried 

li, i r, n study, ’.anginj from the simple multiple

• *• ,tr s ion analysis to i ink transformation legreeoion. 
v . i t hr. method* ! ac it*? r-erits and demerits, in most 

•*sen in terms of their usefulness and accuracy in 

valuing waterfront lands. Conventional Multiple 

Regression Analysis (CMRA) and Rank Transformation 

Regression (RTR) were found to be tho best of the lot, 

accounting for 49t and 511 of the variation in property 

values in the area respectively. However, RTR seems to 

have the methodological problem of how to rank factors 

affecting value beforo using them in the procedure. 

While it is appealing and quite rational to rank factors, 

the criteria to be use! to; the ranking is contentious. 

CMRA was therefore, found to bo a 'better* method, it

vii



produced better ronults in tho various tests the models 

underwent and can easily be understood and applied. 

Using the same methods, it was found that SIZE of 

property is the most important factor affecting value in 

the study area. The larger the size, the higher the 

value, although other factors such as width of the beach 

area (AREA), VIEW of the ocean waters, availability of 

water SPORTS on the beach etc, have also to be 

considered. Furthermore, no single factor alone can be 

used as the only basis for estimating values of 

waterfront lands.

Despite the study advocating for tho uso of CMRA m  

waterfront valuations, there are very few instances where 

th»» valuer will not use some form of comparison in the 

valuation process. Whether it is in tho choice of 

independent variables or in the measurement of these 

variables, the punciples of comparison have to be 

utilised to arrive at objective values. Aftet il . 

valuation is all about the market, and if the value? 
disregards the market trends then his valuation will be 

somewhat incomplete.

M A SWAZUR1 

FEBRUARY 1995
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

INTRODUCTION

Sometime in 1982 in Europe, a well-known firm of 

international chartered surveyors included in its 

advertising reference to the fact that two-thirds of the 

world was covered by water and the remainder was covered 

by the firm concerned (Richard Ellis, 1982). This is no 

doubt an exaggerated, imaginative and eye-catching 

statement which makes its point in professional

advertising. But in actual fact it shows to what extent 

water covers the earth, hence its significance. 

Researchers have claimed that about 75% of the earth is 

covered by water (Huisman, 1972; Gehm and Bregman, 1976; 

Walker, 1976; McLeary, 1983;). The bulk of this water 

resource is ocean water, or salt water that surrounds 

most of the land resource. The importance of these water 

resources is not the waters alone, but the benefits and 

uses that can be derived from these waters and their 

associated resources. And the coast has always had great 

appeal, presently about two-thirds of the world's 

population lives within a narrow belt directly landward 

from the coastal edgo (Soucie, 1983:6).

1



The total stock r* wat-t and waterfiont properties is 

constant all over trie world, except for occasional man

made additions. Th~ Tapan^se, lor example, have managed 

to create moie wat or l r-'lit piefeoturec. The Dutch have 

jit-,., at» .*rnpt*'cl such ever* r «■ e b , aLboit in the polders. In 

Canton. • ‘Iilna. rather than creating more waterfront 

pi op* t1 lor., i*wld“ntK havr* decided to elect floating 

hou *■** on the ocean wat ars and shores, for lack of 

overland space. The total stock ol waterfront properties 

should, therefore be regarded as a natural gift needing 

ro be preserved or allocated with great care and skill. 

Up to the middle of the 19th century the uses of the 

ocean were confined mostly to vessels and fishing 

activities. These activities were conducted by the local 

communities and their activities still exist, but the 

sixe of the communities lias new increased and the scope 

of the activities has been greatly expanded.

With the advent of technology over the use* of these 

resources over time, the pressure on coastal resources 

has grown. Increases in population, wealth, mobility and 

the quest for more leisure time are some of the factors 

responsible for the intensified use of the coastal 

resources. The quont for more leisure especially, has 

drawn mor» and more people to the coastaJ at*»as all over 

the world T>*e situation is mote pronounced it* 

•level 'p in t  * n i t » i .. . do i "  purp le  i ivKi Uni deve loped

2



world visit in increasing numbers to see tho developing 

world. Even in some developed countries, tho intensity 

of use of coastal resources has increased tremendously 

over tho last twenty years.

This growing pressure has resulted into increased 

conflicts over who is to use these resources of the 

coastal zone, when they should be used and how they 

should bo exploited. Beaches, their fronting lands, and 

estuaries have been the first to feel the impact of 

growing populations. Cases of overcrowded beaches (e.g. 

in Lagos), mushrooming of seaside low-income settlements 

(e.g. in Shanghai, China), degradation of natural beaches 

(o.g. in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania), and construction of 

more hotels, parks and shopping complexes on waterfront 

lands are now quite common. All these activities destroy 

the aesthetic value which is intended t.o attract people 

to the coast.

In developed countries, both the on-shore and off-shore 

areas of the coast aie fully Utilized, but in developing 

countries like Kenya, most activities are confined to the 

shores, the beaches and the adjacent lands. There is 

little going on in the open sea; perhaps because of lack 

of finance, lack of marine research and the low level of 

technology available. In such countries therefore, tho 

areas fronting the beach and the beaches themselves are 

tho places where man's interference is felt most. It is

3
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these arose, which this study focuses on.

Coastal resources are concentrated in a narrow land where 

Lho continent meets the tidal 2one, but are used by a 

population scattered all across the land mass. Coastal 

resources are important in meeting mankind's future 

requirements for food, energy, minerals and space. Some 

countries and communities depend for their survival and 

future on maritime resources e.g the Ambigas and Islamic 

Jalajir tribes of south-west India, Quintana Roo people 

of Mexico, Fiji, Vanuatu and parts of Japan (Berkos, 

1989). They require skilled people and immense knowledge 

to exploit these resources to the fullest extent, and the 

protection of thelt heritage from predators and vandals, 

both local and international.

Coastal resources are subject to peculiar problems and 

uses which imply that a free market or a purely 

competitive economy will not allocate most of these 

resourcos properly. For one, they are common property of 

open-access in that there is little or no direct control 

as to who can use them or to what extent. For another, 

coastal resourcos may be used for sevoral different 

purposes simultaneously, whether these uses are 

complimentary or compatible.

4



Since the coastal resources are very important, a lot of 

attention is now being given to their use and management. 

In fact of all the natural resource environmental policy 

problems facing coastal states, the most pressing appear 

to be centred on coastal, zone resources. For example, in 

the Philipine island of Palawan.which is considered very 

beautiful and has excellent beaches, reefs, waterfalls 

etc. serious environmental degradation has caused concern 

to the community. The Philipine government initiated and 

implemented an integrated environmental plan in 1986 

(Wmpenny, 1991 :160). And in the Chesapeake Bay area of 

British Columbia, in the United States, overlapping 

jurisdictions ovei the use and management of the bay area 

have generated complex problems!Betkes,1989 :130).

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Kenya is one of the coastal states in the eastern part of 

Africa. It has a shore length of about 395km from 

Kiamboni in the north bordering Somalia to Vanga in the 

south bordering Tanzania (See map 1). This length 

includes that around the various islands such as Lamu, 

Pate, Manda and the whole Lamu Archipolago in the north. 

Others are Mombasa island (Mvita), Chale, Funzi, and 

Wasini islands in the south coast. The shoreline 

length/area ratio for Kenya is 0.00109, ono of the lowust

5



in the world. Kenya*-: sioa of the cent mental shelf is 

about 12,453 kn expressed 4200 nautical wiles 

\H ckman, 2 9B6 :40 J,

The coast of Kenya theiefore encompasses the country's 

territorial sea. the oxclusivc economic zone and the 

continental margins. The full coastal environment of 

Kenya consists of a variety of rich resouices both 

tangible and intangible. However# to date much still 

lemains to be done in surveying Kenya’s coastil 

i-sources. So far theie have been practically no surveys 

of nmetal renounces or the potential for the uti llrai ion

of wind arid solar energy at the -'cast Only a f ew

surveys have been earned out , on a lga«*, turtles arid

manyiovoe lokidi 1978:7).

*om inii*i *ctiv. t 'o*- -t'1 sequi -*d f-*r the »n* ■ y >iv f any 

countiy’s coastal resources. These are identification, 

estimation, exploitation and conservation. It appeals 

that these activities are presently at such low levels in 

Kenya that no full utilization of all marine resources 

has been achieved. The identification and estimation of 

stocks of fisheries, beachlands, mangrove forosts, 

navigational economies and possible mineral resources 

seem to be beyond the capacity of present Kenyan marine 

estabiishments.

6
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Thi" inadequacy stems from the r.otmai budgetary and 

technological constraints of personnel and funds.

■jnc« the full ofononi'- rutentiM of the Kenya coast '? 

not Known, there if an u*yent need to carry cut 

comprehensive surveys and research on the coastil 

resources. This can enhance the exploitation and 

Conner vat ion *f these iccomces. Many smaller coastal 

- untrree ) ♦ve developed e-*onom really from th« ueo the it 

coastal reuomces e g Liberia, Fiji and Tonga, Peru and 

Ktribai in thw r.irifi” Ocean (Commonwealth Surveying anti 

hand Economy, 1 9H« :8> T'm«> is new ripe for Fenya t« 

folic1./ suit. Sue cannot continue to brood endlessly over 

het intense coastal stiip, 1 r<e the proverbial beggar who 

sar on a bag of gold.

loyic.M.' 'I.ep t »wi» e ptcitat • on oi mat m e  resources 

(coastal resources, npecifically) is to estimate then 

for, as Lord Kelvin (1924-1907) once remarked:

When you can measure what you ate speaking about 

and cypress it in numbers, you know something about 

It, but when you cannot measure it in numbern, youi 

knowledge is of a meayre and unsatisfactory kind. 

(Quoted in Poniecorvo and Mesznik, 1976:104).

Estimates of coastal rscources may guide the government,

r* - • , • 'l. *, .t >nti t . naval and mill time experts ’.n

3



what exists along the Kenyan coastal water front. Such 

estimates can then be used to guide the exports on how to 

negotiate any sales of marine properties, any development 

options available, and what research materials available 

can be used by various scientific disciplines. 

Subsequent exploitation of these resources can aid 

economic development of the country, either directly or 

indirectly. Estimates of these resources can also be 

used as parameters in the computation of fees and charges 

to users of waterfront facilities.

It is in the estimation of these properties where this 

study formulates its problem. First, it was observed by 

the researcher that despite all the above-mentioned 

potentials of the Kenyan coastline, and despite the long 

occupation of some parts, the overall development1 is 

still below expectations. Some areas were in fact opened 

up in the last five years or so. One reason for this 

situation is that there has been lack of proper 

assessment of the present and future values and 

potentials of the waterfront lands along the coastline, 

theroby limiting their uses to very few. •

• "Development” hero means full and proper exploitation of 
>«stal resources, e.g. extensive beach developments, marine 
ering yards, use of modern fishing techniques and use of the 
|1 lands for a variety of research stations and provision of 

Many other uses abound.

9



The values of such waTerfiont lands have been assumed to 

bo the Ejme as those of normal mainlands except for some 

urward adjustments *r onme*. imes downwind adjustments. 

Kline has indeed noted with concern at the manner in 

which:

Tn recfnt yoai* many appraisers have been fotced to 

use sales of waterfront acreage 3nd lots suitable 

for building development to which they have made 

substantia] downward adjustments (sometimes as much 

as 100?. to 1751), in an effort to equate the sold 

waterfront land that is open for development with 

the subject waterfront land that is not ( 1984 :54 >.

According to Kline, (and this researcher shares Kline's 

viows), many property agencies and valuers have harshly 

criticised this adjustment method, and subsequently many 

valuation reports have been rejected.

Further more, a pilot survey of the values of the coastal 

waterfront properties along the coastline of Kenya 

indicated their extremities. While some properties were 

valued very lowly, others in the same locality and with 

almost similar characteristics were valued vory highly. 

At the same time, some properties which appeared to be 

very attractive and situated in strategic positions 

within waterfront localities such as Nyali and Diani 

Beach weie valued oi sold at unreasonably low prices.

10



For example, the preliminary survey by the researcher 

revealed the following patterns of valuos for 19 of the 

26 properties which were either valued or had changed 

hands.

Table 1.1 Patter ns of waterfront property values during a pilot 
survey.

Plot No. Locality Average value 
Per Acre Kshs.

Date Sold

146 Galu Kinondo 36,000/= April, 1936
130 M II 202,703/- May. 1986

3 Tiwi Beach 139,860/= August, 1987
9 •• II 17,937/= Feb.,1987
40 Diani Beach 322,581/= April, 1987
18 •• " 16,000/= October,1987

119 •1 II 360,000/* Arril, 1997
275 Kilifi Beach 350,000/= Feb., 1987
276 M M 65,000/= Feb., 1987
56 Bamburi Beach 422,078/= Nov., 1987
59 M H 606,061/= April, 1987
314 Nynli Beach 211,111/= Dec., 1987
44 • • M 1,000,000/= August, 1986
43 II II 646,204/= June, 1987
50 • 1 •• 2,083,333/= January,1988
47 II II 545,455/= January,1988
123 Mlkindam 

(Mombasa) 85,714/= August, 1985
128 Old Town 

(Mombasa) 873,999/= March, 1986
93 Wataimi Beach 280,000/=

Source: Field Work by the author, 1987.

In most of the above cases, properties located in the 

same place would be similar in many aspects, such as 

orientation, soil type, type of use, the openness of the 

properties to the view of the ocean etc. There were also 

some notable contrasts, amongst similar properties, for 

example, differences in terms of the beautiful scenery.
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the size of each plot and lengths of watet frontages. 

However, even with these varied similarities and 

contrasts, one would not expect such large disparities in 

values as has been found to be the case, other later 

examples which confirmed the research problem included 

tho following:

Plot No.93 in Watamu Beach, Shs, 

Plot No.95 " ” Shs,

Plot No.202 in Kanamni Beach, Shs, 

Plot No.233 " " " Shs,

Plot No.137 in Kikambala Beach, 

Plot No.158 " " Shs,

Plot No.134 M " Shs,

Plot No. 222 Shimom Beach , Shs, 

Plot No.213 " " Shs,

Plot No.243 " ” Slis,

280,000/= January, 1990 

1,000,000/= February,1990 

1,833,333/= Sept.,1990 

150,000/= August, 1990

Sirs, 615,385/= Jan., 1990

100,000/-, January, 1990 

1,285,714/=, January, 1990 

30,000/=, August, 1990

633,333/=, August, 1990

105,882/=, August 1990

Along the coastline of Kenya are found waterfront lands 

which may not be polluted, are swampy, and Bometimos 

inaccessible. They could also be too shallow or unusable 

for most leisure pursuits, or Just unattractive. Such 

lands are normally very cheap to buy and perhaps 

inoxponsive to develop. But then how do we value them, 

what is the basis of such valuations and yet the market 

for them is hardly present? Is it logical to oquale

12



lands on the waterfront with those not on the waterfront? 

Are we justified in comparing developed waterfront lands 

with those of their kind which are not developed?

Water front properties are in areas with dynamic 

interconnected ocosystomn, and they aro tho link between 

the mainland and the marine environment. It is noted 

that coastal waterfront lands may not be special, any

way. But their rone affects other nearby lands, although 

there may be no precise measure of these consequences. 

Among their effects includes their being used as buffer 

zones between land and water, and their use as docks and 

berths for whatever should cross from land to sea and 

vice versa. lit fact the waterfront coastal zone is not 

j sttip of land and water disconnected from the rest of 

the land. It is rather a special place with special 

problems and therefore warrants different approaches in 

its analysis and subsequent assossmont. Its assessment 

requires the assignment of objective value to elements 

which are at least partially unquantifiable in their 

worth. Where this is not done, the result is an 

assessment plagued with mere guesswork based on improper 

comparisons.

Probably the greatest difficulty in valuing or pricing 

waterfront properties could be that they are gifts of 

nature possessing natural scenic values and beauties that

13



can only lie quantified by the eyes and enjoyment of the 

users. For instance, how much should users like 

fishermen, swimmers and sunbathers pay, on what basis 

should they pay and what is there to force them to pay? 

It is the contention of this study that these and other 

pertinent issues and considerations given above have in 

many coastal valuations been either totally ignored or 

partially considered. The consequence has been 

properties assessed on inadequate judgements and 

pr actices.

During the same preliminary surveys and even by casual 

observation of the various assessments carried out for 

waterfront properties in th» study aroa, it became clear 

that the comparison method was the main one in use. Of 

the 26 properties which were surveyed, 24 of them had had 

their values and prices determined through the market 

comparison method. The other methods, such as Income 

approach were mainly employed in the study area for 

properties which are already developed and are either 

income generating or are capable of generating some 

income. Our concern in this study is vacant water front 

lands, which may mostly bo used as recreation lands, 

agricultural farms, industrial areas, marine parks or may 

bo developed for various other uses.

It its the addiction of most appraisers to the market
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approach when valuing watorfrent r»*->p*> t its that ip being 

challenged by this study Is the comparison method the 

relevant and correct method lor valuing such properties: 

If not, can we propose bettor met hod c which can take into 

account the non-quant if table special qualities of the 

waterfront Kinds, nuidi hc the presence ol the ocean 

waters? In general, are these methods of valuation 

specially suited to valuing waterfront lands all ovoi fh« 

world, and are they adequate? These arc the quest tens 

and problems this study aims to probe into.

Objectives of the Study

The main objective of this study is to propose bettor and

oppropr iati» methods tc be used in the valuation of

'•/a tor ft on' propert|ny. In ordei to achieve thin

'hjective, the study proposes to:

(i) determine and evaluate the methods which aro 

commonly used in the valuation of such 

pr operties

(ii) propose better methods or tools in the methods 

which would opproprlately roflect true values 

of waterfront properties.

the Study Hypothesis

The |v«nc hypot !»<• • • - <-»f M m  tody r h ’t ‘.ho
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Inappropriate methods tn the valuation of waterfront 

properties along the coastline of Kenya in the major 

cause of extreme land values (both under valuation and 

over valuation) in the legion. While some properties are 

'unfairly' undervalued, others ure priced very highly 

without much justification. If the true values of these 

coastal resources wore known with certainty then their 

exploitation and conservation would be mote rational than 

they have been so far. This would make it possible for 

the coastal region and the country in general to expand 

the uses of the available coastal resources. It is the 

methods of valuing ouch properties that are being 

appraised in this study; with a view to proposing a 

suitable valuation method to suit the valuation of 

coastal resources in Konya and elsewhere.

.Scope of Tho Study

The investigator aimed to study the valuation of 

waterfront properties along tho Kenyan coast. He 

examined the current methods used in valuing these 

resources, and evaluated thorn by comparing alternative 

methods of doing similar exercises.

The resources which have been involved are land near or 

along the sea front, and the coastal wetlands with their 

mangrove for** t Then#* resources also include shuioiine
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land, which 15 a function oi tin* lovfl •:•! the cun. The 

level of the sea wa»er 1 - not constant m  relation to the 

chute, due to tidal action. There is also the foreshore, 

the area between the mean high and the mean low tide, ot 

the wet sand area Depending on the nlope and other 

'v.'ji. j i • i t vt «>» Sethis area can b« wide. There ip nino 

the troa extending beyond the mean high tide line in

shore. the dry-sond area or backshore. Its inland extern 

is usually defined by the presence oi vegetation 01 a 

change in the physiography of the land. The bulk of this 

study has been devoted t.o this area. The coastal zon*« 

may extend much fuither beyond the landward or seaward 

limits of t lie shoreline, but it is an ill-defined area 

because no clear definition or consensus exists.

Coastal wetlands have also b**en studied. There are ai**a;« 

which boidet on coastal waters where the dominant 

vegetation is composed of salt-tolerant plants. These 

lands are periodically exposed and flooded by salt water 

through tide and normal storm action. Mangrove forests 

are found in these lands.

Other biological underground and undersea resources or 

fuels have not been studied because their valuations 

require sophisticated scientific studies and equipment 

beyond the scope and affordability of this study. Tim 

valuation of undersea resources such as minertls and 

o»l: for instance, legmi**, mueidla prospecting and
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feasibility studio- V' -m  r.in be ottered as a me'hod may 

be irrelevant because we ire not cute whether th^se 

resources are there or not. Services derived from the 

use of water Iron* ptopeiti.es have not been studied 

directly, even though they affect the value of water 

front properties. Their effects on the subject resouives 

have been appraised.

The study area ie essentially the entire coastline f 

Kenya, and this is a narrow belt extending less than two 

kilometres from the shoreline. By covering sampled site:-- 

in the whole at«n, the results provided a good 

representation f̂ >i all the coastline. The 331 -I’ldy 

cases used here wore the on*»8 obtainable from the vai lout 

sources of information As the waterfront market is 

highly confidential, .it was piudent to tike the cases 

• ha * -f.-ii. !u v «m by * »• ** s-» seeics*-, tether than hiving to 

choono and sample them. The per lod of study was from 

1985 to 1990 because information for periods before 1985 

would be of little guide to the proposed valuation 

exercise. In any case, such information proved difficult 

to obtain.
Research Methodology

The methods used in this study encompassed the gathering 

of secondary information from written sources obtainable 

fiom various areas. Hie bulk of these sources were 

hooka, journals, magazine#, pamphlets, ai tides and
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reportr in newspapers. o 1JL collected from various 

libraries in the University of Nairobi. Other libraries 

which were consulted Include the United Nations Centre 

for Human Settlementr (Habitat) library at Gigiri, the 

British Council Library in Mombasa, the McMillan libttry 

In Nairobi and the Kenya National Archives.

There wan also a lot of information sent by other 

academicians from the United States of America, Britain, 

Nigeria and Australia. These consisted of books and 

journals on marine resources and articles on relevant 

coastal issues, whoso copies could not bo obtained in 

Kenya.

Nowov**r , the bulk of the information requned for rhe 

study was collected by the leseatcher himself, assisted 

briefly by ten research assistants. Such information was 

gathered from local .«nd international real proper t) 

bulletins and the local newspapers, winch contain daily 

tecords of property news. The rest of information was 

collected by the researcher himself through travel, 

observations and interviews in the study area. Various 

collection sheets were used in various places. The major 

suppliers of data were the district land offices, piivate 

valuers, the Mombasa Municipal valuation offices and 

local residents, tourists and workers in the waterfront 

lands. Included we» •» ilso sellers and buyers of such 
P» '»{>*.) r y
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A total of *K. of people wet- inter,viewed, as

categor i2ed in Table 1 2 below. Owing to t fi*» soere* ive 

nature of the waterfront, property market and, to Rome 

extent, the sensitivity of the same, it was not possible 

to target a » or tain number of pet none to interview. In 

many coses, the reseatchei had cither to cancel proposed 

interviews with cettatn targeted interviewees or remove 

their names from the proposed list of informers. this 

was especially the case with lawyers, auctioneers, loan 

agencies and mortgvj** banks and financial institutions 

Tr was also not easy to extract information from beach 

hotels' management staff,who presumably would have mot" 

lnfoitnat ion on water!tout-related matters. The list of 

96 peer Is ii-'» therefore, i collection of 'hose people who 

w«ie available and willing to volunteer the information 

required for the rut poser of tins research.

Table 1.2 Categorizat;ion of people interviewed during 
the research work.

Occupation of informants No. interviewed

Land officers 12
Vainers 14
Estate managers 10
Local residents 13
Beach workors 13
Tourists 8
Property buyers 8
Property selle*-'- 18

Total 96

Source: Field work
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The information collected ftom the various sources 

outlined above comprise I tho following : the geoyi aphy >f 

the study area; U»*» Living conditions and occupations of 

the indigenous peoples; the general pioperty market 

climate in the study region; specific properties which 

changed hands during the period covered by the stilly 

(3985 1990); the methods which weie used in valuing

•:uch piopeities; thv main factors considered during 1 lie 

transfer of these properties; the most important factors 

influencing waterfront properties in tho area; views Horn 

various people including valuers, property owners, 

sellers and buyers concerning the property market and the 

influencing variables on waterfront properties; and the 

iin'ure of the tourist industiy along tfie entire mai Ine 

o n  » i * onnieiit

Having collected the necessary information if 

logical to scrutinize and analyse tiio same. Analysis was 

then done using regression analysis, particularly 

stepwise regression. The purpose of using this method 

was to identify and rank the most important variables 

from tho final equation. These computations wore carried 

out by computers in the Housing and Building Research 

Institute (fonneriy H.R.D.U.) and at the Institute of 

Computer Science at Chiromo Campus. Both of these

Institutions are In 'he University of Nairobi. The 

i Ami lie f trm the teg*nan ion methods wet© analysed rnd
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presented in various ways, and then they were compared 

with values of property obtained using the market 

comparison approach. This market approach was found to 

be tho main method used in valuing waterfront properties 

in the study area. The results of the "best" regression 

model were compared with the market values obtained in 

fieldwork, and the "best" tegresslon model proved to be 

of better reasoning and interpretation than the 

Comparison Method.

It is these overall results which were analyzod and 

appraised vis a vis the previous ones in order to tost 

the hypothesis and also to achieve the study objectives. 

Findings, conclusions and recommendations were then based 

on the outcome of these tests. In the entire study, it 

became necessary to make use of many types of graphical 

presentations such as maps, charts, tables, and sketches.

Qr g a d a m  1 1 on_of_ t )ML_Sky d y

Including this introductory chapter, there are in all 

nine chapters to this study. Chapter Two describes tho 

nature of waterfront properties generally all over the 

world. Chaptor Throe i6 about waterfront property 

markets generally in the world and in the Coast of Kenya 

specifically, as observed during fieldwork.

Chapter Four describes the study aroa. This chapter also
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talks about the physical features found in the study area 

and the people living thote.

The next. Chapter Five, is devoted to literature on 

waterfront property matters, then methods of valuation 

and any aspects related to waterfront properties which 

have been expressed by other writers.

Chapters Six is on the use of regression statistics in 

valuation of property as demonstrated by other writers 

and valuers. Chapters Seven and Eight contain the 

analysis of data, beginning with the initial basics and 

ending up with specific best regression models in Chapter 

Eight. Chapter Nine presents the findings of the study, 

the conclusions drawn from these findings and the 

relevant recommendations. It also contains a brief list 

of the areas for further research in the field of 

valuation of waterfront, 

lands.
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CHAPTER TWO
COASTAL WATERFRONT PROPERTIES

INTRODUCTION

Tho rr^eeding chapter has introduced the problem in hand 

and the objectives and methods of how to solve the study 

problem. The present chapter will now describe coastal 

or marine waterfront, properties and resources themselvos, 

and analyze their essence in all aspects. The discussion 

is generally on waterfront properties found along any 

coast, not nocessarily tho coast of Kenya alone. Apart 

from tho importance of these resources, tho chapter also 

discusses the reasons why some of those resources have 

boon abused.

The Proper tics Themselves and Their Essence 

There are two terminological hurdles which need to be 

overcome at the onset of this study. Both revolve around 

definition of important terms. The first is about a 

resource. A "rosourco" has been defined by Selman 

(1981:61) as an element of the natural environment 

appraised by man to be of value, but whose supply falls 

short of demand. A resource is as much as a cultural 

concept as a physical entity. This implies that a 

resource must be scaice, falling short of present and/or 

future requirements, and t specific use fot the resource 

mtisr Lave been identified.
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Natural resources on t h- othc* han't >r*? "those im -v »uioc 

natural stoics which at*- useful *o mankind in any way", 

meaning that th* n pirt , f ncatci'y ban been conceal o*' 

(Alton, 19*6'3).

Thane two definitions are important because »to* 

pjopot 1 1 er. at t.lie contie of thin study a? e resources', 

both natural arid man-made, a distinction whi-.li ••n 1
become • 1*.«» an • t,. j i .. t i«*»•. donor 1 bed J -• t»?•

Th«' oecond termin >lonirn1 conflict in found in t )••• u-,»- *, j 

• In terms' watetfmnt coastal and marine, to deec* i h*» 

t li«* subject ptopeit

ficud propet tie1.* lo'e* t o any property (actn » bod, 

of watet, b** it a 1 aV.i oi ocean. The properties ttndet 

i * u-ly facing the Indian Ocean, hence ate w»»''ificn

i«* o r e f »i 'it pi *jp iti

Coastal propet ties mainly !ef*»r to all properties located 

in the coant region, not necessarily along the coastline 

or shorefiont, although the first apparent meaning is 

that. of propei ties located along the seafront.

Marino propel ties tefer to any coastal water- ?r'tented 

resources found in, or below the ocean. This term 

Appears to inflect *h« 'rue location of the properties 

under study althougti some extent, the form "mat in*?"
•'ftltnir «. I|n*r>» Kit*** ' t ' 1 • “* t -atr'iip-nr,

7.f,



jvar t he
terminological ideruty of the resources being itm'io'!. 

They c o u M  b« term-:.* ‘astal. waterfront propert re* ot 

oceanfrsnt piore. t j* , t mvine ptupetties.

* * * * *  -p ,, :laesjfied in a variety ol waj

Jun' 11 k" 1 b Amongst that
classifier lone are • lie following:-

,

^rri.hU_ity i.o. whether the property* ate real 

j"«nii/ proper tier, oi not

Tangibles Intangible^
Fis'jen. nholLs Transports*,ion
Other mtririe .in in ala Crinminicaticn
Forests Titlai encigy
Mi n»ra 1 a W m d  energy
r*?r‘ds. <* fioojpian, Scenic view
•Jii Climate
Gas Recreation and
Water water sports

Other Services

According _£C 1 i f : Those which ate living and thcs»
which are non-living.

U x  J.0fl /biological Non-living
Marino algae Minera Is
F.i» her Vat or*
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loralc
Mangrove f or «*»..- 

tarir.e m i m l "  ‘ li~t than i rs'i

Lands and sand? 

Oil

Grn

In tho wo-.-»t 

"ishcs 

C *l ale 

Animals

Be lew tin* water 

Hi net ale 

O H  

Gan

Energy Algno

Accoidmg ic. location: Here the!*' ate thro*

gfiups:-

A'onq the shci'-r 

Reach lands 

Reach namlr.

F loodplaini*

Research environment?

Marshlands

According t> M-'l j.t v vt wilafciUty, Where th*t« 

are two descripnione each beating many other 

naoos ■ -
(a) "Inexhaustible" natural resoui-os or

[t “K winch can n* «• get Miiisnu

through is* hy man e.g. atmosphere and wstur 

in its cycle, although man's use could resul* 

in drastic qualitative changes in the 

composition of these resources.

(b) "Exhaustible properties" or resources are 

those that can bo depleted ever time e.g. the 

beach lands, quarries, sand pits, etc. Within 

this category ate those properties which are 

replaceable arid maintainable or renewable, 

e.g. 4aui, land, foresee, wildlife and soils.
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Again, the • are those properties H u c h  are 

irreplaceable ouch as minerals, fuels, and 

land xn its natural condition. Land in its 

natural slate is indispensable duo to tne 

values which originate from • combination ct 

scenery and location. unco exploited, tne 

oi ig .trial o! natural values ip. such lands 

cetmot *>•» wholly recaptured (Allen, 190c-6i. 

of -lies'* resources are shown in diagram

2 . 1 .

q<? what they ai*» marine properties axe the environment 

in whxcn it is widely thought that life originated. Sea 

water is an excellent sanctuary fer a variety of life, 

t'i»* s*.ih themselves having been populated by life foi the 

longest period. In fact, probably all natural elemen-s 

present j* *o’c»i.on in the sea, and animal life 

adjusted to the salinities oi ocean water, which ate 

reflected in the composition of blood and other body- 

fluids (Dasman, 1984:239). In addition, the ocean makes, 

stores and distributes solar energy in the world, energy 

which sustains life systems, and control® the 

temperatures of the earth's surface. The energy also 

manipulates the earth's hydrological cycle.

The whole marine environment has always been a source of 

food tnr| nunet i. . i •• - hi loi -omnium.:i11 jn-j, • i 't t"
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for habitation and a dumping place for various types of

wastes (RICS, 1985:2). It is in the marine environment

where very many types of activities take place, some of

which do not have their dry land counterparts e.g. deep
<

sea mining and fishing, aqua and mariculture, and many 

more.

Coastal environments have economic, social, psychological 

and aesthetic attractiveness not found elsewhere. These 

features attract more people, who sometimes disrupt the 

very fragile ecological arrangements.

II I I I  l u i  l l i u u u  a n d  O t h e r  l u a u u i i u  d l a c u a u u d  l a t e r  i n  L i l i a

section that people from various walks of life depend on 

coastal environments for their livelihood. Scientists 

are interested in the structure and function of the 

highly productive and unique ecosystems found in the area 

between land and sea. Industrialists look for water 

quantities of the oceans, and accessibility through water 

transportation. Individuals go for the beautiful beaches 

and sceneries, while policy planners are concerned with 

policies that do not disrupt either the structure or 

function of the coastal zones (Economidou, 1982:93). *

*
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M?n>- r o a s t i.1 s t a t i c  a t h e r .  c o v n v  i * g w i t h  o c t a n e  c i  

c o a s t l i n e s  have  ton! * *m« t l w i i  m a r in e  r ivu cn m on t-  a r e  

v©i y b e n e f i c i a l *  *»rt m  many d e v *  lo r *  n j c o u n t  t i e  

wltacli linv* some hr w ‘ n  • ' no mai: j u se  o f  Th«R° rumerc**' 

m arine  Lena!it*.
T’.«- lmpor t t»i..-.1 of tli mnjiie »iea and ltn ptcpert.! ■?• •*•

h«st l»n shown by describing a low of these properties.

1. CoastJ1 Lands

Tn the marine environment, it may net be very easy *.c 

coup etely separate lan l from water. This ie because in* 

limit of coast »l land seawards is a narrow cr.- which 

Vo..,, changing with i he tides. However, :t is s a i d  the*, 

coastal lands comr1 1 se the dry land borderin'? the ocean 
Ttl* *-m v 'nd hunt it delineated by the netitJc r.oiif,

trbich in lud*-- *’»«• low ?t tidal areas, -warr? «n1 'h-’li *v 
«a i wiitvi jifj'u) > inv . 1 > land boundary ol coast M  lands

is also not definite, and can be taken to cover all the

area where limestone locks are found (Hite arid Stern. 

1971:5). In some coasts, this area is very extensive, 

covering tons of kilometres Iti others, like the coast 

of Kenya, this area in a relatively narrow one. extendin'* 

up to may be 5km from the net*tic r.ono. The figure .n 

the next page*shows '.he boundaries. The coastal lands 

are characterj"H cb sands end water™, reck:

olitres., t 1 1 ' j- i/ 11> •} pay br low or hluh and lands m*i m » '
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U'* »'

Most of these lands are relatively flat, being 

constituted of limor.tone and sandstones. Although In most 

places overshadowed with uncertainty and 1 nc); of 

definition m  zoning and regulation, they are the most 

intensively used ports of the marine environment (Smith, 

1985:113). They or** the areas where the ocean influences 

ore clearly felt, and then transferred to the main land. 

Scientists have established that it is in these coastal 

-cne^ where the nio.itrot i*fa ir. found, nsr';,̂ i‘,11V <p ’ -i® 

ne*i»i< where ocesn waters and waters fror. land m y

to f> i'i< ha’ut rt •« foi ». variety of mar ilie life, 

coa tai r-wanpn arid tidal marshes within the noritie none 

prrvid** e soviet of ingredients to n:u m e  life. Many 

species of anlnajw a-i'1 lards find sanctuary in these 

places.

'T 1 < naturally attract comtn^fcla and it; '"* • • i •

activitim > A:MUf..* r>( the possibility of •'h0 u 

tr '08pf''1 • Lon 1 '< i »;o' 1 y <>c«ari in’ ^. •''i** l :*i'

amount*:. it ocean w»»cis> ar« «1«© extensively used ioi 

industrial uses, which m ann savings in water expenses.

Many property dove i * find coe?t.il lands ideal fiace-

foi vazloter lyre • of invoctmcnta tanging ft h i * L i* »'



houses to tourist hot'lr, coastal marinas boat wilding 

and water sports Son*® *»v;iessive deveicpets, especia y 

m  land-hungry cities, dredge and fill tidal lands to 

create platforms for housos and other similar 

developments. Waterborne recreation, for instance, is 

quite an attractive area foi investment. The expectation 

is that recreation will make the site mote attractive to 

the prospective home oi hotel touyet {Dasman, 1984:29!). 

As a result, waterfront lands have become scarce and very 

expensive in many placos, yet they aro choap and abundant 

in other M "r • «• ► or •* and develoret r undertake 
expensive wei k on r i w  I ?nds the net re’.mni 

Justify ouvh expend? twr«'S. The lom.antl lor aveen*. » < 

re' r^a ion wa* ? trent tin r ar.t ?! J -»n:)s ir therefore litnh 

and growing.

Coa«t-»l lands ate • 11 o known to have a variety f 

•niueial.* , the most ccinnou of which ai«? sand ard Limestone 

deposit9 . Quinying of these depositn in quite a gord 

commercial venture, and in some coastal lands whore those 

deposits aie quite ?r*.cn»ive, quarrying has teen j :r i 

for decades The sand and limestone deposit* n «  used 

tor construction purposes, and manufacture or Industrie.i 

products such as gl.v.r . It in common to i m d  lime 

industries and cem~r >'■ rkn located in coastal lands, 

Tho trend worldwide ir that tho industrial sector it
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incieasingly turnin.i to niton vrhor* they an h*

locational advent:igoo in manufacture am? exploitation of 

mineral resources.

Coastal lands arc* also the homes of ports and harbours, 

nilitary bases and scientific research establishments. 

Porte and harbours are the direct link of one country 

with the rest of the world and international trade is 

easily cart ted out through ports. Fig. 2.2: Coastal

lands del linitat ion.

Pan*/ 'tin i )• * Pile.*"' coastal landu have joed ’’ r' '•

,r *JSA, Mu-it, ?«••• i Africa, Bti’atn. Australia. T.u*«i m * 

tp 1 mnny others h-.v I «-• 0 1® famous In trade and commetoe 

n, court art, <n>r.t » »m!locked countries aie disadvant agot 

her.-H’we <1 not havin' •-*»•.- The trading ability of ouch 

countr e« rr , tbei.i . relatively low, being dependent 

•n a n  i»d and inlets v d  outlets.

The t-orPainei leveim u n  in nh;rring has. nov/ever. c-ur,v 

many old *!o» V  ••nd toi's to • o:v» own ?.-j 1 : .'w * 

for4 rhene ports, once veiy bucy and osssntiRi 

rside areas h a 1 s^O’re disused and are often heavily 

silted. They s« l have warehouses and ancillary 

buildings which at- -Kind and attractive but difficult cs 

uneconomic to o^nvnr • to other purposes. Draining nnd
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7 Fifilmiior-
Marine envnonmetus r-» rela- lvoly jnifoim m  

na rut", bill it i'- • h*fi uniformity which makes it

difficult tc cJavsify ■ T.Mt'r habi’attf «?»rl communi l iea. 

uni "cp on dry land. The most Available living resource 

in the coastal cone •• is fisheries, a • erm which includes 

all fii.h and their ru? start species auch as prawns, 

.-•»u**i..v**an«?, crab?, etc. Qcoan t n h « n e s  are vast- *nd 

have • hi ah biotic potential. Fisheries continue t< 

survive simply I?'.m u «h ( although only few of eggs laid 

hardly survive hacaune of predators and unfavourable 

environmental conditions, the capacity for rapid growth 

n  thei*. Ocean fisheries ai e capable ol contiibut lug to 

world fond supply at all timos. They contribute to much 

needed piote.i.ii which u  deficient in the diets of a high 

perc-n'.ag** of the wot Id population. George fttogstrom 

onr*> calculated t hat the wot Id fisheries yield in the mid 

1960s represented protein equivalent to all cattle *n the 

world (Dasraann, 1984*.234).

Estimates have shown that fishery products are only 

exceeded by heel, pork and poultty as leading pi olein 

foods in the world. In many countries, fishery products 

rank first (Allen, 1^66 268). Various animal feeds, 

valuable oils, fertilizer and raw materials for plastics 

and glues make up some <«f the by-products from commercial 

Th “t 'vaj 1 ahj.lity "f pr.'tv no'» lull'. ,
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concent i at ions and it j *n rimer, lnsli*. r«» w .- te r  •

yield mere fisher *es Mian the open ocean wafers. Many 

typos of fish ijr» lorrid l'i Mur- zone ard various types i 

fishermen from t nibs istence ones to tho rorvuei c; il 

fishermen find ■* • helper and e.isiot to f i 11 ir»
litshov** 20fl»g

Statistics indicat* ►’in '0% of Kenya's fish catch we* 

Mi** vac-rut ye«u*s has mo from such inshore »«<••*:

Surveys it* offehoi*1 estimate a potential offshore

yi“ I * of 5000-^00 m«»ii • toiuies Mutually, which su9g0fit.fi 

* hat Kenya could potentially double or trip-0 its * -til 

mat 1 ip- fish catch {parly nation, 28/10/99:5).

'ri all the ether areas •>* the world, fisheries constitute 

i*u tri'p̂ 'ttaut iiornic and cultuial product. In many 

devoirpiu.j countries eoautal fishing is leas developed 

Mian in industrialized countries Tins is because 

fishing in the former is mostly at subsistence level, the 

methodn of fishing aie not sophisticated and too many 

accidents restrict fishing.

I»i Industrialized countries coastal fishing is an 

important commercial enterprise, and many communities 

rely on fisheries. In th« Atlantic Ocean and its gulfs 

around the Florida Bay and St. Lawrence Seaway, two 

thirds of tha fioh are caught m  the nentlc zone. in 

the Philippines, Tndoi*?r:a '»nd the Wist indiv.r. iul* 1 •



tn W«»?»t A (* l\'9 t -1 * llo^U?ttflfi w  J>.r « **

both commercial .*»•-! > i> tstt'hce lev*:.r. Mont cr v.rnl

cjwmnit : i! Mt.-cu -»r"*is ?»'ly *m fvehing ‘Voir

l  i  v o  11 boo*!

». Mj nct<il9 -’nil t?ne*gy

Mi* (up envi* have Veer: known to contlin ? gr^v

i ange r f minerals and al*o at* i source of n »* t»• ** ■

energy The crea*i contains ail known vhemi •>!

a! onwr.t- arid is probably the source of all living 

t<■■l«vuJv-. Minerals ne, therefore, found from the edges 

<•? 'lie cr ist i! lands up to th*» deep waters of the ocean. 

On * he coaetal lands -re found limestone and coal 

depositn Jr* t.ho deep oceans are found deposits of

hydtoca;hone containing oil, the most important fuel on 

e-rth, ;*tid nano il gif, all which are now essentia) rn 

the industrial and domestic world. Tho major oil 

reserves of the earth are found below the oceans. The 

North Sea, for instance, is a major oil producer, 

together with the areas around Japan, Indonesia, the 

Persian Gulf and tho USA. Duo to the presence of those 

minerals, such areas have always been centres of 

controversies and warfare, hence the need to develop 

proper marine boundaries.
Salt depoaits at*3 ilso found extensively in coastal 

environments, the Mull mil and Gonyoiu areas of Kenya's
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Ilorth Coast be 109 very good ox ami los, The ony.n oi the 

saltness of the s«?n. hov/over , remains a cans? for 

specular ion. The vast amount of common salt may have 

be«»n derived from rocks in contact with the sea, but the 

majoi portion of if was probably derived from river watei 

(Bock 1 nsal «•, 1966: 131). In fac t salinity of the outf ace 

waters of the ocean vanes from about 37 pet 1000 r at 1 s 

in the tropic’s to 32 per 1000 parts in the polar areas 

Harms environments also have vast reserves of tidal, 

wave and wind energy which if converted to use can 

enhance the energy supply on eaith. This inexhaustible 

resource has been littl** exploited in many parts of tho 

world due to lack of fundn, research and requited 

technologies for conversion and utilisation. It is only 

in '* few of ih*« industrialized nations such as U.S.A that 

efforts have heuii mad© towards this direct ion.

4. Shoreline Forests

The coastal zone bordering the deop ocean is vegetated 

with waterborne plants of various typos. The most common 

type is the mangrove tree, which normally grows into 0 

large forost. area. Mangrove forests are found mostly in 

tropical and subtropical areas, in upper lovels of 

estuaries and sheltered parts of the seashore. Often the 

forests develop mud flats which are exposed at low tides. 

A common mangrove Fi'<?cjo<; ir rhizophera, which is
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supported above mud swamps by prop roots (Tail, 

1972:205). These tools contain air spaces providing 

oxygen io the undergiound root system in the waterlogged 

mud. Th-aj c js "Iso \ system of aerial roots, railed 

pillar roots. TM*'so support the tree branches. The* 

•Iso reduce wat«r movement, thereby trapping wd 

Ftabii4 zing t ho mud no that the mangrove forest tends to 

grew in “X*ent. As this happens, broad swampy areas 

••meige which are dissected by drainage channels through 

which th«» sea flows with the rise and fail of the ride. 

Tiro expansion of the mangrove for eat in accompanied by 

the growth of smaller salt-marsh plants between the 

mangrove trees

The importance of these shoreline forests is that they 

are homo to divot io animal communities. In the roots of 

rhe trees at** found bivalves, fish, molluscs, serpulid 

worms and crustaceans. Those animals are also found in 

the mud, together with burrowing crabs. The branches are 

infested with insects, lizards, snakes and a large number 

of birds. It is in these forests where scientific 

research experiments are conducted and many research 

stations are located nearby e.g. the Kenya Marine 

Fisheries Institute at Mkomani, Mombasa, the Oazi 

Seashore in the South and *he area around Mombasa island. 

Manarove trees »i»> ured * tot f-?» ronstruction m  many
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coastal parts of Mi** v-uid In Konya, this in t h* eve, 

and some parte of Lamu Archipelago exp rt mangrove poles 

to th« Middl** Earn for construction. ALove all, marine 

forests ore important tourist attractions because the 

forests are mostly converted to marine parks and national 

reserves. Examples here include the Malindi and Watamu 

Marino Motional paikt

Ccastal wetlands, which include salt marshes, -wair;?, 

mudflats, lagoons, meadows, ponds and lowlands ate 

subject to influences of coastal water k . The value of 

these wetlands, which has always been underestimated, 

depends on how they could be modified to be more useful. 

In addition, coastal wetlands are foundations of 

estuarine productivity, providing food and shelter foi 
marine lif«*.

Other uses also abound. Mud flats, for example, are 

sometimes reclaimed to bo used for many other industrial 

and commercial purposes, a practice which is common in 

Florida, U.S.A and the Netherlands. Lagoons, which m e  

largo bodies of open shallow water protected from oceanic 

forces by a barrier beach are very ideal sites for 

tourist hotels. The Turtle Bay Beach Hotel in Watamu,
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and the Lagoon reef Hotel In Dlani beach are two examples 

of such hotels in Kenya.

*» Ocean Waters

Ocean waters themselves nro on important resource. 

Although this study is limited to the edgos of these 

waters, their importance extends further to the pen 

ocean. Apart from the ammals and minerals found m  o» 

near them, ocean waters ate useful fot commerce, 

communication and travelling. Ocean transportation is 

essential for bulky materials which need not lie 

transported very fast. Navigation on water provides a 

satisfying form of recreation, and the use of the water 

(ot navigation la non-consumptivo, although to some 

extent it may impair the water quality t-hiough fuel 

diitchai get. Ocean transport router form lif^ linos 

throughout the world us many countries look to these 

routes for supply and for profitable outlets of their 

products (Allen, 1966:130).

For a long time now, ocean waters have been used for 

outdoor recreation in the form of water sports such as 

windsurfing, scuba diving, yatching and dhow rides. 

These activities, together with the fact that many people 

get to onjoy their outdoor recreation through their eyes, 

have made ocean w**ei attractive leisure callers. The 

decision of . judge in Kentucky, U3A, that the use of *
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ocean waters to look >t constitutes "no use at ail" is, 

therefore, not valid (Allen, 19«>6:13 2 >.

A coastal landscape fronting an oc«an ot sea derive? its 

high value from tb® presence of the waters, and the use 

of that watet Further, much of the price of ocean front 

residential properties is represented in the unearned 

control of the water scenery. In China, some parts of 

the city of Canton ate entirely floating on water. The 

eo-**allod "l-oat people" of china have found the ocean a 

jood platform on which to construct then homes, and they 

have lived there for centuries now.

However, the majority of these resources are now being 

interfered with by the activities of nan, whose pressures 

could leal to total destruction if not checked. For 

example, coastal land resources are the scenes of 

intense competition between public and private interests, 

between economic and environmental valuos, and between 

diverse land and water uses: residence, business, 

industry, transportation, recreating and conservation 

(Platt, 1978:170). Dredging of inlots and port 

entrances, draining of swamps and the erection of coastal 

installations change offshoro currents. The efloct ic 

that existing beaches are eroded and sand deposited in 

places where it is not wanted. Near shore coral reefs 

aro slowly disintegrated by those v/ho look for fish, 

••or"! r »m* -hells for business. Tidal mat .dies, swamp:
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uid pools* iffl blasted l.y * h ?-e who col lii-t roui’ie 'ifo 

fot fun or profit (Da&irin, I984r2f>9),

There is also th«* problem of pollution Into th© ocenn 

w.i^isi, pollution ft on* municipal end domorttc eownge, 

farm wastes and industrial Wcistos, mostly carried to -he 

oceans by nvsrs and streams, ind even by direct 

discharge of domestic and industrial wastes into M«« 

oceans

Pisheties ire worst affected by both natural mi 

artificial predators They may be trapped or marooned in 

tidal pools and eventually dry up. Increases mi 

population and t »»*• demand f oi more fisheries have led to 

'better' methods of fishing which threaten fish stocks. 

Th*' main motives fot fishing are for food, profit and 

port, lui * here ore negated by expanded efforts which 

pursue upto the last surviving members of fish spool*?. 

In Kenya, for example, th© overfishing of the inshore 

waters of the coastline is endangering not only the 

coastline's ecological balance, but also threatening the 

existence of beautiful beaches on which the prime patt of 

the national tourist industry is founded.

Regarding pressures from leisure seekers, as the 

popularity of ocean waters and their natural environment 

grows, the space f«t i n  enjoyment effectively shrinks 

One** the *’pst cf t hr accessible sailing water , • 11 ?i*, '
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full capacity. Is exhaust*!, mfoitor a r • ure m !«•!. 

If tills in not checked l>y a coordinated national f l-»: . 

there will bo inevitable deterioration In tho niturn! 

coastal environments.

If the ocean and thoIt coastal environments have been so 

important why Ins there been a delay, in many countries, 

in taking advantage of the ocean's resources? Some

respected authorities, amongst them the RICS have given 

the following reasons foi this reluctance:

1. It is only sinco the last century that the

properties of the sea have been systematically

investigated and rocoided.

2. Only in the last few docacle* has there been

invented the tools with which to exploit many of

the resource-! of the sea.

3. It is only in the last century that man’s
relationship with the sea has began to go beyond
t h e  h u n t e i  g a t h e r e r  s t a g e  ( KI CK,  1 9 Cf l : 2 J . ) .

Amongst other reasons, this is why in tho lant four 

decades or so, many coastal states have concentrated mi 

defining and agioetng on coastal and ocean boundaries 

especially beyond their immediate rhoter The United 

Nations Convention on the i,$w of the Sea in °a.Z 

ertahlished th« principles f* t determining righto 'o the 
seabed.
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It can, therefore, h argued thai many counti > hnvr 

realized that by Ignrr m g  the coastal lands and ocean 

they at•* lowing a valuable and essential resource. They 

have now seen the possibility of the ate i of land and 

interface offering new opportunities for mankind's 

develorment.
The next chaplet discusses the natuio and operatic ns • ‘ 

wa»‘*Jfrf*n» property markets. rt first briefly describe-- 

the global market and then dwells on the Kenyan 

waterfront property market, its features, the 

participants and the resultant property values.
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WATERFROMT PPOITPTV HAPKKTS

IHTRODUCTIOM

Properties anti resources located tlon-j t.ho shorefront u p  

found iti all countries which arc fronted by ocean* 01 

ne it?, in most casts th**8«* acting as their boundaries. 

A 1 though nr;st c*f lh»* proper!i*9 in these coastal zones 

are state-owned, quite a sizeable portion are privately- 

owned. In either ■•aco, tabulations and restrictions on 

the use theo« properties has turned ou' to be a 
significant and vintrov*!« i at r > both r* v »

(ldutUtinlidtoi9 uut pi • •••»< owners. Th^n fher" aj*» t|r:<' 

the irtotH, iwnMi 11k  pub'tc. who )ieij..v« that •h*'y * « 

a right of ^tijoyiiwi l!:'' m ^ t a i  rrorcrtirv*

Tf would app'T.i i * it i. -.iily i*> ly I hat I lie mar Mr* 

environment has !««»**»• t-mnd to h*» of necesuary e

•nankin 1 it 11-»i bef-n observed that m  most parts of thr 

world thj.9 m m  ine environment 1 v not sufficiently 

Ulld**t*-toOd f"t the riat in e and of itr- lire* for wti

ip lui fully vi ••‘t-aci1 \ -miUi, !nwo IT’). And **i •nvî

• o a s ta 1 staler, m»st people's evp-oi muicw ant1 interert of 

the sen is now hawed mi 11 «• ?ttr <ctionn for recr«* t' '.on. 

holiday® and seabed -« 1 i m w s . For instance, although 

the majority of tits W'-tld'n coastal population reside

"’-'•n.i i||m «•. ,ifii|iii«, v"iy few would regai d ..
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coastal dwellers first *nd foremost. Tn«*: meant these 
peorl? may have very little to do with the coastal

resources.

Consequently, there tie very many coastal communities 

which either do not actively utilize the coastal 

resources r>r misuse the resources altogether. Both oi 

these instances at*» bt ought about by the lack of 

technology and finance, and the absence or lenience of 

laws governing the use of coastal and marine resources. 

Moreover, coastal communities themselves have shied away 

from using the?*? »«»*crt . m  most case* consent rot ire
5 q'|i near bore fishing and coastal laiv'r.

r»'ib>»is* *»u •# f 1'inbiv. ( n the othot nand, note ab’e and 
V.ern foreigners have - alien up these coar-tal areas an'' 

develop*:) fham then best u h v b, thus pushing the
coastal communities’ inteietts further w a y  flow the 

Coastal non" This ft * ice is quite common in ‘.a* in 

America, tropical Afitea and Asia.

However, it. would b* utii easonable to conclude that 

Coastal poopi-t in t'gionr: do not own or use the

6c* ,i •?•.) i 1 t» 11 Quit* number do awn.
occupy and «• ■ e Hie resources, sometimes through M.a' 

assistance <u through • .vuo investment efforts, hue 

to lack of capital •• ■ * . • coastal communities and * he 

lack of development *.-chuology, a wealth of coastal 

property in ''ping ••*u*ji*i«»s i * nor tinl l p dec1 **t*d foi
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sale, transfer o* other exchange, This tf quite 

different fiom the situation in leveloped countries, or 

those countries whose marine sector is active and has 

been commorcialized. In these countries, marketing or 

marine resources has gained prominence, probably 

surpassing that of dry land properties, duo to the demand 

for recreation and allied services. Probably the only 

regions where coastal lands are traded the least are the 

areas neat the North Pole, beyond the Arctic Circle. This 

is because of the few land uses possiblo in these areas, 

where the land is always frozen with ioo. The rest nf 

the regions of the wot Id have an active market, 

especially in the tropical areas, in which islands appear 

to witness mote active real estate transactions than 

then mainland coasts.

A major reason for this phenomenon is that tropical 

islands contain some of the most attractive and beautiful 

«*o«sts in the world, coasts winch ate desired for their 

recioat ion value by many people, both local and foreign. 

Their demand is thus very high, and sharing of the lands 

in these islands even in the short run is always a 

crucial issu** in the economics of the countries owning 
them.

Th*» Kenyan_Cane
bike in many other countries fronted by oceans. Kenya har
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a sizeable amount of properties fronting the var* Indian

Ocean, which forms the country'3 eastern boundary. The

Kenya coastline runs from F.as Kiamboni m  the north

bordering Somalia to Vanga in the south, at the bolder

with Tanzania. Within this coastal zone, there are

various types of properties, tanging from the ocean

waters themselves to vacant lands, developed beachos,

harbours, marshlands, marine forests and marine parks

amongst many moie.
• •

In general, the real estate market for coastal lands in 

Kenya appears to be very active. This could be due tr- 

the stable economy, but mainly to the individualisation 

of land tenure along the coast which ona»>le3 individuals 

to tmd*> off their properties at will. The issues ol 

land tenure and its effects on property developments and 

values are discussed in Chapter Four-.

In ord**r to understand the waterfront property market 

geneially in the world and Kenya in particular, inalysis 

t-f property values and related information from various 

sources was conducted, with the help of fivo research 

assistants. The main sources included internetlonal 

Property journals, mailed questionnaires to property 

experts m  few countries and the three local daily 

newspapers (Daily Nation, The Standard and The Konya
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ru«?s) -n I g r*-* i j« c . i * (vn « , « i i t..

p"t »'• 1 • r ' in 1- ' •’ i - i • m iii | i i-»d .*-*v choeen i * hi * 

information on wnte» front properties changing hands 

before I960 was either not easily available, or was ‘too 

old' to compete with current information, 

information on property sales from daily papers proved * •* 

l>e a good indicator of the property market in the country 

even though there are a number of weaknesses with such 

data. Fust, moot of what is found in these newspapers 

is information on offers to sell, lease 01 buy, but not 

actual transaction*. Secondly, the information 

p u b l i s h e d  d a i l y  e x c l u d e s  t» inoac l ionc-  or o f f e r s  win h ai 

nur»m’ ly not published, y*>» there 1 a ovidente r <> rh-*v 

that ttn-h transact ions and <.*ffeip d*» rake plac**, quiet ly 

r it Mio-«, >t r., it | t * o  find the same proper tier 

b«i.fig a*l"f" t r ed in i h of the d u l y  papers oil a single 

•l»y Ho-'«vn» , info* i m ' i ' mi from these papers offered the 

gtniMnnf "kiii r. ..f if^'kot <J.*' o And although nnpubljnh*»'" 

o«l o t i ten ■iv*.t'n ore excluded, the majority of
lr »if: ii r i a|| »•— j it »»- ; i is, tb*rofot*,pO (

HY * H ' * h I " • • • i t ;  I n t e r  h« ' ton p • ov i d f  ■> »»i mj> «.i •!'  «

t 6  <rd oi  tie* p i o p n i t y  market  i e Kenya,  Many p r o p e r ' )  

buyers g e t  ' l i e  p * n r « nr f i «i  t h e y  n°*»'l f tom n,*W'«p*'p*'-r 

advs r t iee i i ' ent  s ,  and •'  « o i i t y  o f  p r o p e r t i e s  tha* n^tj

tju i**kly ?»« i lion* i,|m  i ii > i been  a d v e r t i s e d  i n  r»gch . i »i. 7 y 

papers
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Information fiom estn' <• agents, valuer 8 anti dovelopers of 

greater authenticity, is difficult to obtain because most 

is treated as confidential. Very few of such agents are 

ready to divulge such sales data, and where they do, they 

only give salon involving email properties, under the 

excuse that they are 'protecting their clients'.

Between 1980 and 1990. approximately one thousand nine 

hundred and seventy two (1972) ocean front properties 

were offered for sale through the property columns of the 

daily newspapers in Konya. Out of those 31.49% were 

residential houses in form of bungalows and maisonette-, 

56.44% were vacant plots fronting the ocean and about 

2.94% were residential Mocks of flats. A sizoablo 

amount of the remaining properties comprises cottages, 

farms and hotels. At the same time one thousand six 

hundred and four (1601) water front properties were 

offered for tent, oui of which 60.47% woto ranidentlal 

houses, 16.65% were flats and 10.79% wern cottages. 

Hotel rooms constituted 8.17% of the offers, but this lov/ 

figure will be explained in due course. Table 3.1 gives 

these breakdowns.
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Table 3.1: Humber ol waterfront properties offered
for sal® and rent, 1980-CQ

Type Sale 1 Rental % of Total
Hotel/rooms 4 0.2 131 8.17
Flats 58 2.94 267 16.65
Houses 621 31. 49 970 60.47
Vacant plots 1113 56.44 0 0
Shops 17 0.86 9 0.56
Of f ie«»8 5 0.25 15 0.94
Cottages 57 2.89 173 10.79
Godowns 4 0.2 23 1 . 43
Far ms 82 4.16 3 0.19
Lighthouses tl 0.56 11 0.69
Bedsitters 0 0 2 0.12
Total 1972 100 1604 100

Source: Author's Field work

Of all the said propottles, only 4 complete waterfront 

hotels were offered for sal**, which included the Sindbad 

Hotel and Lav/fords Hotel in Malindi and the Golden Beach 

Hotel in Di.iui. This shows that hotel properties along 

th»* coastline ai e either loing very good bus inns n or that 

once acquued they cannot easily change hands. It is not 

easy to get frontage for such hotels, and plots for such 

uses are selling at very high prices.

Properties such as shops and offices, which normally 

occur together (l.e. under one building) along the 

coastline are not so popular eithei for sale oi for rent. 

This is because most nf them are part of the shopping 

complexes attached to beach hotels, port wharfs oi clubs, 

the f'wnerelup of which i** in the hands of the pr pr‘-*o 

of the parent hotel, what 1 oi club.
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It has been mentioned that coastline lands are fertile

and can be successfully utilized for commercial 

agriculture. The survey revealed that 82 farms of sizes 

ranging from 10 to 150 acres along the coastline were 

offered for sale rn the period under review. Industrial 

use of coastline properties, such as godowns, storage 

houses and plants is also quite substantial, although 

most of the waterfront land in ports and harbours is not 

traded in the maiket for it belongs to the state. Even 

the majority of the godowns changing hands are only on 

rental basis, emphasizing the scarcity of waterfront 

sites for constructing new industrial buildings. 

Lighthouses, which are structures equipped with powerful 

lights to aid in navigation, are also not traded in the 

market, either for rent or for sale. These structures or 

their facilities are found either on the water or very 

near the shoreline. The selling and/or letting of these 

structures is dominated by shipping agencies, marine 

salvage engineering firms and pilot clubs.

Field survey by this investigator revealed that the 

market foi coastline waterfront properties is dominated 

by residential houses and flats either for sale or for 

rent, cottages, mostly for rent and vacant plots for 

sale. This is because of the desire of most people to 

stay near the beaches, where they can enjoy the cool sea 

breezes and the colourful water scenery. However, it was
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further found out that a big proportion of waterfront 

land is occupied by port and harbour facilities. Some of 

this land may be soon to bo vacant but in actual fact it 

is kept for future development and expansion of port and 

harbour facilities. The areas being referred to are in 

and aiound Mombasa's Old Port and the Kilindini Harbour, 

Lamu and Pate harbours, Malindi Jetty and landing 

frontage, Kiainbom Port and the small island ports of 

Gazi, Funzi, Vanga, Dodo and Wasini in the South Coast.

Another iarge proportion of the waterfront lands is taken 

by beach and tourist hotels, clubs and marinas*. During 

the fieldwork, it was found out that not many hotel 

rooms, club or marina facilities get advertised to the 

same extent ns houses or other types of properties m  the 

region. This is because tho hotels, clubs and marinas 

are either always fully occupied, or the prospective 

tenants 01 buyers arc so well informed about this 

submarket that advertising is not very common.

Hany water sports enthusiasts, who make use of waterfront 

clubu arid marinas have made it their habit to frequent 

the same places every time they are in tho coast, a habit 

which is common the world over. And many of them engage

fev J * marina is a waterfront facility offering anchoring for 
creational and small commercial shipping and it includes

IJjctricUy and water supplios, rest rooms, parking, repairs of 
j?- *' aquatic sports goods, etc. (Smith, 1974 , p.120).
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in popular inng to otnoir the place* they visit, thereby 

extending the rental oi sale mark*' to their ;olleagues. 

A few examples abound in Kenya: the Leopard Beach Hotel 

In Diani is popular with German tourists. Restaurant Le 

Pichet in the north Mtwapa area ia liked by tho French, 

Vulcario Restaurant in Diani is mainly visited by 

Italians. Wind-suifereis would rather camp at Nomad 

cottages in Diani or the Driftwood Club in Malindi, scuba 

divers visit Diani Reef Hotel and Watamu beach's Sea 

Farers, deep sea fishermen will go to Bahari Club or the 

Dolphin, etc. That moans each type of usot has 

identified and segregated his submarkot such that there 

is little need for advertising the accommodation and 

facilities offered.

Tho only time that serious offers are made for sale or 

lease in this class of property is during the low tourist 

season from April to July. It is at this time that 

vigorous campaigns are made to woo local 'tourists' or 

those f*»w foreigners around to take advantage of tho low 

season t u *k Except for vacant plots which ate efforod 

for sal©, the rest -of the properties are rental- 

dominated. This sh w'. -hat most waterfront properties 

are time shared. T:m*-s: i n n g  in real estate in the 

extension of the condominium concept, where tho unit if 

further divided, in twtm* of time, with the result that
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many people can occupy tho same space at a greatly 

reduced cost to the consumer and resulting increase in 

profit to tho developer (Crosson and Damns, 1977:165). 

The table below shows the estimated number of properties 

either sold or rented in the study area from 1980-1990.

Table 3.2: (level ope d_£L5£fi t U  ® 5

either sold pr rented in the study area,

1980-90

Type of property Units sold Units rented

Ronidenti.il flats 

Residential houses 

Cottagos

58 267

621 970

57 173

Source: Field work, 1990

Fa cX opJ. considered during exchange__ oJL .water fi out

properties m  the, maKtaii
While selling or letting waterfront properties, most 

sellers owners, ajentn oi buyers would put emphasis on 

the following characteristics. This list is not given in 

order of importance because different properties exhibit 

different important characteristics.

5 • Size of land itself or size of the accommodation
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offered
Openness '.o ssaviow or ocean view.

3 Nearness pi distance to an important facility a y. 

harbour.

Size of the water frontage.
Distance o£ plot <>i property from the shoreline.

6 Availability of swimming pool.

7 Type of beach, sandy oj rocky.

8 Public access to beach.

f». rur at ion of lease, ox letting, whether daily, weekly

ox other.
10 Suitability of the property for other unos. 

n  Availability of security.
17. Provision of infrastructure and basic services e.g. 

toads, water and power.

1 3 . rot hotels and houses, presence of extra services 

e.g. air conditioners, balconies, private baths, 

sporting grounds, furnished or not.

Further analysis of market information shows that sir.e of 

land and/or accommodation offered forms the basis upon 

which sellers and buyers can price and buy their 

properties. However, two factors, the distance the 

property is from the shoreline, and whether the property 

affords a seaview or not appear to have the greatest 

influence on the final value of waterfront properties, as 

far ar. lell-rs. ownsr*', buyers or renters 3re concerned
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Once a(Main* Chege, Coa3t Beachlanda and others), 

property is identified a? being near the ocean or 

overlooking the sea, the next consideration is whether 

that property possesses all the services and facilities 

required (Interviews with respondents, e.g. Khaemba, 

Nairobi Homes, Maina Cheyo and Company).

Some prospective clients of waterfront properties attach 
particular importance to the type of beach along the 

front, especially those clients who are searching for 

accommodation and sports facilities. Sparkling white 

sandy beaches are preferred to dull brown sands. Beaches 

composed of brown sands are, therefore, unpopular with 

waterfront property clients. Fortunately, the bulk of 

tho beaches along the Kenya coast lino consist of white(sparkling sands. Areas without such beach sands include 

Waa, Ngomenl , llambrul and Kipini.

The other characteristic which is of limited importance 

is loan artangeroent to prospective purchasers, perhaps 

because moat developmentn of properties on tho coastline 

■Involve huge sums of mon-y such that, very few financials 

do indulge themselves in such lending. Information 

collected during both the property market survey and the 

actual fieldwork in the study area indicates that buying, 

■ailing or lotting of waterfront properties does not rely 

on a single characteristic to influence buyers, sellers
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or lenters. fn the majorit/ of the cases a combination 

of factors would lead to the final derision in the 

exchange of waterfront properties.

It has been found that there are not many specialized 

letting or soiling agents solely for waterfront 

properties the world ovoi . Tho few that are there 

specialized only when they wore beginning, but 

diversified into other properties later in the course of 

time. That means, thero are sellers or letting who have 

completely monopolised this property market. For 

instance, the large valuation and estate management 

companies in Kenya, traditionally known to be tho main 

participants in the real estate market, have had minimal 

participation in tho waterlront property market. Perhaps 

this is because these large companies are mainly located 

in Nairobi, about 500km away from tho Coast. The only 

timo such companies get involved m  waterfront lands is 

when they have branches at the Coast o.g. Nairobi Homes 

Ltd. and Town Properties Ltd. both have branches in 

Hotnhasri.

Individuals .*« owners or acting as agents happen to 

command a very big shaie of the waterfront property 

market, about 60%. One explanation for this is that 

there may be very high commissions in these property 

dealings, such that many individuals get involved as
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agents, or most owners, aware of the high commissions 

they have to surrender to agents, decide to conduct tho 

selling, buying or lotting by themselves or through 

relatives. The waterfront property market has theroforo 

been left to smaller estate agents, small property 

companies and individuals. Most of these are based at 

the Coast where they can easily see and inspect the 

subject properties. There are a few of such companies 

which are based upcountry but who engage in waterfront 

properties, but their scales or operation are very low. 

These Include Robert Muthaaa and Company, Florin 

Enterprises and Rainbow Fropeities. Table 3.3 gives a 

breakdown of the share of different types of sellers or 

letting agents foi waterfront properties studied during 

the 1980-89 period.

T a b l e  3.3: Share.of. property oj fers by s$lle;.g_ and
reiLt et I _oi watoi f ront proper t ies

Type of offerer % of properties offered
(rent or sale)

band valuation and management firms 1.2
Private individuals, 
developer s

owners and
9.2

Small estate agents 39.7
Unnamed companies and individuals 50.1
Source: Author's Field work
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The l*igo percentage accorded by unnamed compan.e.* and 

individuals confirms ’ha* many more properties may not bo 

openly advertised oi offered for sale 01 rent. And most 

of the companies which offered some properties in the 

maxke*. but aie not estate companies did so because

they had interest in the properties they offered, either 

e* oi agents o owners. Such companies included

S.r/Si nah Tours, Blue Ocean Peach Village, Tiwi Villas 

Limited, Pronto Trave; Services Limited and Bamburi Beach 

Hotel Tho share of market activity for the small scale 

estate and property agents who deal with waterfront 

proper ties in the Coast of Kenya is given below.

Table .1.4 • Coajjt-hesed scouts and tlieit
inark t̂ offjM ings, 1190 I3i»0

Name of agent Ho. of properties 
marketed

i of total 
propertles 
m a r k e t e d  
by coast 
firms

Pelly Properties 219 19.57
Salama Properties 193 17.25
Jebri Holdings 149 13.32
Valley Investments 120 10.72
Jiwa Properties 89 7.05
Kama Properties 49 4.38
Chawla Estate Agency 23 2.06
Datoo A Companies 20 1.79
Mvita Properties 20 1.79
Shimoni Enterprises 14 1.25
Monty Enterprises 14 1.25
H.C Mehta A Sons 16 1.43
Gigl and Company 13 1.16
Hanmjoe Brothers 13 0.98
Butts Beach Propeitien 4 0.36
Source: Author's Field woi k
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Prices of waterfront properties are relatively higher 

than those of overland properties and, therefore, large 

sums of money are required for both their purchase and 

meaningful exploitation. Most prospective and eventual 

buyers of such properties are the rich, either from 

upcountry Kenya, from Europe or the local rich Asian and 

Arab communities. These are people who buy waterfront 

properties for different developmental objectives such as 

hotel developments, bars, clubs, farms etc. But quite a 

good number purchase thes*' lands for purely speculative 

purposes, tt is sad to note that the indigenous coastal 

people, b^ing relatively pooler, have been eliminated 

from the wat«rfront property market.

The waterfront property market within the Coast also 

exhibits some trends which are repeated almost every 

year . Every year the lowest tourist season coincides 

with the long r a m s  in the country. This period begins 

from April and ends in July, during winch fewer numbers 

of properties are offered than from August to March. And 

while the low tourist season is on, more properties are 

sold than leased. There are two explanations for this. 

First, many would-be purchasers of waterfront properties 

find it easier to obtain vacant properties 

(availability). Secondly, because the proper ties are nor 

*«Uy utilized by f oretgn tourrstn, their prices ire
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lcmor thin during • • £••••* : t'uiisr season At the same 

tint* lental units ar* heavily marketed because there a*** 

many vacant premises. and in a bid to woo local tourists, 

•h rent* tin l «"tM •: 1 thus market inJ campaigns for 

uaterfront properr • <:• Mitensified,

Ms high tcur v ' v- n' begin:, in August, coinciding

with a hort dry ;"i nu n .» waterfront proportion aie 

•in* *h's tiend continues until March, with

i -itorv^lr of low tou is* activity in November and 

“'•**"tPh-'t , perhaps h* w**- of Christina* holiday* all over 

M  w rut n 'j this time many water front properties

• ra : I f.*r lent “ 'cause m n y  tourists need short-

i ' • interestingly, the M l *  1

w a t e t f ; p r o p e r t i e s  also gooj up. The likely 

expM.a'.ivt observed fiom the field survey, is that 

•sellers • f these properties cash in on the tourist boom 

for higher prices for these properties. Once in a while 

some tourists get interested and purchase property in the 

coastline for friends or relatives, at very high prices. 

Alternatively, some sellers expect their properties to lie 

bought by some developers and owners of existing 

waterfront properties catering for tourists mainly as

!<
Dee®».l̂ ***IOU9h tfl- high tourist 
hatch r' Xfi always high t.

season begins from late July to 
ilways high tourist period between January and 

tun®.-, the January-March season 13 busier than the 
^ ^ B “December period, while in other years it may bo the reverse.
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extensions to their premises or to start othei tourist 

facilities altogether.

It therefore follows that prices and rents for waterfront 

properties obey the trend of the tourist seasons; during 

the high tourist season prices are higher than during tho 

low tourist season. For instance, while vacant plots may 

be sold from KSh3. 50,000/* during the low tourist 

season, depending on the size and distance from the 

shoreline amongst other things, the same plot could fetch 

Up to five times that value during the peak tourist 

season. Rental charges also behave in a similar manner, 

although the rate of rental increase is not as much. A 

summary of approximate price and rental charges from 

various types of waterfront properties is given in the 

Fig. 3.1 with times differentiated between low and peak 

tourist seasons.

On average,it has been found that properties fronting the 

ocean, other factors being similar will fetch higher 

values than those located further away from tho ocean 

waters as shown in Table 3.5
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Table 3.5: Prices of properties according to 
distance from the.shoreline JjLAiflSJiQnl. 
places along the coastline

4th row 3rd row 2nd row 1st row Place

15,000/= 40,000/= 
-20,000/= -60,000/= 
per acre per acre 
vacant plot

about 
150,000/= 
per aero

Minimum 
30,000/= 
per acre

Lamu

about 20,000/= 
10,000/= -40,000/= 
pel acre per acre 
vacant plot

Minimum 
50,000/= 
per acre

Minimum
350,000/

Mai nidi
B

Watamu

Minimum 
20,000/= 
per aero

40,000/= 
per aero 
per acre

80,000/=
120,000/=
peracro

Minimum
150,000/

Kilifi
■

Minimum 
30.000/= 
per acre 
(semi- 
serviced 
plot)

Ml ninium 
50,000/= 
per aero 
(vacant 
plot)

Minimum 
200,000/= 
per aero 
(vacant 
plot)

Minimum 
600,000/= 
pet acre

Mombasa

Minimum 
50.000/= 
per acre 
(vacant 
plot)

70,000/= 
150,000/' 

per acre 
vacant 
350,000/= 
per acre 
developed

130,000/= Minimum 
■ 240,000/= 330, 
per aero por acre 
vacant plot

Diam 
000/ = 

Kinondo

80,000/= 70,000/a 
to 25,000/= to 90 
per acre per acre 
vacant plot

about 
,000/= 
per acre

Minimum 
200,000/= 
por acre 
vacant plot

Gazi
250,000/=

Msambwoni

7,000/= 
per acre

30,000/= 
-40,000/= 
per aero

50,000/= 
poi aero 
per acre

about
100,000/-

Vanya

Source: Field work

Certainly, differences in value of properties occur 

depending on the popularity of tho location, tho nearnoss
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to on important watorfront proporty and proximity or 

nearness to a major town. Thus prices and values of 

first row lots will be different in and around Mombasa 

Island from those near Vanya town. The future for 

waterfront properties appears to be quite promising for 

many users, and the market seems likely to continue to be 

open and very much unregulated. In general, however, the 

fluctuations are minor between the seasons, so that it 

may not be obvious to see the difference in values in one 

area.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE STUDY AREAS

Geographical Sett tng

The coastline of Kenya is approximately 420km long, and 

the country's territorial sea extends to 370km from the 

coastline. Within this area is a narrow and low plain 

ranging from 0-30 m above sea lovel. This plain is 

widest at the river deltas of Athi (Galana or Sabaki) 

around Malindi and Tana River around Kipinin and Ungama 

Bay near Lamu. In these places the width of the coast 

extends beyond lOkin. The lengths of beach frontages vary 

with the area in question. Some places have overhanging 

cliffs and barrier reels, while others have rias and 

clean sands. In places like Ungama Bay, Lamu and the 

southern coast, Mangrove trees lie along the fronting 

lands. Lengths of lands fronting the ocean waters for 

all areas along the coastline are outlined below. It 

will be noticed that these lengths are longer than the 

420km length of the entire coastline. This is because 

the former includes lengths of all property fronting the 

wators, even in creaks and rias, while tho later only 

measures the lengths of the lands facing the ocean 

proper.
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Table 4.1: Ltnaths :>t _ water iront lands aleng til* 

coastline

Place Length of frontage (km)

Vanga and Islands

Shimoni, Ramisi, Funzi and Wasim

34

Islands 66

Msambweni and Gazi 25

Galu, Diani, Tiwi 24

Waa, Shelly beach 16

Likoni, Mtongwe, Mbarafci 50

Old Port, Tudor, English Point 40

Nyali, Bamburl, Shanzu 13

Mlwapa Creek 30

Kikambala, Mnarani 40

Killfl Creek 37
Kilifi North 29

Watamu, Malindi, Hgomem 98

Gongom to Kipini 90

Tana River mouth 28

Lamu Archipelago 380

Kiwaiyu Island to Kiambom 112
Total 1112

Source: Mombasa Tourist Information Office.
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The northern limit of Kenya’s coastline is Kiambom town, 

bordering Somalia and the southern extent is Vanga, 

bordering Tanzania. The whole coastal plain contains 

coral platforms, sand dunes, tidal flats, river 

estuaries, creeks and mangrove vegetation. Indeed 'the 

region is unique in minor varieties of potential arising 

from the inherent physical diversity. This complexity is 

directly related to the geological history of the area' 

(Ominde:21).

The proper coastal plain lies at an altitude of less than 

30m above level. It in largely undoilain by young 

(most recent, geologically) pleistocene deposits of 

corals and sandn. Coral and sandstone formations, 

through their porosity, greatly affect the fertility and 

moisture-holding capacity of the soil. Only fow areas of 

fertile alluvial and residual soils abound, the Ramisi 

valley in the south coast being a notable example. 

Despite this characteristic and contrary to Ominde’s 

contention (1968, p.51), the coast soils are suited to 

intensive forms of land utilisation. Much of the 

coastland is made up of coral, which once lay beneath tho 

sea. it was later raised by earth movements to stand as 

a Platform, with low cliffs above the present beaches of 

coral sand (Money:9).

The coral reef of tho coast starts from Lamu all the way
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to Mombasa, and down south to Shimoni, ©specially off 

Shelly beach, off Diani beach and in tho atolls of 

Shimoni. Creeks, into which water flows arc found at 

Mtwapa, Shimoni, Mida, Kilifi and Mombasa west. Hivor 

estuaries and bays have been formed as a result of tidal 

action e.y. at Ngomeni and Ungama, north of Malindi and 

at Watamu bay.

In addition to tho coral reefs, which are extended 

landwards in the form of coial limestones, the other soil 

typos includo clays and limestones. Sandstones aro a 

type of leached soil, poorly drained and either brown or 

greyish in colour . They are extonsively found in the 

coastline. Clays and silts dominate tho swamp areas and 

mangrove forest regions. These normally lead to muddy 

beaches which aie only inhabited by birds and other 

marine animals.

The coastal sedimentary rocks and coral reef produce 

throe types of beaches along Konya's coastline. Sandy 

beaches consist of rather fine brownish sand, and these 

beaches aro found in the north e.g. around Watamu, 

Malindi and Lamu, Then there are the dazzling white 

sandy beaches of coral rock origin, which aro invariably 

found along the south coast. Rocky beaches are found in 

thoso areas where marine activity has failed to break up 

the hard waterfronting rocks and cliffs.
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The coastal soils are not only important for the nice 

beaches but are also fertile, and farming in the coastal 

zone is an important activity. Many types of crops are 

grown along the coastline, such as maize, coconuts, 

cashewnuts, cassava, simsim and vegetables. In some 

places within the coastline, the sedimentary rocks are 

utilized for their mineral deposits, sand deposits and 

building stone. Sand for building purposes is found in 

Lamu, Kilifi, Ng'ombeni, Waa, Tiwi, Msambweni, Majorem 

and Vanga. Salt deposits are found at Ngomem and 

Gongoni, north of Malindi. A cement factory is at 

Bambun, north of Mombasa Island. Sand used for 

industrial manufacture of glass is found at Gazi, 

Msambweni and Minna in the south coast. There are many 

small islands which are very near the shore all along the 

coastline. These islands are inhabited by local people, 

although some are relatively vacant and are used as 

tourist sites, e.g. Chale, Sii, Ndau and Kiwaiyu.

Vegotation

The entire coastline is an averagely forested region, 

with mangrove vegetation directly at the waterfront. 

Mangroves are only found around tidal crooks and river 

estuaries such ns at Bodo, Msambwoni, Funzi, Gazi and 

Shimoni in the south coast, around Mombasa west, at 

Mtwapa, Mnarani in Kilifi, Mambrui and Lamu. Next to the
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aangxove :• r.o is woodland and buoh vegetation, with some 

overgreen and deciduous trees. Behind this zone is the 

savannan grassland, composed of small shrubs and trees, 

grass and bushes. The furthest landward extent of the 

coastline is marked by the Nyika dryland vegetation 

consisting of thickets and dry bushes, in which baobab 

trees dominate. Some time ago all these areas wore 

deeply forested but owing to pressures from farming, 

settlement, tourist resort developments and the quest for 

building materials, many areas have boon cleared. 

Remnants remain a few areas like Witu in Lamu, Gede, 

Kilifi and m  the southern-most coast. Figure 4.1 shows 

croso-neotions of some areas and their vegetation types. 

There nre only a few large permanent rivers in the 

coastal region, notably Tana River, the Galana (Sabaki or 

Athi River), Rare, Hwachi, Ramisi and many other smallor 

ones, which aio iaigely seasonal, such as Ndzovuni and 

Mkurumudzi. Host of these rivers originate from 

highlands and mountains in the hinterland. In general, 

the voter table within the coastline is very high, and 

l most watei.- from undei ground are very salty’. This is 

due to the tact that cea water creeps underground from 

the ocean and encroaches into the nearby lands. And 

owing to the prevalence :( sandstone soils which aie

|?fUt K ingly. there n •» iomt wells on '.lie waterfront which 
Mg**®- T)io*i-• 9 a 1 ’ y wetej e. ■ on Lamu Island, at Kongo in the 
p-Beach, at Sheila in Kalindi and at Mambrui.
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easily drained, water scarcity in the area is quite 

common. A series of century old local open wells have 

been replaced with machine-pumped wells which end up 

malfunctioning after somo timo.

£1IfliatS and ita inf 1uence on prooertv values 

The climate in the coastal area can bo said to be warm, 

humid and moist, characterized by sudden changes of tho 

weather even in a few hours. Temperatures are always 

high, from 20JC to 36 C maximum. Rain falls heaviest in 

the coastline area, but this declines as one travels 

inland. But the region does not receive as heavy amounts 

of r a m  as the highland aroas of Kenya, mainly because of 

the generally straight shape of the coast, which ensures 

that onshore winds tend to blow parallel to the coast and, 

therefore, cannot penetrate furthor inland.
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The coastal climate is further influenced obviously by 

the presence of the Indian Ocean, over which winds 

blowing are heavily laden with moisture which brings 

rain. This amount of moisture is increased by the 

effects of tho warm Mozambican current to the south and 

the cold Somali current to the north. And then thero are 

the monsoon winds blowing from the dry south west Asia 

landmass. Between January and March, tho north east 

(H.B) dry monsoon blow over tho Somali current, causing 

the dry period at the coast. Between March and September 

the direction of these winds is such that they blow over 

the Kenya coast. They hence bring rain from the south 

east part of the Indian Ocean.

Following from the rain amounts falling every year, one 

can distinguish a pattern of rainfall zones in the 

coastal region, with rain densities diminishing as one 

goes inland. Tho heaviosl rain (1270-1525mm annually) 

falls in the region from Shimoni in tho south to Kilifi 

in the north. This narrow stretch is about 10km wide. 

Behind tho stietch is the zone stretching from north of 

Malindi to r.ungalunga m  tho south, in which 1015mm to 

1270mm of r a m  fall ©very year. The other zones axe 

further inland.

There is an effect of the climate on the property values 

along and within the coastline. Other things constant,
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such as the beautiful beach scenery and amenities, land 

values tend to diminish inland from the waterfront. This 

is probably related to the pattern of rainfall, such that 

values are higher for properties in the heaviest rainfall 

areas, and valuos are lowest in the areas with lowest 

rainfall amounts per year. Many more land uses can be 

attempted in the heavy rainfall 2ones than in the lowest 

rainfall zones.

In relative terms it would therefore appear that within 

the coastal zone land values are affected by distance

from thn ocean, amount of rainfall, fertility of the land 

and the level of infrastructure and services provided on 

ci neat the parcel of land. However, for properties 

further away from the ocean vicinity, the purpose of 

acquiring the land and the final use of that land would 

be mote decisive factors. Take the case or a plot 

required for farming, for example. The soil fortility 

and the level of infrastructure near it would be more 

important than the distance from the shoreline.

EftKSiCfl 1 - ID f ? 3S.tr uc t u X e
The coastline is inadequately provided with 

infrastructure required for many purposes. Roads, which 

provide the main means of access and linkage, are barely 

enough in the atea. In total there are 154.9km of taimac 

or bitumen roads serving the entire coastal waterfront,
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anil about 590.2km of earth or murrain roads serving an 

area about 1260 sq.km.

indeed the only area served with permanent tarmacked 

roads is Mombasa Island and parts of its environs. The 

principal pain road along tho coastline is tho tarmac 

road which starts from Lunga Lunga in the south up to 

Malindi. Few areas located in busy tourist sites are 

lucky to have paved roads up to tho beach, the rest of 

the areas may not even have roads. Malindi, Watamu, 

Kilifi township, Nyali, Mombasa and Diani beach sites are 

the only ones served with paved roads. It is thcroforo 

difficult to reach some areas of tho coastline by road 

e.g. Lanu and its northern regions, and parts of the 

south coast. Because of such inaccessibility, land 

values along the ocean fronts of such areas are 

relatively lower than in aroas better served with roads. 

Railways are only found along the Mombasa woot aroa up to 

tJ'.e Kilindini harbour. Bridges between water inlets and 

estuaries have been provided in most places, although 

other crossing places still need them. The largost of 

these hridges is tho New Nyali bridge, linking Mombasa to 

the north mainland. There are two causeways linking 

Mombasa Island to the w c r i mainland, but the south coast 

is reached via the inadequate Likoni Ferry.

Water pipes serve most of the coastline, although the far 

northern and southern regions of the coastline do not
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h/ivo this facility. Sewage disposal systems «i? very 

poor, and in fact many of the coastline towns do not have 

proper sewage systems, o.g. Lamu and part of Malindi. 

Telephone and eloctricity lines are well deployed, but 

not all over the coastline. Electric power lines, 

especially, have only been connected to busy tourist 

areas, leaving coastline areas which are inhabited by 

local people without any electricity supply. This is 

also the case with telephone lines.

The FjePPle

The entire coastline is inhabited by a large variety of 

people. Host areas are settled by the indigenous 

Mijtkenda Bantu people (Digo, Duruma, Giriama, Rabai, 

Ribe, Chonyi, Kambe, Kauma and Jibana) and the Pokomo, 

scatteied evenly in the region. The other inhabitants 

are the peoplo of mixed races betweon the locals and Arab 

or Asian descendants. These comprise the Amu, Wagunya, 

Sogeju, Tswaka, Jomvu and many other smaller groups, at 

most calling thomsolven the Swahili. Mombasa Island is 

entirely occupied by people of Asian (Hindu) and Arab 

oiigin, the lattei having greatly intermarried with the 

Mijikenda. Malindi is also largely occupied by this 

group, and so is Lamu.

However, there aro large numbers of Europeans, especially
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in oceanfront lands, and now a big number of upcountry 

Africans have also settled in the coastline, in fact as 

far as Lamu and Lunga Lunga. Some of these people own 

many properties along the coastline.

Clusters of population are to be found all along the 

coast front. An important feature is the decreasing 

density of population from the humid coast to the drier 

interior. For instance, densities along the coastal 

plain roach as high as 2500 per sq.km, while in the 

interior this goes down to about 62 per sq.km. (Kilifx 

District Development Plan, 1984). There is also a 

general increase in population density from Malindi 

southwards to the Tanzania border. The northern coastal 

plain beyond Malindi has had less population bocause of 

the decline of ancient centres of trade and commerce 

(Ominde, 1968:105).

The immediate coastal fringe consisting or lagoons and 

coral rocks, either exposed or covered by a layer of 

sandy limestones is, however, sparsely populated except 

in the major towns and tourist complexes. The immediate 

fringe has been left vacant for farming or forestry.

An important question is whether the population density 

or U s  increase has had any effect on waterfront property 

values. Simple population theories suggest that 

increases in population may increase the demand for land 

«nd therefore value of that land, depending on many other
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aspects of that land. On the coastal plain this may 

appear to be true, but only for properties further away 

from the oceanfront. On the immediate waterfront there 

is very little evidence to suggest that such an effect 

exists. The high rise in prices of waterfront lands is 

a lesult of demand for the uses of waterfront lands, but 

not necessarily from the high population increases 

further inland.

In the Lainu region, for instance, the influx of upcountry 

people to the settlement schemes around has increased the 

population to 84,175, over the last ten years. 

Waterfront land values have on their part risen from Shs. 

30,000 to 100,000 per aero. In Malindi, where the 

population has increased almost three times since 1979, 

waterfront land values have skyrocketed to about Shs. 

800,000/* per acre from a m e m  Shs. 20,000/= per acre in 

1979. However, none of these increased in waterfront 

land values can be directly attributed to the high 

increases in population. For one, most of the waterfront 

lands are government lands kept aside for public beaches 

and « few residences, thus they are not places for 

settlement. For another, the indigenous coastal people 

have always lived in clusters further away from the 

waterfront, reservir.c the areas near the ocean for
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only bo correlated for lauds further away from the ocean 

front, and watei front land in towns? such as Mombasa and 

Lamu.

Property Ownership Along, the Coastilus, of Kenya 

Land tenure is a very important because it can affect the 

amount of land released for development. Many cases 

abound which prove that where land tenure is guaranteed 

or secure, development on that land will take place 

(Kitay, 1985:7) and vice-versa.

Along the Kenyan coastline the question of land ownership 

is closely linked with the long history of occupation and 

colonization by the Arabs, Portuguese and British rulers. 

Of these three rulers, the Portuguese have been 

completely phased out of the area, the British are found 

»n small numbers, while the Arabs are still dominant as 

far as property ownership is concerned.

Before the Arabs came to settle in the Kenyan coast in 

the 7th century, the nine indigenous coastal tribes of 

the coast appeared to be the rightful owners of the land. 

These tiibes are said to have originated from Somalia but 

were driven southwards by the Galla, and during their 

return from Tanzania they settled as various clusters 

within thirty miles (48 kn») of the coastline (Mbithi 4 

Barnes, 1975:44). Under the customary laws of these 

people, individual ownership of land was unknown and
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irrelevant to their cultural and moral systems

(King'oriah and Ngugi, 1989:3). The only claim that any 

member of these tribes could lay on the land was the 

right to reap the crop and the fruit of the land (Mathai 

Commission, 1978:1).
The Arabs ruled the coastal region of Kenya and Tanzania 

for many centuries. During their time, the Arab-Swahili 

Muslim law of land alienation was recognized and 

practised, where cultivated land was referred to as 

'federal land* (Mbithl and Barnes, 1975:44). The land 

became the property of the individual who cultivated it 

once crops reached maturity, with full rights to alienate 

and sell the land. In addition to this, there was a 

tenancy at-will relationship between an individual who 

cultivates and builds a house on a piece of land, after 

getting permission from an Arab landowner.
Thoie is, however, some doubt ns to whether tire 

indigenous people of the coastline of Kenya were 

practising this typo of land tenure fully. It appears 

that those people continued with their communal 

ownership, while the Arabs, Asians and Swahilis were 

applying for the Islamic land tenure system. Tins co

existence of the two systems of land ownership would 

probably have safely survived for long had it not been 

for two phenomenal events: the slave tiade, and the

subsequent partition of East Africa, in the 1980s.
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Slavery and slave trade, which lasted for almost eleven 

centuries in Eastern Aftica (King'oxiah and Ngugi, 

1989:4 ) had a direct impact on land ownership in the 

coastal strip, leading to physical displacement of the 

indigenous, original inhabitants of the area. According 

to the Kathai Commission (1978:26), not only were the 

indigenous coastal people sold into slavery, or used 

extensively as agricultural labourers on land, but also, 

escape was the only way of fleeing. As a result, 

original Africans finally lost control of their 

indigenous lands within the coastal strip. An option 

left to them was t.o stay in their lost lands either as 

slaves or squatters. Their lands fell into the hands of 

Arab and Swahili lords.

Even after abolition of slavery and slave trade, the 

indigenous people found themselves settliny on lands they 

once owned as squatters, either knowingly or unknowingly. 

Mbithi in fact explains that squatting was rather easily 

carried out since landowners frequently livod in towns 

and lately visited t h e n  farmlands, or had entirely 

-abandoned their land (K-7V52).

The partition of East Af- i -<i m  1886 further worsened the 

Position of African iin ••'.vita cf the coast, and made 

•*1tare better for Arabs, Fwahilie and European settler* 
wluoujh the Imperial Btitish East African Company under
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William Mackninon, the British government took over ill 

land within the Kenyan ten mile coasta: strip which was 

not owned by Arabs and Swahilis. These lands were 

supposedly owned communally by the indigenous people. On 

the other hand, the British rule recognized and confirmed 

claims of ownership of land by Swahilis, Arabs and 

Asians, to whom freehold titles were issued.

This nature of land ownership in the coastal strip 

continued throughout the British colonial era in the 

present century. All land in the strip not registered as 

freehold was taken as crown land. It is only in v<vry 

i ate cases that Ui»* indigenous natives of the coastal 

strip would be given freehold titles to land (Stren, 

197.1 'if*), because l’ was assumed African hold land under 
communal nature.

Land ownership in the coastal strip today diffots little 

ftont what it was during the colonial era. The 

independent Kenya Republic merely copied what the IBEA 

company did when it took over in 1888. All claims 

registered in the colonial period were recognized and 

ratified. And like in the colonial era, the only 

nsclation for the evicted indigenous people of the 

coaot w«s the introduction of settlement schomes in the 

fog ion. But it is only Cede scheme which is within the 

famous 10 mile coastal strip, the lest of the settlement 

h»*mes Including Mambrui, Bura, Majimbcni and Shneba
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Hills are very far froir the ocean! rout.

Most land along the coastline is owned by Asians and 

Arabs, some of whom aro absent physically but preside 

over their lands using local agents and relatives. Trust 

land is found in areas formerly occupied by indigenous 

coastal people bofoie independence. Trust land is vested 

in County Councils for benefits and on behalf of the 

inhabitants. The two other types of ownership aro also 

present, i.e. government land and private land. Private 

ownership is either undor groups, companies or 

individuals, w h H o  trust land has been converted to 

el Mi#* group 01 individual ownership (Ngari, 1373:20). 

In addition, there ntn lands under settlement schemes and 

wakf land which is land set aside for Muslim religious 

end social functions. The proportion of land ownership 

along the coastline ir. outlined in Table 5.4 in tho next 
page.

VsmU't txulu^liy_.and_its influence on waterfront

Eer.Ues

-ourism has been one of the largest income earners for 

Kenya, after coffee and tf»a. In the 1988/89 period, 

tourism in fact overtook coffee to become the largest 

foreign exchange earner, with earnings of KShs. 8.6 
Rlfiion.
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Ei ijv.; -; ,'ji _c{ _rLif f ere.vt cateuci ic ■ of 

15«ik! '.'wn-tsiur .along H ip _gpa.*U 1fw of 
&9nya

Ownership Land sice (acres) %

Settlements 12,065.41 5.82
Company land 15,471.37 7.46
Trust land 34,090.922 16.46
State land 46,405.766 22.39
Private land 99,229.375 47.87

Total 297,253.863 100

Sourco: Ngati (1973), with an update from information 

offered by tho Lands Office in Mombasa.

In 1990 alone, tour ion. earned Kenya an amount. of about 

KShs. 10.7 billion, accounting for 43% of tho country's 

foreign exchange earning* (Ministry of Tounsm, 1090). 

Ov?- 'he years, 'hie industry has grown anti oxpanded • •• 

‘ovum many mpnot* and geographical fites. Evidence liar 

ii *.)!..'• over ^01 "t the tour is to who come to Kenya every 

V-ei land in Mombasa, and almost 9c.t of *11 -he tourist* 

who ' :si». Kenya every year moist on visiting the coastal 
♦ ji'Mi L'tiiorr they wm<* up tliet* tour c in Kenya.
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Tourism is impottant because, in addition to being a 

foreign exchango earner, it provides direct and indirect 

employment to many people in transport, restaurants, 

hotels, parks and advertising trades. Tourism also helps 

to encourage the protection of natural habitats, wild 

game cultures and traditions, and historical monuments. 

Furthermore, when tourism increases, there is a direct 

increase in demand for goods and services not only in the 

place visited in particular , but in the country as a 

whole. Of importance also are the improvements made to 

the services >nd faci'ItJc- which aie used by tourists, 

such as transport and communication routes, sanitation, 

water and electricity lines, restaurants and hotels.

The overall effect nf these characteristics has mcroased 

physical and economic development, of the area(s) visited 

by 'tie tourists. Along the coastline and further inland, 

the effects of tourism ate clearly felt. Many people 

have been employed in tourism and its allied concerns. 

Po: example, in Hallndi town alone, over 80* of the jots

and trades available are eithor directly in tourism or in 

associated sectors (Swazuri, 198G:63). Excopl for 

K»»mu and Kiunga, howevei, a good number of the jobs and 

Businesses in the busy tourist areas have been taken by 

£P«opie not originating from the coastal region. Surveys 

? *om« of the places indicated that lack of or 

|**nuate education on tin* part of rndigenous people wa6



Cultures and traditions in the coastal region have been 

retained to a groat extent, although in some towns such 

as Mombasa, Ukunda and Halindi or oven Watamu, the 

influence of tourism has been to threaten the people's 

cultures and traditions. The ability of most areas along 

the coastline to withstand touriat influence has in fact 

contributed to more tourists pouring in to see these 

people. In the study cultures have little changed

perhaps because most of the coastline inhabitants are, to 

no me extent, non-par t >iv j-anrs in the buoy tourirt 

industry.

Wntujal habitats, will game and historical monuments have 

been wal i-pt eserved along the coastline e.g. the numerous 

marine parks, natural reserves and forests, monuments 

Isuch if. rjedi Ruins, V.isco On Gama's pillar, Fort Jesus,

» Lami artifacts, etc. In fact moie of these natural 

MietUatA at*- likely to be Increased along man-made

tourist attraction sLtos such as Mamba (crocodile) 

v llagos, trad tional villages and dance camps and many

nlonj the coastline have ben provided, the airport in 

mbas* vastly expanded and built to modern

•by r. teal developments 1 x1 the coasti! region has oc 'uriod 

ar a lost:It. of tourism. Roads to important tourist sites



Itandards Electricity and telephones havo been spaced 

fur-r.livj . A notable feature is the increase in the amount 

0f house and hotel development alomj the coastline. 

Areas which wore uninhabited a few years ago now havo 

fully-developed hotels, restaurants and cottages, e.g. 

Hsambweni beach, Shimoni and Vanga beach lands. Between 

2 qp,R and 1°93 alone, about 400 such developments had 

tak^n place. This has, therefore, increased values of 

most waterfront and adjacent lands and other physical 

propel ties, properties which are becoming mote scarce and 
mo»e dear as th<- tourist industry expands.

Ae a result of the ever-increasing volume of traffic, 

largely arising out of tourism buKluees, the government 

decided to construct the overdue Kilifj Bridge to replace 

the inadequat e Kilifi Fen > at Hnarani. Since its 

completion i n 1991 tie brldge has facilitated easy 

access to and from t!•*> north coast beaches and regions. 

It is now evident that the Kilifi bridge has opened up 

th* north in th« same way the Hew Nyali bridge did to the 

•**•» north of the Hombasa Island.

Oti th*« other hand, t on; ism in the coastal region is a 

function of beautiful unpolluted beaches, the sunny 

climate which occurs at the same time with winter in 
Wurope, the ,„dj01 source of tourists, a rich habitat of 

Wildlife, ( contrasting landscape sceneries, historical 

and artifacts. cultural wealth amongst the coastal
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peoples, and the avaiiablo accommodation for the tourists 

(Waters and Odero, 1986:102).

As for specific land values, tourism and its allied 

developments has had a profound offoct. In those areas 

which have been tourist havens all along, values of land

■ thoro have skyrocketed as more redevelopments of the land

and facilities are carried out. For instance, the 

addition of new hotels near existing ones to cater for 

the increasing number of tourists in the Diani beaches 

pushed land values from KShs. 200,000/= pet acre in 1986

l[ to KShs. 800,000/= por acre i.n 1990. The upgrading o'

tourist facilities ai Mnarani on the Kilifi creek raised

land values from a mo*e KShs. 180,000/= per acre m  1935

to a modest KShs. 600,000/= por acre in 1909. And the

■  opening up of Ngomeni in Halindi to construction of 

tourist lodges realised land values which were unthought 

of a few years ago. Th« table in the next page shows 

examples of those effects.

BaMe 4:3: E f f e c t ° r toupist. devcloi meats oj) _land_valu^s_in
selected aiea-j

Pisco and Value before Type of Value of adjacent
1*1* Ho. of tout i*;t deve- tourist plots after
plot pud. lopmont develop- tourist

nv»nt nearby development

I.n Ho. 10171 Shs 13 0.000/- poach anti ?hc.?00,0C0/=
Htondi beach per acre tourist per acre

(1987) hotel (1989)
LP Ho. KWL/
KSAKS/A/lfUl

l  bcaoj " '

Ebs °0,000/" 
pci aci r*
(1935)

Dench Shs.660,000/=
cottages, pei acre 
hotels (1990)
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LF No. 1962 
flail ndl 
Beach

Sits. 600,000/=
For acre 
(1987)

Roach She.1,000,000/*
hotels per acre
shopping 1990
centre

KWL/GWU/ 
KIND/657 
Galu Beach

LR No. Shs.560,000= 
per acre 
(1987)

Beach 1,100,000/-
hotels per aero

(1990)

LP No. 1/77, Sha.390,000/*
Shelly Beach per acre

Beach H. Shs.1,700,000/=
•hopping per aero
centre, (1990)
apartments

(1988)

Source: Field survey analysis 
Note: All properties are on first row

H'- ' ' >M ari l C'.'ii•• • ■ ..i ’ < >u oi Waterfront Properties

Along t Ii'V.Cd .i hI U n a  of Kenya

Land alon-j the coastline of Kenya i3 utilised for many 

purposes, depending on the place concerned. Ownership is 

also in different classes, from ieases to freeholds, from 

public, private company to trust land ownership. 

Although ther* is no rule that all lands fronting tho 

ocean should be u m d  for specific purposes, a generalized 

pattern emerges, which suggests a regular system of land 

For instance, all creek lands are either vacant or 

used for boat houses. Where there are swamps and muddy 

aches, the commonest ueo m  mangiove foiest harvesting, 

*nd in all rias and inlands, fishing in tho moot 

important activity. The marine waters themselves form 

large reservoirs foi fioh tnd other mnrino resources.
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Larnu District has? tlie largest area of ocean frontage land 

yet that land is the least developed. The prevailing 

land use within the l.omu coastlino la residential use, 

forestry use and very little of farming. Some parts of 

the main islands of Lamu, Pate and Faza are used as 

tourist sites, beaches and hotel apartments but this use 

is less extensive due to inaccessibility of most parts of 

the district, and the lack of infrastructure and 

services. Map 2 shows these uses.

In Kilifi, the situation is much better; more of * ho 

coastline is utilized that in I.amu. Mere there are more 

varieties of uses at a higher intensity. The creeks at 

Mtwapa, Hirta, Kilifi (Mnarani), Fundisha Bay and Kgomeni 

offer very high potential for aqua and marine culture 

currently untapped because of poor ot lack of technical 

knowledge and poor infi^structure. Along the coastlino 

are extensive undeveloped beaches coupled with a good 

collection of historic sites and monuments. These 

collectively contribute to the vast natural potential foi 

tourism attraction of which only part is being exploited 

lPJf.tr let Dev*-lopricnr Flan, p.8). The dominant 

Iflnd use »1 î m j Kilifi coastline iu farming, followed by 

tourist developments and residential use. in a numbei of 

places, mixed land j;* at* common. Map 3 shows those 

different land uses,
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jt is in Mombasa District where the intensity and variety 

o1 land uses is highest, first because of the functions 

of Mombasa Island ns the provincial headquarters and 

secondly because of the large population and good 

infrastiuctural services. The land uses range from dock 

facilities to residences and naval bases. Map 4 shows 

these uses in Mombasa District.

In Rwal® District, most land along the coastline is used 

as residential land, agricultural land and for tourist 

hotels (accommodation). Residences are found in the 

Ptani beach complex, Msambweni , Vanga and Shimoni .areas, 

while agriculture is practised in places like Pungu, Wan, 

Xinondo, Funx i and Wasini Islands. Vory many areas are, 

however, inhabited and the high potential for various 

uses is barely exploited. Map 5 shows the way land is 

utilized along the coastline of KwaXe District. Out of 

all types of uses of 'and and other resources within the 

Kenyan .oast lino, throe of them need further explanation.
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I, Mangrove and. fllliet forestry uses
Xh« entire coastline is endowed with largo quantities of 

forests, both mangrove and non-mangrove. Mangrove 

forests, mostly found in swamps, perform vital functions 

in the coastal ecosystem. They supply inshore waters 

with nutrients from their leaves, and also provide food 

for fish. Mangroves are of economic importnneo for polos 

of various sizes used in constructing houses, boats and 

as a source of firewood. Concentrated mangrove forests 

are found in Lamu and its islands, Fundisha Boy, Mida 

Creek, Mtwapa Creek, Kilifi Creek in Kilifi, in the 

Makupa area of Mombasa, Kipevu, Poi t Reitz, Tsunza and 

Mikindani in Mombasa Pi strict. In the south coast, 

mangroves are found at Gazi, Kinondo, Funzi, Bodo, Wasini 

and Venga. Very many people are engaged in exploiting 

this resource all along tho coastline and land adjacent 

to mangrove forests is used either for rice cultivation, 

or sand collection, or left vacant. This is because the 

land extent is much affected by the tides. At low tides 

the land is visible, at very high tides, the land is 

submerged. The other types of forosts found in the outer 

zone of the beach front are mostly used fox firewood.

Harbour/p oiit/docklnq us»a

Land used for these purposes should ideally have a good 

network of infrastructure and services, because the
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nature of work involved ranges from simple to highly 

sophisticated tasks. However, the requirement for these 

facilities and services has only been fulfilled around 

Mombasa Island. Here, all types of works relatod to 

docking can bo undertaken. The land is thus composed of 

railway lines, roads, pipelines, oil and cement storage 

tanks, permanent, wharfs and crane stands, repaid 

workshops for ships and marine vessels, etc.

In the other areas of the coast whore docking is 

practised, facilities are barely enough to handle largo 

ocean-going vessels. Attempts are being made to 

Htodoxnlze the ports of Malindi and Lamu, but traditional 

fishing harbours still remain at Pate, Faza, Wanini and 

Funzi Islands, at Gazi, Bodo, Mtwapa, Shimoni, Vanga and 

Klunga. The lands adjacent or near to these harbour 

places are usod for activities mostly related to tho 

docking facilities and their supportive servicoo. Values 

aro relatively high and vacant plots are rarely available 

nearby.

Tho ocean waters and their uses 

In the coantlino of Konya, rarely aro the Indian Ocean 

waters usod for domestic purposo3. There aro no 

distillation plants to make the water fit for such uses. 

The major industrial use made of these ocean waters is 

perhaps as a dumping place for industrial and domestic
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foul wastes, A number of places m o  used lor dumping 

wastes, examples of which include Kibarani aroa near the 

Mombasa Makupa Causeway, Mkomani and Mikindani shores, 

Halindi north shores, Witu and Majoreni shores.

Ocean waters are mainly used as transport routes for 

local (domestic) and international vessels, for sporting 

boars, fishing expeditions, recreation, water sports, 

etc. And then thore are the marine products obtainable 

from the ocean waters. These include fish, other marine 

animals, sholls, weeds and plants.

Fishes constitute the largest product out of the Kenyan 

ocean waters. Together with other smaller marine animals 

and plants, their harvests havo created occupations and 

employment for very many people along the coastline. A 

iurgo number or coastal seaside villages are entirely 

devoted to fishing such as Lamu, Fazn, Witu, Kiamboni, 

etc. Yet the fishing potential of the Kenyan ocean 

waters has not been exploited to the maximum, because of 

reasons ranging from poor technologies to lack of funds 

and equipment. In Mombasa district, for instance, the 

marine inshores have an annual fish production potential 

of 15,000 metric tonnes, but at the moment only 7,000 

metric tonnes are being produced (District Development 

Plan, 1988-93, p.47).

In Lamu, K.walo and Kilrfi districts, demersal fish (thore
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found in inshore waters) are more commonly fished than 

pelagic fish (those found in the deep sea). common 

methods of fishing include fish traps, trap baskets. , U 1  

nets and ring nets utilized from dug-out canoes, boats 

and small ships. Fish farming has. however, not been 

taken seriously in these areas, although the potential of 

production is very high. The table in the next page 

gives the quantity of fish and marine products and their 

values for the coastal districts from 1985 to 1990.
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Table 4.4: Quantity, and _yelu<? oX ..ll&h-.mfl.mgripe
products m  coastal d 1 s u i , _ J 9 $ A -

Year District Metric tonnes 
(000)

Value in Shs (000)

1985 Kwale 725 6,875
Kilifi 782 6,226
Mombasa 3,448 39,993
Lamu 1,229 6,652

1936 Kwale 849 7,724
Kilifi 761 7,694
Mombasa 3.755 45,822
Lamu 1,210 7,399

1987 Kwale 921 19,379
Kilifi 1.038 10,193
Mombasa 4,447 71,828
Lamu 1,309 8,532

1938 Kwale 320 8,984
Kilifi 1,042 10,360
Mombasa 4,049 76,658
Lamu 1,158 10,291

1989 Kwalo 745 9,027
Kilifi 886 11,693
Mombasa 4,841 84,785
Lamu 1,077 12,256

1990* Kwale 736 9,929
Kilifi 850 13,452.7
Mombasa 5,100 97,502
Lamu 1,100 14,707

Projected estimates
Source: Annual Fishery Bulletins by the Fisheries

Department, Ministry of Regional Development,
Nairobi

Owing to this occupation of fishing, a number of fish 

landing depots have been established over time, as can be 

seen in Map 6.
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Conservation of resources in tho coastline 

Conservation of resources within and along the coastline 

is necessary because of the intensity of use of the 

available resources and the danger of some of tho sources 

being usod as dumping sites for various types of wastes. 

Furthermore, lack of conservation could cause serious 

environmental degradation, loss of marine life, marino- 

ielated occupations and tho whole marine ecosystem. 

There are a number of national reserves, either for 

forestry or marine resources. These include:

Boni National Reserve

Dodori National Resetve

Kiunga Marine National Reserve

Malltidi/Wrttamu Marine National Fark

Arabuko-Sokoke Forest

Kisito Mpunguti Marine National Park

Was ini Marine National Park

These reserves are to ensure that forests and marine life 

ate well looked after, and aro available for viowing by 

visitors or used by the government as when required. In 

addition, there at** man-made conservation areas in some 

Places. These are found in ares whore limestone 

quarrying has been abandoned and huge open pits remain. 

The Bamburi Cement Company, for instance, has had 87 

acres of such land reclaimed, planted with trees and in 

which rearing of cattle and fish is dono. Mamba Village
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is another place wheie crocodiles are reared in a 

formerly abandoned quarry. So is the SOS Nyali Village, 

which was built on an abandoned quarry and now roars 

cattle, goats and fish. However, a number of abandoned 

quarries exist in several parts of tho coastline, 

pollution of the ocean waters around the major towns and 

islands has not been sovere so far, but human wastes and 

industrial wastes are posing dangers in Mombasa and 

Malindi. An exceptional case is the July 1983 oil spill 

in the Kipevu and Kibarani area, near the port of 

Kilindmi, which has left the waters oily, dark and 

plants dead since them. Other interesting efforts are 

those geared towards conserving whole Swahili cultural 

environments, such as for tho Old Town of Mombasa and 

Lamu. Those projects are strll underway and it is hoped 

their success will be a major conservation achievement. 

Finally, there are places of historical importance and 

monuments within the coastline which havo been kept 

intact the government. These places include Fort Jesus, 

and Old Port, in Mombasa Island, Jimba and Gede Ruins in 

Malindi, Lamu Museum, Jumba la Mtwana, Takwn National 

Monument, Vasco da Gama's pillar, Kongo Mosquo, Gazi 

court house and the Chalo Island resoit site.

The following chapter reviews the various methods which 

have been proposed and used by other scholars in tho 

Valuation of rosourcer. on tho waterfront. It explores
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the principles of valuation involved and the judg^m^nts 

de therefrom. Starting with the basic principles, the 

chapter ends up with suggestions of how to use multiple 

regression analysis in the valuation of waterfront 
ptoperties.
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ClfAPTKR PIVK
A RKVIBW OF RBA1. PROPERTY VALUATION HKTHODS

aluation could simply b© described as the art of 

imputing prices and values to goods and services. To 

undetstand valuation, the meaning of value must also be 

defined properly. Both definitions, that of valuo and 

that of valuation have occupied the minds of many valuers 

and economists throughout timo.

A consensus on the definition of either word has not been

nouriced, debates ar^ sMll going on. and researchers 

t« eagerly chasing there seemingly elusive ideals. Our 

interest hero is not to join this semantic marathon, but 

to underline the fact that it is working definitions 

which should he adopted. Unfortunately this attitude 

postpone? the search for agreed definitions of value and 

valuation. f-o value yLves the worth of something, a 

property or services, while valuation is the act of 

• 'tinging out, calculating or arriving at this worth.

The practice and theory of valuation, although very 

essential in life his been so much ignored by many 

onomistK, that 3onbriyht wrote:

Perhaps they have rested under the impression that 

these practical issues involve merely a mass or 

detailed techniguo and meaninglosn convention, 

unsusceptible to analysis by reference to any major
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pT'WJp'os of economji theory. But : n neglect.ng 

the field of appraisal, they hav« missed some of 

the most impellent. factors in market price 

determination, to say nothing of private fixing by 

legal fiat (Bonbnght, p.80, quoted by Hurray, 
1973:77).

v.-i i»a : 1 >ri therefore, impoi taut in the general economy, 

.,l,r Its principles can be applied to help resolvo many 

oc- l i e p i o b l o n w .  In fact valuation can be claimed to 

Jih the only section of economics which relies on 

empirical verification of hypothesis (Hurray, 1973:83). 

Impor* ur national and international economic 

11 an^ t' ti-uis are smoothly carried through by use of 

valu.it n n pi.dices, which arc accepted by .all including

fvourl », buyjiie.-i-mon, the administration, etc.

?h«* valuer in his practice ptoveu his theories and 

applies them to solve real problems; mostly rolymg on 

analysis of oxiaUny information. These accumulated

facts are the basis of his rosults. Using valuation, one 

can calculate the expected market valuos or prices of 

ropmtios, comet liner without the subject properties 

changing hands. But the practice and principles of 

valuation enable the valuer to examine transactions in 

detail, come up with pioper information and use basic 

existing information to artiv* at the required value. 

Valuation practice, therefor©, applies existing
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jpl for mal. ion anti knowledge to be used as the yardstick and 

basis for judging prices end values of property. Thete 

ru- three major principles of valuation which to coin© 

ev tent dictate the methods of valuation to be used in 

arflceutna f he value of a property. Liko value and 

va vati 3ii. the ceflnitlcns of these principles have been 

to contention.

i. J)i“ Pr.u.^p.ie of Highest and Best^Use

There are many definitions of highest and best use. 

Highest and best use is the basis for a wide range of 

investment decisions and appraisal moasureH. It is that 

t.. ,«onaoly proximate use which will support the highest 

pi ecent value (Kin.nard S Messner, 1973:419 ). Wendt 

described it .is "that use which maximizes the difference 

between the discounted after tax cash flow and the equity 

investment for alternative uses" (1972:167). The 

Appraisal Institute defines it as "that use which at the 

time of appraisal is the most profitable likely use". it 

may also he defined as the available use and program of 

future utilization that produces the highest present land 

value. And Boyce described highest and best use as "that 

use, from among reasonably probable and legal alternative 

uses, found .to be physically possiblo, approximately 

wuppoitod, financially feasible and which results in
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high- ot land value" (1 *>75:3 07 ).

The highest anil host use of a property is therefore that 

use which is most likely to produce the greatest net 

return ovor a given ponod of time. The net return may 

h e  h i  the form of income, satisfaction, benefits or any 

other, depending on the type of property Involved, 

highest and best use is a dynamic concopt dopondont on 

rhanging market conditions.

."he pi in* ipie assumes that each property will bo U3od to 

the boot of its characteristics and suitability. If a 
pi ©party is not utilized to its highest and best use, 

then that property is most likely going to bo 

underestimated in value. The implication therefore is 

that for appropriate valuation, properties should be 

utilized in then highest and best. uses. This means that 

tho principle of highest and best use is the most 

fundamental in appraising real estate. In terms of

incomes, highest and best use is the logical, legal and 

most probably use that will produce the highest not 

return to the investor over a substantial period of time 

(Albritton, 1979:406).

However.the principle of highest and best use has always 

come under intense criticism.both in its definition and 

application.Boyce,for example,claims that 'highest' and 

'best usc'are simply terms inherited from tho times of

Adam Smith,when maximum profit was always ’best for
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n o r

cou

iot

It!

y* yet 'society had not reached a point where it 

find a consensu; on laud use priorities ancl social

objectives'(1975:108).Given the present level of nocioty 

advancement,Boyce would appear to suggest that such terms 

,t0 no longer valid .GraasJcamp is almost of the same 

opinion, that "the term ‘highest and best use' is an 

anachronism from 1aiseez-fairo attitudes of the 19th 

crr.r.uiy(whi h) have undergone a revolution in meaning 

like the concept o: fee simple title.At worst, it implies 

Cftitainty of one man's judgement. . .even when it ir. 

apparent that theie are many vested interests in the cash 

flows that cue affected by a given land use 

dv< i i:ion"( 1 q92:677 ) .Oraaskamp recommends the repl acement 

of tlie term with the terminology of 'most, fitting use’ or 

'most probable use'.

Although ?gre«iuy with most of the definitions of 
'highest and best use',Summers was concerned that 

"institutional,social and political problems prevent such 

straight-forward definitions from holding in all 

cases...o.g it is wrong to retire good quality 

•tflt lcultural land and ther efore reduce the food supply in 

order to provide water to municipal and/or industrial 

users,ev^n if they can pay lor it"(1 9 8 1:13).Highest and 

best usio can honce lead to disbenef it* .And 

Ui. i.ppm .p  '•>?.*) .Us ai guos that determination oi "the
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L  j - x 9 use -an only fee possible aft9i making an 

rrcpert) >st productive features... 

■cn antaris collecting information from many 

, ce*»*0*w '* which a.e difficult to assess and

wJy^iCoir* of these sources include physical, legal, 

-At • ?nci iii'j 'ostneti netnctoiiwtico. According to 

jnplo. "cuoh considerations lead to a selection ci the 

. j-r (which) is not necessarily

L,. . »« u s  highest »0t use. The latter concept,

». .; ir maxim*ai "'h as the sole criterion foi

■L,,.-- i î »i .. x*, now a discredited one" 11991:330). 

S v ;  • iet writers,lncludii.y Vaudelll1982:267) and 

\Ct u (I-JC2-56) agree with Whipple that tho torm ’moat 

jvci-b - »•• •* is preferred to highest and best use.

therefore, a consensus, at loans tor the time 
K m  '> continue using tne term

'highest and boot use' in the wu.ee ot the experienced of 

vat our valuers.Constant (1377:78 ) has m  fact concodod 

|th-i! "".hete ace no magic formulae that I know which can 

he applied in calcinating. . .highest and best use.There ic 

no substitution for research, investigation, analysis. 

Ogic and imagination".

fc* Th*» .p i- .n c jp le  _of. i  u t ig n
1 i-i 'itctpie ••<».- in ti l :nc three major approaches
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to valuation. It stares that when a property is 

replaceable, its value tends to be set at the cost of 

acquiring an equally desirable and valuable property 

(Constant, 1977:77 ). Kinnard and Messnor add that the 

upper limit of value of a property tends to be Get by the 

coat of acquisition of an equally desirable substitute, 

providod there «ro no delays in effecting the 

substitution. A prudent purchaser would pay no more than 

the rost « f acquiring such a substitute on the open 

market {1973:420). That means if the cost of acquiring 

a property is to be accurately estimated, the salos 

prices of truly comparable competitive Items must bo 

compared with one another. Using tins principle, the 

value of a new property could be developed from the value 

of a similar old and disused property.

have comparable sales in the market to base their 

valuations on. These properties are rarely sold, and 

where they are, they generally neod to bo replaced by 

alternative premises which have to be newly built since 

•liternatives rarely exist (Britton, Davis & Johnson, 

1979:15). Alternatively^ the value of one existing 

propeity could be used to estiinato the value of a similar 
property to be erected in the future. The principle 

mainly applies to replaceable real properties such ic
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buildings.

3. T.he._ll-: inci l i e  of u1 1 l i t v

For a property to have value, it must have utility, it 

mii -.t be scarce and p irchasing power on tho part of the 

would—he buyers must be there. Utility refers to the 

manner m  which a property could be of use; if the 

proper y is useless, or has no possibility of being 

Lurried into alternative use then it cannot command any 

value Sen:city ref ora to demand, tho desire to purchase 

a property. The moro scarce n property or service, the 

in i* valuable or expensive that property or service 

becomes. An oversupply of a good or service removes 

scarcity *nil places the good or service within tho reach 

•f more would-be purchasers. Scarcity gives rise to 

value (Millington, 1975:33). Value itself occurs in 

several ways. Use value is the present worth of future 

benefits forecast or anticipated to be receivable from 

the ownership of an asset (S.R.E.A, 1960:11). It is the 

value of an economic good to its owner-user which is 

based on the productivity of the economic good to a 

specific individual. As Boyce says, use value may not 

represent market value (1975:106). Market or exchange 

value has been defined by many people (e.g. Boyce, 

1975:104; Howcroft, 1978:242; Ratcliff, 1975:486 and 

Bntrakon, 1980:429). The two most referred to
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definilions aio follows:

1. The pi ice which n property will bring in a 

competitive market under all conditions requisite 

to a fair r.ale, which would result from

negotiations between a buyer and seller, each 

-u-ting prudently, with knowledge and without undue 

stimulus (S.R.K.A, 1960:64).

2 The highest price in terms of monoy which n 

propetty will bring if exposed for sale on the open 

market with i reasonable time to find a purchaser, 

buying with full knowledge of all the uoor to which 
it is adapted and for which it is capable of being 

ur.ed (Kinnatd, 1971:13).

Although these two are tho most used definitions. 

Rate!til. amongst others, criticised them for being 

rather theoretical. Ra cliff argues that "The client is 

not interested m  a market value determined in some 

hypothetical, non-existent pet feet market peopled only by 

prudent and rolaxed buyers and selleis, fully informed 

and under no pressure to act" (1975:486). Imperfections 

in the leal estate market make it completely impossible 

to teach such situations. The debates on these issues 

are yet to end ( see for instance,Miller and 

Gilbeau,1988:8;Lizieri and Rowland,1993:82; and

Wiltshaw,1991:17), amongst others. Fortunately,the 

Practice in valuation lias been to opeialo with working
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definitions of whatever aspect one is dealing with, given 

the purpose of tho valuation.At least this removes the 

pressure on valuers whenever they have to carry out 

specific valuations, and as Horsley (1992:502) states 

'...there are various terms at the core of valuation 

standards ...( of which)...if valuers continue to 

redefine...or argue about their exact mearung(s) in 

vailous contexts, then the standards cannot survive. 

There must be agreement over not only the worth of the 

standaids overall, but also on what they mean*. These 

three basic principles of valuation, together with the 

definitions of value and valuation form the philosophical 

cornetst uies for the methods used in valuing property. 

Common real property valuation methods were developed 

from the early theories of value. Tho throo basic 
methods winch evolved wore the Market Approach, tho 

Income Approach and tho Cost Approach. However, 

valuation involves dealing with complex and unregulated 

Markets which bring forth all ranges of properties. To 

cope with these complexities these basic methods were 

'“fined and others (*».g. Brown S Johnson, 1980; Sykes and 

Young, 1981; Gettel, 1978:90, etc) were added e.g. 

computer-assisted methods. Most, if not all, methods of 

valuation are still being loviewnd as real propelty 

transactions become even more complicated and now tools 

and technologies are discovered. However, there are no
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gigiuf leant new change- in the basic principles ol 

jyaiual ion.
tJthaps oi significance is that the method developed or 

[to b« used will depend on the type of property to bo 

valued. There aro some methods tailored, although not 

limited, to some specific classes of property e.g. income 

Approach is mainly used In properties which either 

generate oi have a potential for generating income.

On the other hand, there are certain types of properties 

wtnoh arn subject to valuation by specific methods, for 

inst nice public buildings such as schools, can be valued 

UAing the cost of i©placement method. This is because 

such properties at» rarely traded in the open market and 

theref i -to sales information exists for them. Then 

there are those methods of valuation which are almost 

liberal, can be used foi many types of classes. The best 

example here is the market approach, which can be used in 

all cases except wheie market or sales data aro not 

available.

Followed by this one are those classes or properties 

which aie almost non-aligned, they lend themselves to 

valuation by almost ail methods e.g. shop property in 

urban areas. Finally, thorn are those unique properties 

which, it f it it seemin-ily impossible to value, cannot bo
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valued using on** method but a combination of methods.

Those proportion may sometimes exceed the norm, by

requiring special methods other than the common ones, and
A-’

at times more logic and experience in their valuation 

than would be the case with other properties. The most 

common methods of valuation are as follows:-

Also called tho Market Approach or Sales Comparison 

method, is the simplest and most direct approach in 

arriving at a value. It involves comparing the property 

to bo valued with the prices obtained for othor similar 

properties (Lawrence and Rees, 1978:13 - 14). The 

process of estimating valuo by the comparison method 

entails four steps:

(a) Analysis of the property to be valued: This is done 

in termu of tho property's best uso and potential uses, 

U s  physical characteristics, location factors, market 

trends, regulations and restrictions affecting the 

property, and so on.

(b) /elect i<>ij cf .crmi-ai ible properties: Othor proper**/ 

having the same 01 nearly tho same characteristics as the 

subject property are selected. And those comparable? 

must 1>». properties that have boon sold in th«* open matk«t 

or those for which offers for sale or purchase have been 

made.
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(c) Ari.niysis Information to

be analysed for th* comparable property includes the 

number of sales involved, the period the sale took place 

and the economic climate at that time, and the motivating 

forces behind the sale, if thoso can be discovered.

(d) C.cmpat ison of subject__property with compar-tble

P!pj«*»r;y: Comparison between the two its made eithei on

an ovetnll area basis or by the uco of cubic units of 

aiea. Like will always ne compaied with like, and the 

similatit tea should be In terms of use of the properties, 

location, design and age, size and accommodation, the 

market conditions prevailing during the sale of both 

pi op-i t i and the riitur* of transactions.

The Cogt jsJ pepl^cement or Contractor’s Methpd__of

Valuation

It i d m  railed fJumm.iMon Method. By )t.s definition, 

the total value of a pioperty will be equal to the market, 

value of the land or site, added to the cost of the 

improvements on that land. The conttact.oi’s method lr 

based on economi'- theory considerations: no investor w.ll 

pic chas« a propeity if the pi ice of that pioperty is over 

and above the amount of money he can spend to create an 

equivalent property
T'k h  mat hod is used foi special-purpose properties which 

n r  » : i : i • i  i i. >t , r.uch '.hat no sales comparison
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• i * Pi ••h»v ', i1' ' such pi oper in-. si e

jo .Id, • he{ n̂ o.» \r be ’oplaced with alternative premises 

v*lii *» •■'••• r,> t- n°v.ly constructed. The coat required is

♦ h»* " vt of providing equivalent alternative
,i;r nMO'i.M jcn Th*' pisee of land could be obtained from 

. *vn 1 him bn • l d m g  >rt-> per square unit of bull- up 

(J» • 11 tngf .'•»», ls*7 5 :f>r>;.

'•» irrpt r e n t  involves in oitimation of bo 

c i t e n ’ c .1 t-Khei leproducmy 01 replacing the 

«• Mr ■ p *m .'ojerty It thv property is not improved, o.g 

arc no b- j Idingr: on th* land* it is thor assumed to 

!iv/« *• *m > ceveioped to its hiyhest ancl best use.

Pep"oduvtion <>♦>• 1 r. tin- cost of producing or creating a 

luplic ’ « *r replica improvement cr building on 1 ho b a m s  

•\n * -j» 11 1 > UL iug l.o same or similar materials.

~u-r dn • ion costs •r-' used in the cost method only if 

* * * »r.prov*n*«nt 5 lift i-la*ively new

a©plac*»iM>nt costs are used for old buildings jt 

Improvements and they are the costa of building o: 

crMating on improvement having the same 01 equivalent 

utility on the basic of current prices, standards and 

design regulations. Thun for old buildings, is deducted 

cost of depreciation from the total cost to arrive at the

squired value of ih* ptoperty



Income i.u Inyrtm-iit M*»tIlQd

In this method the r-toperty ts regarded as an investment 

etth^i producing • capable of producing some income. 

The value of ouch property will depond on that streuu of 

income capable of being produced over a certain time 

*pan. rhe income obtained during '.hat period in 

conve’tad nti a capital value ar the date of valuation, 

this to*, ess of convetaton being t*»rm«d Discounting t 

<"a| tra* i M*»g. The fine' discounted value obtained ir 

illed ‘h- [ior.*nt v a l m  .-I worth of that, property.

The oa-i pi nciple Jr thai an investor wishes to invest 

'•I i’:». t obtain an annual return thereof in the torn of 

« n*”  no me which rep* extents an acceptable rate of 

***' This method works best in those instances where

P' y wnershtp it separated from use or ownership of

the ware

In the renting of property, for instance, the value of 

that property is the amount of capital required to 

purchase the interest, and this value in clearly 

dependent on the amount ol rent which any occupiei would 

*>* piepmed to pay for occupation and the level of teturn 

wlncii an investor wuuia leqmrn on hin capita*.

B e  .jnvoptm*»nt method entail determining the net income 

p ' O p e n  y can p r o d u c e  p u n o u i c a i  l y . T h i s  i *«
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iOSt.-• • i-'i " !;'j outy< niye iron the ;
■ f  tux n*. Outgoing:* ••.u’.-i : •. repairs « >•;

maintenance, management costs, insurance cover, local

authority rates ant! vacancies or voids m  the property. 

Thon a rate o1 conversion, ot discount rate is derived 

from the market, taking into account the various risk 

types involved. Finally, there is the mathematical 

process of capitalizing the net income into the capital 

or market value of the property.

These three methods are the basic methods used lor 

valuing real property. They have also boon derived from 

th* main principles of valuation. However, a combination 

of proper ty ownership and usage have become so complex 

that more methods have had to be introduced. Rut those 

other method*: have beer* derived from the thtee basic 

valuation methods.

4. SL-tfti&tiLl llbi ibid

BThrs m tito«l is rather similar to the Income Approach, in 

I that the property is assumed to be developed to its 

nnd best uue, such that a gross income 

BjSllmai »*d. Ti»»- expected co-i s ate subtracted from tlii?

Hluus inccire, and tii«» prefit nargin is obtainol lilvoti

if* wiii h can !.•<* paid for rhe land. Thir
the difference

the cos' of



•.’•pi «•.•nt. BC."< .-oil o> residue hence the nave 
Method.

~”j ; in** 'd Win, J*oi i * the reasoning that deve' p-.:

^r" com;*, s nil y doer roving and replacing piopertv .o

chantin.) n-ed-i -f -irers Tn *i*?n development!* •*•: I 

or.- .- m i.-, easily niri.e 41 their value :> 

djtcct coep-inson with the sal* r»t cent >i si.mi.lai ji

t tpe'ty, which in to b« developed in a 

• *' '"any instance*, this may h» 
iv :< i ) r1*j* to tin* "in quo uarmo of the property in

.t i« 1 ir«d 1 he j • ,.p •-«.f* development

Tit*? ? r • M t >, Kerhj n

> 11-^1  1 iko ’1® hosiUual Approach in that i t  i s  

H u . -  grope*lies which so unique thnt

T * ttl " ' h o' he pt per ties is not f sssible

*•** t petroleum-filling station. The amount of business 
n-'l.’K m  eucli picpeit iou determines the amount of profits 

tMft Profits in turn determine the price someone will 

pay for the property Therefore, th« amount of the 

F' fill is -ap talized, just like in Income Approach, to 

bt.^m the capital vil'.o if the property.

j  l,l’OVl* the main methods of valuation, but m

hint**.!, no* h'Xlf could be un«*1 ;n

: 3i



*« -mil} < 'i *. o value * o i ] i  j - Mi y  which 1 c h h  ii >♦

lenl i tseIf to one nethoc cl valuation.

Fr.v: o f  c u r re n t method* l o r  v a lu in g  wa t a t  f t out

rrOy'* ’ t fK

v.il'.' •* i i p* sot n.e Ii • > developed many methods for vailing 

dll type*. { t'tuportian, ft on tangibles to

■rr in.iM ■ . R». ' fn ».«>• coiisid**r*»d m  the valuation f

v • .* i-> >j *»i * i ■ r a** tath^i unique and ^ssociateO 

ytiii i • i m' »f appraisal service, although

th-ry 1<* v mil at tr> o hei properties (McMichael,

193: -309)
W i  * i proper • ie* h*.-o a unique character let ic i

: r i 'o?r.* environment!', ire gifts ol nature

pi* !• .v*hle by man. They cannot be expanded c 

•rioateiV '»i man. Inmeases in the demand for the

••••as!. \\ p» oi *u t if. a:.1 their services cannot be uaelly 

sat tailed by increase.*; in supply like in other ordinary 

goods Where there in demand for such property

the: f • f  •h* valuor • ir.t proceed t< ntear.ur* t !<•• un ]

natura'’.y added elements of value in proper terms.

; tin* valuers who have tackled water fioii*

Ptopertioa in the "•■•nine environment, or those who have 

iifUfllnrl valuation of m i  no resources have dwelt mote on 

U»e valuation of easements, rights, licensee, services 
ai. ; ; i l i l t l a r h o t  than i h« s o l i d  f*t opo* t i
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! o  e. " . t t . Du g an  ; •'«?•! 7!'6 }, 1 ' i ioetuh.  John, md

Coddington ; 1981 , Summers (19fJ 9) and Bann

() »'rF /OTJ, ». • name « f«>». The teasonitiy behind thl*

h ;,• i cvuId bo M» t t i<* properties in the matin*

rti|\*i ate ettln* taken to !>*• similar to thocc on

• • i d , " i  »' m ! Mi ••/ • -  ■ ■ •.Mr ide i ee l  s o  d i f f e r e n t  t h i *  ir-my

Val ue*- • h'v*» doubt - r .> i  tb*» r e le v a n t  m e t h o d o l o y t e r

"  I'm  »n» r . mj-ly p'':fuved. Take 'he cane of McM'cha*!,

• . >, !•-»: Mi-  'waterfront land?- are subjo’-t

• » vO u f i ’ i mi on '.Iid mime bes ie  as other • y|«*?3 »!

♦••1 pt opeiti-*. * Bui 'hen be contradicts himself 

li • hi ' '•ludany t ...kr. when he says:

K ’1. tin* bent -ppiaisoi of /otet front property 

'■'ll ■*,1k  h »i ’tudieil end specialInad in 'hie 

w- voi ,i fie, iorl o f  years The problems e»c so 

different ft op those encountered In ordin*)»i 

appre ̂  iny commi m-ntn that only by special izat ion 

can the beer service* in this field ho tend©**! 

(•951r3ir>).

vni'j l •* n»! Fisher, who hive y ven serious attention to 

t.h” valuation or na'.utal environments weie worried that 

for tinst.mcc, 1 il though methods foi estimating the demand 

for outdoor i ©cieati rn are known, neither time not 

Available research encourage a serious professiona 

if r ................ towat d* ‘he application or such metbodr*
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L q 7;,:iM )  4'mi Lai wriii ion wors «• hood hy Schulze,
.... complained tbit btalninfl

i.-MwnUon if't individual valuation of non-market

l  .......mob M  . v.r nit '.•!« properties, c.in

i7y iii tMfiy rat^r, they all eye, to actually derive 

r„. v„i jes, « ‘m-uket' «'t‘Ct bo created whoro one did not 

. . nut • rt»nai tuc*. and ©potato Much a market may bo 

L t. -narly, -specially if thore

Lr*v«rm> i? iti*r as •• • lated with its operation

|l W1 * 52) •
L, vn * o 7 s 195) -nil Raleigh 11982:54?}, although 
p ri*-s{,g i he u oy.peitet-.-oa in different encounters,
L....  , mi r h* uniquott^sn of coastal marine property

(in. j n T'lomp' i. having attempted to va.ue .t 

•f-h farm, found such a valuation highly 

l . ,Vi>**d and of ery limited application. He thought 

f studying finh h n r  industry, look for an ideal

farm, inspect the subject property, and for a star: 

develop a feasibility summary. Lotor, Thompson accepted 

that appraiser* of special-purpose property, like coastal 

roper ties, sh o u ld  be prepared to exceed the norm i:i 

• h *■ j i lnvH.stigit iv< et forts and then accept the fact ‘hat 

•bon judgements wi’l bo based on an inferior exactitude

pi on; i t n Mo same no** Raleigh ventured into valuing ' 
i « « «n>* i.m i wU . » *'«*ach which il almost li-low tin 1

1 J4



I'll -•
A 11 hough such an ate :eeiiis amenable to danger, beach 

property desti ihle. and pe«.pLe are so mad ibout

having a home on the w t* t that they build practically on 

anything. After rh«-- rigorous appraisal exorcise, Palm ;h 

r;OM ?e ti*i 'hi* VtilMin. * barrier beach is an extremely 

»j-f r il'. tnd uiii'i»ir' ; i iblem. He war. convinced that wh<»n 

-.•» m n y  ‘ "<"1 a and/or buildings on it, one ought to

•jiin.ty ’h- st it« end lccii community regulations for 

n| ■, i (i i, i upon * ind nubjact to wave wash, and probably 

include s. in-* a usump* i one not necessary for the usual 

a] pi usal report.
lie appi auer o , however, agree that merino properties, 

. lth«t slang the coa-». or in the ocoan itself have* 

-in* i *i m  i-lic- which are special, not found m  land- 

!»*•>.•.I p io p o r t i e i  . There in hence reason to accept that 

th# approaches for valuing marine properties would be 

lather different from those used in valuing landed 

property. Land along the coastline, for instance, i 

always rapidly increasing in value due to the high domain! 

from private and public users. Many factors make the 

1 arid att»active, either because it is mountainous, oi of 

unusual topography, or nf geological interest. *Ut ‘he 

tingle most desnao'- characteristic foi coastline land 

th* pre-senco of ocean water. Water to view, water

(\n«U -iron, n*iico ic prono to storm ccoficn.

■fhieh Iim* fi«b f»* n*'* i »* nil »f u 1 and economic -mlmil*



xa <’■ “Win: ox I'O'« it in <t major i.iluo factor to nos!
5 [t?** *l»d USOtB.

p*z* hip ol ouch ccartlmo ot beach lands is in the 

h.ii* 1 few, ciaattnr i >emi-monopoly situation. The 

itud bought along the b-»»ch can best be described on 

;«-o bn’ »i-r ■ ' i of :'icb lands, and floodplain ar«is 

fen i".' nf vj'.e bound/*! y, d®i»th and configuration of ’he 

ttiiitd b*n**arh M e  surface is difficult because cl the 

let'-n*j ng MVf.--.: m u ! tidal levels (Grover, 1980:1:). Tidal 

1' ■,,,l • «n«l thwi- mii 'j" (n«e and lall) durations in facT 

d- "rm.-ne 'i« value of a harbour. If water remains low 

f » ' long time v.:ss#’s ire prevented from entering and

!«» king This cause? delays in cargo handling, which i* 

l,/*ck tut*- the value of the site upon which the 
v-* -el d* ,*k-

’ ’ i l: .-in also be e tsily exhausted if they .•!*»

«ui|uw'l by human beings oi i r Die bat tiers against tides 

tnd wave* are destroyed by man or nature e.g. Xunducht 

*ch, Dar-es-salaam, and Victoria Beach, Lagos. A 

>n assumption in such exhaustible resources is ‘hat 

iney have value only when extracted, or regarded as 

P*0** 1 future extr.u-tion#; But unlike other
i"uceR, beach land have another value, which is 

Hiii:<*d only if they ai «■ not extracted.

^H^ictet tet ice like th^se described here have mid*: 

propot • ir i if It t  #*xce[M • ona! end •■•pvrial .

15t



•hereby requiring i w n  learch nnd thought an then

value’ ions. Host conet.il lands and thair associate!

p r o p o n e s  are valued lor their scenery# the ocean wit* , 

vftiJl ?*» m-l the l nth th*y support. Ami although l u J  • 

jt *>nt.v tc study b*v ! ®»i lone to measure '■-he value • 

i v  s<‘ ..*» m w * anetitlie' 1 > agreed amongst real estat< 

vein**! that then* in ratios add to the base value of th»» 

j,, n ... j •»,- mt.y oV.iat lo i« that amonitioc# being

flnt.ingt !'• qualitje?. ate difficult to measure and

Ct iput »• Plug# 1970:121).

=• i»*!» incif los prompted *!* Hicha°l (1951:200) to suggest 

»>,.•• r> l; Ir co'i roo; t ■-*i J • on' proportion may he valued on 

»»i .• r»vtj. ryt mqu■*t*’ r -trc bio is, tho effect of .■monition 

U ' - i- . Therefore, the value of waterfront land

b «  a fun •• i m  ■- • rm.MM sy • <i other services. Implicitly 

t. it In could be written an:
V (per area or sq.m) - f (nearness to X-, Xj ......

X.)
where (X......  IX.) = amenities or soi vices

H'.'Michael further atguos that water ftont properties n o  

valued on the basin of one's ability to reproduce then 

under equally satisfying conditions. There is usually a 
b»on price pet area oi square metro underlying waterfront

|»'»ldn in in • w «  itea. This may be added to
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mot ao-ed from. -tccoi'tlny to the fsetora available in < 

') vets M<>fl 5 uc>- fartoj f*  * nr Jude the condition of the 

•tmrktf- and iusjiu'js ••tiditions, actual and potential 

tit tl ty t if wliapo, t •i.-yraphy. access to v/atet from 

tend riilyptM "f * ho hinterland, e t c .  (MeMlchtfol.

• 95’ :31 *).

1 "h«* i»» • > w*tb "• Mi 'b3rl*8 p r o p o s it io n  i r .  t h a t  I ■

prr f ' /»• r |t iw the --alue per Rquaro metro or area hat. 

)>-*••! t nraird. And " )e square metre basis is just i 

>1*.: t w  i - f»- • • I'U'ie Mi« Market Approach or Cost Method 

of valuattcn such that it cannot bo considered an a 

\ - method on its own The replacement option 

McHichael • u jge -.t-i in its own involves comparing 

i «p! H'-am-nt c Kt^ of a sat of properties. This may not 

I hie for coast5*! pioperties. And McMichael does 

o ’ •• ;p a m  what value attributable to the othet factors 

v u r  tbles) should bo added or subtracted from the base 

uare metre value. The calculation of these values 

remains e mystery.

Kline was arguing ‘ilmo&t along the same lines when ho 

propose.’ the Development Approach to value waterfront 

properties. Ho argues that many valuers have been forced 

to use sales of wateifront acroaye and lots suitable for 

Aiding development, to which they have trade substantial 

nw.ird adjustments lsometimes as much as 100%) in an 

pfovt to ?<pi.tto the sold waterfront land that in open
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<et development with the subject waterfront land that is 

poi This is like valuing one property with amenities, 

a m l another without. As a reGult, Kline sayc, most 

valuation agencies ’have looked harshly on this type of 

adjusted market data: many valuation reports have been 

subsequently rejected'. The combination of market and 

residual approach in the solution. Aftor one gets the 

d«ta on saiee price >f comparable property per unit, the 

ne-it s'.eo is to employ the development procedure to voluo 

coastal undeveloped land, just like for developed land 

( 1 9 3 4 : 5 5 ) .

Kline’?* illustrated method is its follows:

Development Procedure Calculation

Gross sal® price '»f (waterfront) lots
(20 lJts 40ft width * $250 per front) $200,000

L e m  development costs /,uuu

Engineering and sutveying 2 , 0 0 0

Legal costs 2,000

Cost of grading a parking lot and 

road access 1,500

Overhead and sales expennos (3.5%) 7,000

Real estate taxes —  ijJMM
Total $16,500

Net before leturn on capital
and profit $183,500
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Discount 2 years (absorption period) 

14% is 20.8277

Average monthly rot urn 183,500 / 24 ■ 7,646 

Percent worth of capital and profit =

7646 x 20.8277 = 1159,245

Dovelopor'a profit 0 25% of gross sales 

$159,245 - $50,000= indicate land value

= $109,245

approx. $109,200

Unfortunately, Klino's method may be defective in that 

sales data may be hard to find because few people know 

ibout buyer mot iv.ition in these types of sales. Indeed 

similit views wor* expressed by Conutam who, having 

attempted to value water lots, agrees that the valuation 

of watei lotn and, therefor*, coastal properties is 

complicated by the absence of comparable sales (1977:70). 

The Development Approach as proposed by Kline would be 

workable in an area whcro a type of use is the only 

permitted us*-, in fact Klino and many othor valuers have 

insisted that the valuation of coastal properties should 

be baaed on the principle of highest and best use. This 

insistence is rather a surprise, to some extent, because 

the concept of highest and best use for waterfront lands 

difficult to demonstrate, due to the open-accenn 

nature and multiple use of waterfront properties. And 

although Floyd, foi instance, used this principle to
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attempt a method for valuing flood plain lands, he did 

not hesitate to admit that 'current techniques for 

appraising flood plain lands, however, aro inadequate due 

to difficulties in defining highest and best use, 

obtaining sufficient data, and understanding the impact 

of land-use controls' (1983:202).

perhaps the major rationale in the adoption of the 

principles of highest and best use to value waterfront 

coastal lands is the reasoning that when a resource has 

very many different highly potential uses, its value 

depends on the final use to which it is put. This final 

u«e is necessarily taken to be the best use simply 

because it has out-bidded the rest. This may be true ill 

only most but not all cases. In the coastal zones, for 

example, there are many kinds of recreation activities, 

from those requiring highly developed facilities and 

resulting in relatively little development, or nono! 

These result in either low density use or none at all. 

Furthermore, the coastal resources take on different 

values as the demand for their services varies (Krutilla 

and Fisher, 1975:lrj6). A waterfront lot on which a home 
has been constructed would be less valuable than one 

which houses a collage, restaurant and yateh club.

Most typical buyers in the marine lands want to gain 

beach access for swimming, boat launching or mooring,
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l * * n «  an- i)t:ier L - c i e a t  i ) i :s .

'*• «' vonaHy amongtt the highest and

it- '.n* uses winch motivate public and 

1 Ncqfiro the coastal lands iKlino, 
|?v

r i ' •••.•• Of the prim L p U  of highest and L est use

eitf )-• Fioy*j# who attempted to value coastal 

A : t.©dplain is a strip of lane bordering 

ean, bin t up by the stream's oceans 

fc\in i Io v m . • v-ri.mer- or cmcic during times cf high water

i"- the wetland or tidal area on tno 

•n“ "'ll* i m o w »• I extent ot a floodplain is the

pil ivi* asterlal and water during high 

in*, n »te 1 lpiited to marine paries, 

M f 1' 1 . agiicu:tui«i and maybe, recreation.

'•'To comes up with the idea that the appraisal of 

^■jodplain lands requires an unusually large meaouie of 

knowledge and sound judgement by the individual 

■ p  • bir the teqiiireti valuation guidelines are very 
y«> egggestcJ Ui* use ot Market Approach, Income 

arr' the Development Method for valuing such 

lando, either separately or combined. His 

^^Bl methodological guidelines arc given na follows:



Type of flood 
-plain land

Mo Land u*e 
controls

With Flocd 
plain zoning

With
mandatory 
dedication 
of parkland

Small Portion 
of a largo tract

Floodplain 
small percent
age of average

Possible 
reduction in 
uses and value

May raise 
Floodplain 
value to 
entire tract

Warcow flcod 
plain

'Amenity' value 
of stream would 
bring floodplain 
to average value 
ox higher

Unchanged Unchanged

Located in high Value of flood- 
value residential plain is average 
area value d'ninished

Precludes filling May raise 
and reduces floodplain 
potential value value to

average value 
of ontiro 
tract.

Fntixe tract 
in floodplain 
residential area

Parkland value 
unless economic- 
cally feasible to 
fill

Parkland value 
only

May increase 
value by 
soiling 
to adjoining 
owner to 
satisfy open 
s p a c e  
iequircments

Agricultural land lncoire Approach 
based on agricul
tural use

Unchanged Hot applica 
ble.

Source: Floyd,, 1983: 120

The mcir.ige from Floyd is that no ono method can

successfully bo used in the valuation of waterfront
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lands, although ho did not on his part suguost an 

alternative method. But while this may be true for some 

waterfront properties it may not be the case for others.

Another application of the principle of highest and beat 

use is the one used to value coastal wetlands, those 

vegetated lands along the coastline which are 

periodically flooded by ti<131 waters. To some extent, 

they aie similar to barrier beaches. Coastal wetlands 

have historically been filled or dredged to accommodate 

•he needs of human settlements, agriculturo and industry 

all over the world. But at this level it is absolutely 

necessary to agree with Bconomidou that oven though 

it is now known that tho importance of wetlands lies not 

In their potential o* modification, but in their natural 

function as the foundation of estuarine productivity ... 

tho value of all wetlands# has in tho pant, been 

underestimated" (Bconomidou, 1984:98).

Like many others, Bconomidou does not provide a means of 

valuing wetlands. Similarly, Poulos ( 1975:124 ) pose*: 

more questions than providing answers when he asks ". . 

what value does the marshland offer? Since we 

(Americans) aio governed by the price system, what 

monetary value can be placed on wetlands!" Fouler, 

howevox, admits that *-he difficulty in valuing wetlmds 

th t then W'Uth mi rh**M contribution to society
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]•, their total suppor* role The individual owner of 

such wetland r^rcei? receives littlo direct dollar 

benefit ftom their ecological functions. Mankind 

benefit i, but this doe: not put dollars (or income?) into

th*5 *wne» ' <; pocketr .

?erh.n c ” i~ m d  M 3t*uo had the same view a when they 

outlined th» importance of using economic value 

t-.i-iite.ff ut - in such appraisals. According to their 

■ ii iji'fiit i . development value estimates of wetlands can be 

•n<* ful m  public decision which must he made to piot**-:’. 

ri.itvua’ w*:lar«d- fron conversion (from highest and best 

use) tv o ’hoi uses (1985:2).

Wetlan;l« can only l»c utilised for instance, 

altercHti”9ly, or used instead of being preserved, if the 

anticipated public and pilvate benefit of the proposed 

•activity exceeds the anticipated public and private 

detriment. This implies use of cost benefit analysis 

(CBA) in the valuation of these properties, a method 

which will be reviewed latei. Even if this is going to 

he used, Batie and Mabbs-Zeno complain that

"... the ecological information necessary to 

develop monetary measures of the value of wetlands 

in then natural state and thereby to weigh the 

social costa of wetlands destruction is lacking. 

Ir most *••• ••k , ' linkage*-, between t.h- existence
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cit a specific wetland area and levels of 

environmental services are not well established. 

Futnor itioi e , «. n o: the previous research efforts 

to provide information on economic values arc 

xlooted b> the use of inappropriate economic 

m ethods" ( 1 9 8 5 : 1 ) .

i vivea the current inability to provide economic values of 

m*'ui u  wetland ar-as, B a d e  and Mabbs-Zeno suggest a 

io*i- t r Lho snito. This model is illustrated below.

Hr- in* ) wet lauds I 1-eve LO£<r$ I'evelopment of
wet)>ndsi1) ir ive site v

Wet lan-if services 
final
Jnf errediate
______ iI D .______

rerv v.i.'je o! wetland Value cl re:vi •
from nr.'dified derived services from alternative

H U sitefvii}

Source: Batie and Mdbbs-Zeno p.3.

It; all case?, tnn value of wetlands development ic the 

difference between t,ne economic surpluses earned with 

developed wet lands and .*;• economic surpluses which would 

lhave been pntned wit’Wi • the wetlands devoiopmsnt. in 

T  : • p. i*ij< t t im appiicatloii of the development
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procedure of valuation, a derivative of th‘ Income 

Approach to value. The next question is how to measure* 

the !° economic surpluses.

71,n principle of highest and best use was also applied in 

fho marine environment in a very unusual appraisal 

assignment. The yx-'t cieo was exciting and quit © 

•hall eng • ng at the- same time. The appraiser, Zoll, was 

st emp*. Lmj to value land undet a lake, which could bo 

likened to laud under the ocean in our study area. Soil 

proposed that laud under a lake (or ocean) hac itr 

highest and best use that of a basin within which to 

contain the waters of the lake (or ocean).

Tli* «ul» joct property includes only the land under the 

vr.u>r. Because the water is used by the public for 

»oc!*«d> tonal puvposec arid only the top 10 foot (3m) by 

the utility, there is a dual use of the complete fee 

inteiext (Zoll, 1937:424). Zoll proposed the sales 

comparison approach in two ways, for dual use and sing to 

use, provided these aie the highest and best uses.

In the single use (complete fee) case, it is assumed that 

the lake .Ices not exist and that the subject land If 

available for agricultural or any other purpose. Gales 

of agricultural land (or other use) without improvements 

and without lake influence are considered. To get the 

complete foe value of the land under the lake multiply 

•he - eragu r.t ice f land in the vicinity used for
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•jigiiculture by the total acreage of the land under the 

lake. This i« obtained by measuring the edges of the 

water extent.

This, therefore, means that one can get the value of land 

under oc*an wator * g. the land near the shores or in 

harbours, by comparing it with land commanding the 

highest and best us-, near the ocean. If that land is 

•ji-Md fc i  agriculture, and this ic the highest and best 

u ■A , then apply the average price on the land under the 

ocean water. If agriculture is not the best use, thon 

look for the Lest use and do the same. The only problem 

here would be that the comparison does not consider the 

lake wife;? for , the highest used land that is being 

mpared (agricultural land) is without water. Yet like 

should ho rompstod with like.

Probably this weakness 10 explainod by Zoll's initial 

dKfluroplion that the water cf the lake is assumed to be 

non-existent. In fact, Zoll obtained Information which 

indicator, that unit prices of land fronting a lake are 

compared with those of land nearby but not fronting the 

la>.«> n  if, then assumed that the increase in unit price 

for the like frontage is attributable to the existence of 

the like. But in establishing a unit price for the lake, 

the increac® over th*> unit price for non lako frontage '.n 

deducted, «wl this is where he makes an etror. Zoll’r
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reasoning JR th-.f thin m-th-d is useful where the lake is 

under one ownership, and the shoreline property (of the 

1 flko) it* under another.

The qiiootion cf dual ownorship of coastal waterfront 

propel ties i# similar to the one Zoll describes: the

be* or shore could he owned by someone else, while Mi- 

ocean waters are normally owned by the state. But th;s 

1co« not necessarily exclude the value enhanced by the 

water presence o» view. In fact, to the contrary, it 

5hould add mote value to the non-ocean or lake land. If 

thr. id joining land and the land covered by water have 

r?quO Utility, then they should have equal value! Giovei 

a V  "Who )■ * to say that the ai ea occupied and covered by 

thr c  ean going vessel is less valuable than the area ol 

jaid adjoining, b e a r in g  her cargo? That the maneuvering 

-,iea is  not worth as much as the infrastructure on land 

Much an roadways?" (1930:12).
Zoll'a second approach, where he assumes that the lake or 

ocean water is used for more than one purpose (dual use) 

more ot loss comes to the same conclusion. He in la- t 

rolled on Chapter 137 of Missouri Law of Assessment and 

Levy of Property taxes which goos "whero the property i 

hold or used for more than one use... the county assessor 

shall allocate to each classification the percentage (%) 

Of true v ilue in money of the property devoted to eac:i

se!
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Xovsi 11530:12, 13) Jnd rcnstao (1977:71-79) used

,j ffcrettt methods to e-timite the value of a water lot:, 

although both rested then presumptions on the same 

jrinrifle of highest and beet use. Constam says that the 

viltn* of 1 water lot, reflecting highest and best use is 

the vatu* of an ocjulvalont parcel of land less the cost 

of til) "*» Mat«d in another way, it is the value of an 

**••»! 7* U-i.t I *rcol 6f land, less the cost of creating a 

j-aicei f vacant land in the area covered by a water lot. 

t i i* approach i? also based on the principles of 

ufc»*itutio n  and utility. A water lot, for instance, 

u*t Uav" utility before it can have valuo. The

rotentii’i highest aiul bos' use must recognise that the 

of »bat w-irer lot is directly roiated to a platform 

nn; d >eiopn«ent. !n order to value water lots, Constam 

cunpen* ) them fu»t with vacant lands and then vnth air 

rights.

ŝc&fLt.lairl Water lot

1 Can be legally defined and Similarly, although

located boundaries change with lovoln

of water.

■KJi^LLf01 has been taken to be a legally defined area of land 
1|M JL,by **ter that, may eirimi no contiguous or attached to di y

y b« ’operated rnti ely from dry land, and may 
* i a ) l -4- fiiiwri, no: t i l ' . e d  F./ampios include lagoons.

t tidal lam’s, etc.
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3.

Value is a lun'Jt.i m  of - similarly -

iUgliest and best use

Highest and bout jje> could l» - similarly - 

"Inert to/determined by 

goven i-i'oii t t t*gu l at ion

r.-w-»i Kvi favtoi l.c. a t m -  Location factor 

:r\sr.o? of the si* e, if. directly related

•-.i tc •»'.] 'it cint.-und- to tlr* imnediato

inj 1-rria

'.'oveied by a n  above it, 

which can 1*j .idxljvided, 

cold, 't leaned in too 

'■no of air rights

ro,viy for deselection'

adjoining dry lands.

- similarly -

Water may form a floating 

rlatfoim or may be filled to 

create a platform.

Fbo compaiison between air righto and water lota is as 

foVlows, the rationale behind the coinpai ison being that 

Icrttifl* ail rights have been valued, they could give an 

indication foi methods to value water Lots.

Air tiflllifi* Can be subdivided into vertical planes 

and sold or l^ised, where they are separated from 

t.hn land below.

lots: The " t  pact, above them la equivaler*
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t.< Oil i 19:1 ts, au«l can bo subdivided.

NJ» U d h t 3 : for-mt use 01 air space by a user who 

• not (nocoss-cily) tho owner o t the land

u n t m i y m g  the a n  space.

wat.*j loy?: Posult in creation of a floating
freehold.

Avt Con Clear® a horizontal piano above tho

l.uvt. The .in i irnt<? usually reflect utility ov<n 

rh* 'm u  ire horizontal plane.

w»it «i lots* E.vinrenco of water creator a hoi icontai 

piar-e above the land, but water Iocs reflect a 

limii» utility ovei the plane created by the 
wat-r

Alt tight.s: Once divided, tlieii sale represents a

;ai> i i m  piQporty, whoce eifact is to create

two timers whoie on- ithat of land) existed before.

w.v • i lets:: ("he effect of a sale or lease is to

cioa^e a user whore none existed before.

AXI. UQUift: Tne utility of the land below is

testr icted and reduced with an accompanying 
reduction m  value.

The utility of the land below is 

improved but only to the extent that utility is 
created above. V-

V- Const am aiyues that the value of ;-ir right;:



or a water lot platform, is the part of tho value of the 

real property covered by the air rights or by the water. 

Because the use of air rights, or a water lot is 

represented by the use of a platform or lot above a 

specified horizontal plane, the value is represented by 

the value of a similar-sized parcel at ground level less 

the cos' of the necessary construction to create the 

subject lot at a given height.

Therefore, the market value of air rights (MVAR) may be 

arrived at by use of the following equation: MVAR = EQ-C- 

L-M-T, where EQ = the value of the equivalent parcel, of 

land in foe simple, C' « costa to constiuct tho platform, 

L ■* the loss in value, if any, due to the loss of 

flexibility and utility, H - any loss attributable to 

extra costs involved in maintenance. R * the loss 

attributable to the lack of the right to use the air 
space (for productive purposes) lying between the ground 

and the plane of the air rights. Similarly, the market 

value of water lot (MVWL) may be arrived at using the 

following equation: MVWL = EQ-C-L-M, where these 

variables are similar to those used in valuing air 

rights.

The difficulties faced in these methods as outlined by 

^onstam (1977:79) include the absence of truly comparable
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r.»1 »* . Whoi •» market evidence «xi8tn for waterfront lands 

with water lots and those without, conclusions can be 

drawn lien, this evidence indicating the contribution ot 

the value of the water lots. In the absence of market 

evidence, rental evidence for the use of water lots may 

processed and capitalized to provide an indication of 

value.

Pecans* the underlying principles or* the same, tho 

“i i-' is given by Grover (1^80:12) would differ little 

from those given by Constant. On his part, Grovor 

Itoporor four method*; for the valuation of coastal 

wetlands, which he calls submerged lands.

I' »»«ot comparison

Select .100 or -100 sales of similar water lota, 

choose i.n« best and most recent amongst thorn, rnako 

appropriate adjustments, and apply to the subject 

wa t *.* r lot. Adjustments are for location and time 

of sale, amongst many. The problems with this 

method aic n«*>w quite familiar: how to get tlie

comparable and the percentage of contribution

n,t“ needs I ci adjust lor.

Alternatively, if there aie no comparable sales c-f 

water lots, one the noxt best things: marshlands, 

tidal flats, etc. to compare with. Again, th«

problem is that these sales are simply not
••Of-lpt!
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APP£2*Gb# Which Is similar to the one 
proposed by Constant. Assume that the wator is 

useless, arid to make the area it occupies usable, 

either the water must be kept away from the 

submerged land, or the land must bo filled.

Th-' theoiy behind this method is that tho value of 

rhe water are- i; tho value of the land so created, 

l e s s  the cost of creation. Interostingly, the 

'• u • t tho water tho less its value, because costs 

»{ plat fonn or lvind creation are higher. 

Furthermore, the created land may not bo sox viced, 

/«'• the upland adjoining it could be well-serviced.

< hoped that Grovoi did not imply that the 

P l a t f o r m  created in a deep harbour like Kilindim 

in iefc.fi valuable than the one created in a 

shallower port like Lomu.

The other mothod proposed by Grover is similar to 

the one above, only that he gives it another name- 

the platform method, where the value of the wator 

takes its value from tho land to bo created, less 

the teats of making tho platform and tho 

capitalised mtinlenance costs, less the nuisance of 

a v«ry damp basement (Gtover,1930:l2).

Owing to the difficulty in obtaining a specific method of 

■■Ju.-tjt water loi -t .^k in marine «nvironmnnts, some
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r*orl« atguo that by itneli the land covered by water has 

no value, but that the adjoining upland (coast/shoreJ 

should benefit from an enhanced value by virtue of its 

attendant water lues. This is interesting, lor it wouid 

appear the other way: tint coastal land gains moro value 

by being near the ocean waters, hence the ocean waters 

thou Id have mot* value because they provide additional 

value to the coast land! who is richer: the person who 

bonows a loan or the one who gives out that loan? This 

difficult quostlon has made some valuers, mostly in 

Canada, to fall back to the percentage premise, whore the 

water »i“.a . s accorded i certain percentage of the value 

f in- adjoining coast land. This percentage is normally 

kept between 40-501.

This *ugg*sts that it is the coast land which is more 

valuable than the water area. Rather than a reasoning, 

'his looks like an excuse, because wo really do not have 

a sufficient data base on which to form a satisfactory 

value prediction of either the land or the fronting 

water, tak«n aimultaneously. If the value of the water 

•rea is considered a percentage of the adjoining land, 

then comparison comes in. But the question is whether 

those two properties are really comparables: is service 1 

land (the adjoining coastal land) being related to 

unservlced water? (Grove*, 1980:13).
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And 05 th© method': h?v« been foiwuded. The Provincial 

Department ol I.and*, ir. Canada assess leases on land 

severed by water, depending on the use. High use water 

•• 1 1 • tah** full upland value 01 a hi.yh rated percentage of 

it Lew use wat*r as at 501 upland value, waste or 

excess water at a Ic-wei nominal rate.

The public works f Canada adopts a utility value 

approach tr» w i i «i irr lease valuation. The upland oi 

coast land value represents 1001 utility, and this rat*' •• 

applied direct-.y to tiios* port)c ub of the water lot which 

n e  being utilized to the full potential of tho adjoining 

land The rat© leer <?ar;*>; in direct proportion to any 

•leer vane in utility, for example floats and berths ire 

valued it 501 • if * • c* upland .-one rute; inter tidal ar*v.iK 

• areas "f poor *|ual'.ty fill are valued at 10-351 whi •> 

unused a*eau at* a' 5-10%. It appears that each 

authority* ot each valuer takes his own method, and .! 

thoie car. b« such differences in opinion in Canada a Ion*, 

the disparities throughout the world should be enormous. 

There are other special type of properties found on the 

'ioean front, although they are also found on dry land 

environments. Bur because the coastal area is so 

desirable, because very many people would do anything to 

^njoy these facilities, t boy pose as rather djfferrn- 

rr ;p«.» *■ ie<. ftvm those on land. Stninplts •n’1,.t**e

i , i i r |  < r , ' r ' * "  *|»V* « *  < « > | i r p o f *  ** (  » " •  ]  I » J n *  d ' ^ h



■ *i * m u ' i-r 'MMjltioo’trig 81*os* Pu nont 

1 *v 1 «'? >•>* -C'li • h<* need to dove'op specific

f 'il f"' i.'.ung ' it m  pioperties simply because they 

'••ted c m lh« ocean front. Host have rocon* tended 

th* of r «•.)?*»♦ approach 1 1 comparable*: are

>• rl >'.* t' < m -  ij i _oich m  the cott approach to value.

•■ Pi • ■ m • ' i t  p i  >blem t s  o n l y  t i n *  f

U w  • »»*• ■ <! i '  i o n  o f  *.hc '7>''rmrtnly-o, »ned 1 1 •• m d

«! -IT 'ho problem is getting proper

- . H-v *i " thdrvicf, given by Croftnon and Pamirs 

[iW 1 iv' .•. the v-l  ̂ :f n internal under r l me-sharing 

• i • «u r n./ti'. “ labl*:;, the most notable !

i* i-'f » f •.•••-.»i : i ocean, mountain, etc. J 

K*" »1 be li -»m*»

of living

Lo'-otlop ■? cult m  project (t.>=» jolf veurv., 
wat«r, ore ) Qiiniity of construction 
Qual it y ?f furniture

Quality 'l resort (including recieaticn.il
f l i l t  I'M. )

Fjniuirru'j

It *o the location ». f the resort and the location of the 

1 p»rt i*i*i wi..»-e value* should be male Lo

15?



vii«f < '.‘Cean front time shared 

mi ■ ■ ippro.v.h cannot be uuetl for 
ti'»» ; nr ititf .‘ppia be< auoe t Ime-share intervals n r

pmshaT-d for use ! • the owner, his family or guests 

in *■; in investment upon which .1 return is 

•‘.<1 •• ’ The put mat r»f j,n ir,torv«i development • *t

" i 1 'i 'J ■* v/i-.iririTi 01 a parking, loading or off
1 -11- mj • 1 i f  1 vV*t f

• -' 11 prup»-t j« 'r- il used for nmonities, preseiVMl 

for reoe/ivch stations and marine park areas, 

s •n.tMv, if not controlled, conflicts a n s o  in the 

Lc * tai •- L«:vm«iit xpl.01 tation if commodity resotiteen 

t til •- (• r their prt»r.' t at ion and i t

It liar t*e»*n noticed the* som*
• i......  wM»itd ratliet f.t tIt f us* of •( at »f • 1

-1 1 I "I ■') • 1 Im.ete the vain- of such mar iire
•nviroirmeni.m if vh*»re the value of tlio site will

n- Incurred r oh rained by utilising the sire for sow* 

v —  other ' M u  me.her. If a site ie f  be- used ?: 

mar 1 nr. | . i k he 1 u* fl»o bon»fitn of f hr park would bo

"J'-'Jy ui' wv»nomn-ally mote doeitnblc thin the cor 

!'f nay, ,1 lot*'-', th*‘ aluo of that sit* is the value <•< 

Kn* beripfi’.a gene: ’ 1 by the matin* par': 3ut

* and Fish-  ̂7 r» • 4 7 > point out, CRA does rv '

•<m- u il ; provt '* in -vim* ion o: proper we*bcdcl< ry i •:

• : U'Pior. tin* to value uf c u u  in



ir.jief.niV vi ex-.hangeahl* tftimr.

T M t  G'fMftiOM is Still not oaay, and although Krutilla 

a? tempted, they conceded that in such 

va’us’i-ns 'ra'ef'> 1 malyris using relevant concepts can 

* '  f"w  >'* * K'A1» '•i ’f cases without pretending to be 
’i valuing *il attributes of natural phenomena

Hn verrt chapter lonk* a*: how several valuer# and 

’ ‘ ' ’ " ' ?' ,1A“  •»« tempted to apply regression procedures
*' IV valuation of pr.[ Hy. The purpose of doing this

'■ 8 1 ... '-* ><" regression In VAiUtti it
I •’ ^Hhcugh * h°r *» may be a number of problems

> eyi'-oiintAt ed,
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CHAPTER SIX

TK'AI* .'Hr ERROR lir THE USE OF MULTIPLE RECRFflO*.'

ANALYSIS IH WATERFRONT VALUATIONS

One- r.mjrlicstxon f r in the Above preview of valuation 

methods ic that there arc several weaknesses inherent in 

the current normal et omnen valuation methods as fax ?»

• ini j waterfront pt -^forties is concerned. Similarly,

• ‘li'oars to be '.'.iiitjtie characteristics in waterfront 

l-r per tics which v m-iot be easily appraised using these

•m-inn me the Is The ?each for more and better methods 

i-  o r . *1 tnougn iiKicnt ons that whatever the

‘now* «ik oett-r methods being sought for, they will b«* 

derive'! from exj it n.t basic methods of valuation. If 

not,then these ‘better* methods will still rely on the 
same principles used by the common methods of valuation.

The Meaning and Use of Multiple Regression Analysis

Statistics, as defined by Lapin (1987:2) 'is a body of 

methods and theory that is applied to numeral evidence 

when making decisions in the face of uncertainty'.

Statistics has been used for many years either as a

discipline on its own, or as a tool to be used for many
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*/l '0 o! :t\nlicr ".ncJ quantification Our effort hove 

p«en directed to on»* rta'istical method which has boon 

attempted to arpraiao property. Tins method, called 

fcogtestfion Atulyfcie (whir* hencefort.h in this woik will 

b<» d*nofed * MPA * ) allows to use the known value of two 

o» moi - vat l <hl"K to estimate the unknown value of the 

on*> v: 1 independent variable. in it.'. traJitionaJ foim, 

(HiA (-< )!•. -»n equation of the order

y=a » Mxl *b?.r.?. *.....bnxn
where v >•< the dependant variable whoso value w» 

do not t:ww,n i r the Y-intercopt mid b is the shape 

I  o! ttio lms, representing the change in Y due to a 

b  jne-Uhl’ change mi the value of XI. which itself is 

tho vi uo of an independent variablo.

The reasonin',) behind the use ol MSA is that once the 

valuer of 1 1» - * md-pendent variables aie known, they can 

{b<« uh'd *ogether with tin* constants to determine the 

valu of the dependent variable,Y. Furthermore, the 

cowpiets equation cvn deist mine the contribution of each 

Jl'dopi-n Mil vaiMbl**. This ability ih *r.nent:al :n 

•letetnininu, for instance, the effert of ocean watoi cn 

beach plot along the coastline.

Bfcrlin.j (ie74:26) applied this pi inciplo to value 

n*»flt:r generated by u ban ;ator parks, which can easily 

b* applied to waterfront properties.
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TO c a l c u l a t e  t h e  portion t y '9 '"a i U t

atttinutable to path p t m I I H .  ^arUn, used the linear

formula: M J
p, = c( 3000 -w )

Where
I  , . property value of the 1 th property attributable 

to the park
I  c , the CO,£! relent of distance neaauretl by 

tegrcssion analysis
I  „ = distance of the ltd P « « P « ‘V to the lalte
I  The total property value attributable to the par* rs

s imply
■  tp = n p e n  cUOUO-W.I

, 2 ’
TO quantify 1 he effect of the laKe (sea or ocean, on 

property value. Darling (1978,28) ran regression anal)sis 

for the following implicit equation:

wher* 

P 

1 

l 

N 
w 

T

f ( I , I. a N » W . T >

property value 

Improvements 

Lot size
Neighbourhood environmental variables 

Distance from water 

Trend factor
improvement data was In terms of square metre of living

4 B
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area, number of rooms, residential space, and number of 

baths. Neighbourhood environmental variables included 

population density, average crime rate, average income, 

average rent, racial composition and zoning. But there 

are a number of weaknesses in this method. Benefits are 

more easily determined for projects whoso outputs are 

sold in the open maikot, but for those which do not sell 

in the open market some measure other than prico in 

required. Perhaps, as proposed by Krutilla and Fisher 

(1975:6), cost benefit analysis would be more meaningful. 

Sales price has been used as the dependent variable with 

its value already given, yet in actual fact we are 

looking for the method used to arrive at it. Also, 

although the method measures benefits reflected in the 

surrounding property values, it may not reflect the total 

value as perceived by residents. And the model 

disregards benefits obtained or enjoyed by park (beach or 

ocean) users who come from outside the area whoso land 

values are affected.

McMillan criticised Darling's method on the same grounds 

as above. McMillan agrees that increments in property 

values attributable to parks (or beaches, for our case) 

is usually not an adequate measure of tire benefits parks 

or beaches afford. Estimates of benefits based on sales 

prices will only be accurate if assessed values and taxes 

do not account for proximity to parka. And since studies
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of this type have not made tax adjustments, McMillan 

feels that benefits have been underestimated (1980:379- 

380). Unfortunately, McMillan ends there and does not 

offer any more solutions to the method of appraising such 

benefits. His only contribution is to conclude that 

since the procedure by Darling and others has substantial 

potential for evaluating amenities (and nuisances) in 

urban areas, it is hoped that this note will facilitate 

the more accurate estimation of the benefits (and costs) 

they generate’.

Perhaps a better explanation was the one offered by Brown 

who suggested the use of stepwise regression, especially 

where there if a large number of independent variables. 

Brown says '... this (stepwise regression) procedure 

selects the independent variables, one step at a time, in 

the order of their importance ... the in and-out 

procedure ... selects as the first independent variable 

the one which has the highest absolute correlation with 

the dependent variable. In each ensuing step the 

variable entered is the variable with the highest partial 

correlation alt**r accounting for the previously entered 

variable. And ... if an entered variable becomes 

insignificant due to overlap with more recently entered 

variables (mult 1-coll1 near ity ), it is deleted and a new 

step begins. If later in the stepping procedure the
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variable becomes significant again, it will bo re

entered* (1974:576).
Using this technique, Brown proposed a model for valuing 

grazing land in South Dakota, which included 19 

independent variables against the dependent variable, 

property value. His predictive equation was:
619.48X- >Y = - 3 0 2 1 . 4 2  ♦  4 6 . 2 4 X j  -  9 . 0 4 X , < +

5 0 4 . , 6 0 X - , --------( 3 )

The variables included in the analysis were:

Y a market value (dependent variable)

x.*
a total animal units

*2
= total acies

X, a acres in grazing

X<
a acres in other
a shelter (trees and draws)
— access

x 3
9 fencing

X?
a topography

X i0
a range site (acres below normal)

X11
a range site (acres normal)

X 12
a range site (acres above normal)

X13
a range condition

X U
s range utilization

x i ; = land capability (acres in class I ■

x u s land capability (acres in class 11

x it land capability (acres in class IV
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land capability (acres in class VI and VII) 

land capability (total)
XiS 8

*1) =

Tho analysis showed that 12 of tho independent variables 

were not significant in the determination of the value of 

the property.

Schott and White went further than Brown. They 

compounded the use of MRA in property value, which they 

say is to estimate the relationship between selected

property characteristics and property value. It measures 

the simultaneous influence of a number of independent 

variables (or factors) on one dependent variable 

(property value). In other words, multiple factors such 

as soil types, distance to markets, and numbers of acres 

may be 'regressed' upon the dependent variable (property 

value) to provide an explanation of factors affecting 

value' (1977:429). The regression equation is of tho 

following form:

P * b.C. ♦ .....  ♦ baC„ + bam + .....  bflX*(4)

where

P = sales prico per acre (or value)

b, = regression coefficients

Cj = land class variables

Xj ■ other independent variables

The procedure for implementing this regression analysis
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involved several usual step6 as follows

1. Selecting a sales sample

2. Specifying property characteristics

3. Collecting and verifying the data

4. Selecting and analyzing the variables

5. Coding property characteristics

6. Applying the regression

7. Analyzing the regression results

Using statistical analysis Schott and White came up with 

the estimated regression equation, along with standard 

errors of the regression coefficients as follows:

P = 6.32(1A ) ♦ 5.77(IB) ♦

5.38(1C) ♦ 3.46(W1-W2)

(0.60) (0.96) (2.34) (043)

* 2.40{W3) ♦ 264 RF * 206(1-16)

(1.25) (101) (104)
Where

P = average 1975 price per acre of agricultural 

land 1A, IB, 1C, Wl and W2 and W3 are land 

classes

RF » a dummy variable for land with river frontage 

1-16= a dummy variable for land located adjacent 

to an interstate highway

The two dummy variables can be considered as yes/no
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variables; if the property has the particular 

characteristic, the expected price would bo raised by the 

value of the regression coefficient. For example, land 

with river frontage is worth an additional $264 per acre 

and land adjacent to an interstate highway is worth an 

additional $206 per acre.

While the above method is somehow similar in its results 

to the other methods, Schott and White make it more 

appealing by saying that 'If ... the estimated

relationship is statistically significant, it may be used

as a predictor of expected sales price (or value)'. 

They argue further that HKA as a method of valuation 

reaches a degree of statistical reliability unobtainable 

by conventional appraisal methods, and thar one of MRA’s 

inajot advantage over orthodox appraisal procedure is that 

it is more objective, even though proper usage requires 

large amounts of data. The other problem with MRA ir 

found when valuing vacant lands, for which very few 

variables exist to he put in the statistical equation. 

And this problem could bo crucial in the valuation of 

coastal landn, some of which are vacant.

Bntio and Mabba Zeno (l*«P5:5-6) also attempted MRA m  

valuation, although their use of linear regression wig 

rathet more elementary. They were attempting to aprraise 

recreational lands, and then measure tho contribution of 

each factor to the final value or price of that land.
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Tho estimated coefficients for tho regression model were 

used to predict tho colling price of any wetland? lot 

(for recreation) as a function of that lot's various 

characteristics. Most of the factors used in tins 

regression model woro measured an binary variables 

reflecting whether a specific lot possesses some 

attribute. Other attributes considered but not included 

the model report are, for instance.

1 . whether the lot is adjacent to a port area

?. Whether the lot is adjacent to a yatch club

1. Wh^r h*> * t he lot is conpoced of f i1 led wot lands

> oomplet® regression equation for recreational lot

ires was as f o l l o w s :

Y 1 7 i n .  v .  o v  i X } * X , » X i - X i

R = 0 . 7 1 9

n

where

980

Y price paid to subdivider in 1976 dollars 

(value of the plot)

X.  • WATER = dummy variable with the value of 

0 for lots away from water or 1 for 

waterfront lots

X;  - CANAL = dummy variable with value 0 for 

lots not fronting a canal or 1 for lots 

fronting a canal

. X ,  e TIME » quarter in which lot was sold 
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beginning with the first quarter of 1969 

equal to 1 ( 1 2  represent* the last

quarter of 1971)

Xj ■ APEA - lot size in square feet (sq.m)

X5 = SEWER » dummy variable with the value of

0 for lots not on the sewer line or 1 for 

lots on the sewer line

X$ = WETLANDS = dummy variable with the valuo 

0 for lots not adjacent to wetlands or 1 

for lots adjacent to wetlands 

The price fcr all wetland lots is determine by summing up 

those obtained through regression. It was found that 

whether a lot is adjacent to water (i.e. waterfront 

lands) ot a canal (canal fronting lauds) was the most 

important factor contributing to lot price (value), 

although all the factors included were found to be 

statistically significant.

Conventional MP.A has sinco been used in valuation because 

it offers a commonly used statistical approach for 

selecting the critical value indicators for a specific 

property type within a predetermined location. HPA can 

also assign relative weights to each of these value 

indicators. The resulting MR A best-fitting equation 

derived from recent sales data can be used to estimate 

the value of properties both sold and unsold.

These arguments worn used by Cronan, Epley and Perry
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(1986:19-31) to compare and finally propose the use of 

MP.A and Rank Transformation Regression (RTR). MPA was 

used to develop the linear property valuation model as 

below to value residential units.

p = f(X;, Xj , Xj, Xj, Xj, Xj, X?, Xj, X., X.O)
where

P *r salo price

*1
- heat atea

X; a year built

*3 a quality of the home
a number of storeys

X: a number of rooms

X; a number of bodrooms

X* s number of baths

X? a size of the lot (land or plot)

X? s value of the lot

Xt, = loan to value tatio

SAS statist ical package was utilized to yenorate the

regression equations. Two criteria, R-nquared and MSE 

(Moan Square Error) were used to determine the 

independent variable in the 'best* linear model. A 

stepwise procedure was used to determine the model with 

the lowest MSE. These steps were done to produce two 

model*, MPA and RTR (Rank Transformation Regression). 

The MRA model considered the following factors as being
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more statistically significant: 

heated area (HEAT APEA) 

quality of the homo (QUAL), and 

lot value (LOTVALUE)

The RTR model considered the following factors as boing 

statistically more significant:

Heated aron (HEAT AREA)

Year built (YRBUILT)

Value of lot (LOTVALUE)

Tho two models wore compared on the ability to estimate 

prices for three samples of residential units. Data from 

each of the three samples were applied to coefficients of 

tho two models to produce a comparison.

Rank Transformation Regression (RTR) was suggested by 

Conover and Iman (1976:1349; and 1981:124). According to 

their terminology, let X,. be tho jth observation vector• J
from population i, j * 1, 2 ... n and i = 1, ... k. The
p components of X., are denoted X. m = 1, 2 ... p. The•i o*
rank transformation method involves ranking the mth 

component of all observations X. from smallest (rank 1 )•J
to the largest (tank N = nr * n5 ... 4 n?). Each

component di H  to m - ( is tanked separately. Simply

stated therefore, the value of each variable of i 

multivariate sample is replaced by its rank from 1 to n 

for all the observations. Conventional regression 

•analysis is then performed on the tanks.
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In essence, therefore, RTR ts similar to MRA except that 

the technique requires the valuer to tank the factors 

affecting property before applying convectional MRA tests 

on them.

The results of the comparison between MRA and RTF. 

equations on the samples selected by Cronan, Epley and 

Perry (1986:24) indicated that RTR performed 'better' 

than MRA model in terms of errors, mean absolute 

deviation (MAD) and size of samples 'finally'. Says the 

trio, 'the rank transformation procedure estimates 

proporty value for small samples with less error than the 

MPA procedure. Practically, the appraiser uses 

comparables and attempts to generate a model that is 

statistically appropriate and that yields accurate price 

estimates. The rank transformation regression method 

produces such a model'{1986: 25)

However, RTR model suffers from a number of limitations. 

One of them is its applicability to sets of data which do 

not conform to the likes of the data used by the authors 

when they proposed the method. How is the ranking done? 

Is it a computerized process? Perhaps ranking would be 

done by the valuer, but how does he choose the first rank 

and the rest? Further analysis shows that the RTR method 

is more accurate with small samplos only, but with 

samples as large as 30, the accuracy is as good as for 

MRA.
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The principles and theoretical framework required in the 

application and use of MRA in property valuation, 

therefore, appear to be the same as those in ordinary 

valuation methods. Mo computer technology,or MRA 

technique on its own can produce an appraisal without the 

human valuer providing the required data and initial 

variable characteristics. In addition, the theoretical 

and practical knowledge of the valuer, and the use of 

comparable sales are very essential elements in MRA 

property valuations So says Locke ’Tho comparison sales 

approach appears to represent tho common framework in 

which computer assisted statistical methods of valuation 

are developed. Regression models using cross-sectional 

and time-series data are based primarily on comparative 

sales'( 1987:536 ).

The reliance on compai tblo sales is understandable given 

that there is no substitute for data in valuation 

practice. Even 'imaginary' data used to compute value 

indices in investment properties or unmarketable 

properties (such as social halls) will roly, in one way 

ot another, on some kind of market information. Fraser 

and Blackwell (1988;198) indeed agree that 'Evidence of 

market value based on information, other than the sale 

nice of,..property, would have to be overwhelming to 

influence a valuer to i eject tlie sale price of the 

Subject entirely'. The fact is that the valuer is
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heavily biased towards sales price# of other property in 

the market, whether this market is real or artificial. 

HRA provides the appraiser with the ability to test the 

real estate market objectively, to determine which 

variables are influencing the prices paid for the 

comparable sales collected, and how much weight to place 

on each. The valuer actually does the same in 

traditional market approach but usually applies 

subjective weights to the variables (Smith,1979:248 ).

Pros and Cons of Using MRA in Valuation 

Despite its obvious appeal in valuations, MRA as a tool 

has had to wait until the complete sophistication of the 

computer for it to be used in valuations. In addition, 

the current wide application of MRA in valuation has not 

been achieved easily. Perhaps the main reason was not 

the lack of computers, after all. As early as 1969, 

Hmshaw (283-283) used MPA to predict the selling price 

of property using pact sales of comparable properties as 

the basis of prediction. A major advantage which 

Hinshaw advanced then (which is valid even today) was 

that MRA was objective and impartial in arriving at 

value, compared to other subjective methods of valuation. 

Immediately after, feat and rage amongst valuers were 

Sparked-off. In the name year, for instance,Lessinger 

•(1969:507) criticised the way MPA was being applied in
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that the fundamental assumptions of the method were being 

violated by the characteristics and inefficiencies of the 

property market. Linear relationships between dependent 

variables and the independent variable were being assumed 

and forced, the sales data was assumed to be normally 

distributed and measured on a continuous scale, and worst 

of all, outliers or extreme observations were being 

excluded from the analysis! I.essinger and others 

questioned the justifications for such 'glaring' 

weaknesses and also the logic in using dummy variables.

From that time, many valuers remained unconvinced of the 

benefits of using MPA, either because they saw it ac 

underrating the subjective judgemental aspects of the 

compaiative method of valuation,or they did not 

understand it, or they did not have access to the large 

amounts of comparable data which are required to operate 

the technique successfully (Adair and McOreal,1989:59}. 

To several other valuers, MRA terminology, symbols and 

its mathematical jargon are anathema, and Fraser and 

Blackwell have said that MRA is a 'complex process... 

difficult to put in layman's terms and is thus (neither) 

favouxed in law riox by practising valuers, or by anyone
•

«lse except those with mathematical sophistication. Even 

the latter are frustrated by some of its clumsy features" 

U988:197-198).

It is no wonder, therefore, that MRA has not roceivod the
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attention it deserves in valuation practice. One would 

have expected MRA to have been used in many types of 

valuations other than in residential and commercial 

properties, where the method enjoys allot of application. 

Similarly, one would have expected many valuers to write 

hooks ,the use of MRA in valuations, other than occasional 

articles in a few journals in Britain and the United 

States. Even in these countries, the profession has 

generally shunned the integration of statistical 

inforence, and where it has been used, as Rodgers did in 

1986 in Scotland, MPA is only used 'as an aid to the 

valuer who remains the final arbiter in estimating the 

assessed value' (1906:103-106).

In developing countries, the reluctance to computerise 

the valuation profession and the fact that there is 

shortage of computers and suitable data bases are some of 

the obstacles inhibiting the use of MRA. Yet there is 

considerable approval of MRA as a better tool in 

valuation, even amongst the few that have used and 

written about it. Valuation involves the use and 

assembly of many factors and, whereas it is quite 

impossible to analyse and reconcile all the factors 

without errors or omissions of bias due to subjectivity, 

many of such valuers see MRA as an aid to minimizing such 

errors. Indeed the method is a reasonable improvement to 

•the traditional comparison method.
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Given the advantages cl the MPA technique in terms ol 

objectivity, uniformity of approach, apeed and cost 

savings, there is an increasing awareness among sew* 

valuers that MRA and computer assisted valuation is a 

growing and developing area of valuation practice (Adan 

and McGreal,1987:59 ). Amongst such valuers are Hogarth 

and Makridakis who, after reviewing 175 research papeis 

on statistical forecasting methods, concluded that 

scientifically-based methods such as MRA are superior to 

intuitive decision making (1981:60). Fraser and McGreal 

also used MRA to value real ontnto property in 

Melbourne,Australia and came up with a model having R- 

squared of 87.9*. They concluded that despite lack of 

field checks for computer-produced values,MRA endeavours 

demonstrated the capability of producing values close or 

more superior to those achievable by manual methods 

(1989:199) .

Donelly ( 1991 :350 360) is another valuer who attempted 

MRA to value propoities in the United States of America 

and at the same time to test MRA*s worth in tho practice. 

Donelly argues against the comparison approach that, 

since there isn’t always a sot of comparables having 

.similat feature*.biases may accrue from the work of an 

individual who selects the properties for the 

comparisons. In addition, the traditional approach 

relics upon very few properties for the analysis. In the
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process, much valuable information is discarded.MRA 

procedures, on the other hand, allow more extensive use 

of the information obtained, it determines which 

characteristics are important, it does not require an 

exhaustive list of attributes but only sufficient 

information to model the observed outcomes.

In another valuation exercise, Adair and McGreal 

(1989:57) applied MBA to value terraced houses in 

Britain. They too emphasized that MRA measures 

statistically the relative influence of several factors 

and explains in an objective manner how value or price is 

dependent upon a particular set of independent variables. 

The fact that combined influences and effects of several 

variables can be measured is of considerable practical 

relevance to valuation,where capital value may be the 

dependent variable and other property characteristics are 

treated as independent variables. Adair and McGreal to 

•one extent console tho conservative valuer 'that MFA is 

neither being used to challenge his professional role 

nor is it doing something of which the valuer is unaware. 

Indeed...by approaching th* estimation of value from an 

objective viewpoint, MRA can assist the valuer by giving 

a supporting opinion or highlighting circumetances where 

a re-appraisal of value is necessary'(67). Similar 

consolations wore echoed by Smith who said that MRA is 

.not used just as a "little black box" that magically
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produce* an appraised value for property (1979 218).

One of the most controversial issues in the un*» of MPA in 

property valuation is ir the choice of the most important 

influencing variables. While most valuers claim that it 

is in this ar.po'-i wh“ t»* MPA in most superior, the 

criticisms against MPA's methodology of choosing 

variables are no !<v?i It is interesting to see how a 

single roint can both be a method's strongest appeal and 

then its weakest element at th® same time. In his 

application of MRA in valuation. Smith (1979:243) insists 

that 'it is in th« piocp'M of verifying salon and talking 

with informed individuals where the appraisor should 

begin to isolate those factors (variables) which appear 

to be aff«»rting the price paid for properties bought in 

the open market' Py analysing these variables, using 

regression, the appraiser will isolate those important 

variables. Uhfoitunetoly, Smith doos not show how this 

i3 done practically wjrippio (1974:267), on° of the 

foremost of critic •«! computer-based valuations, says 

that MPA d«'e* not hnv*» i good theory on the choice of 

influencing v o c a b l e  , and In f-h<' absonm of such a 

theory 'tht boa*. we can do. ..is to select those variables 

.which intuitively m e m  reasonable and hope (if we use the 

general linear model) that they ore at least linearly 

fMated to the true m e a l  factors', Whipple, in fact, 

argues that no valuation theory has so far attempted to
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solve this rroblem, because valuers have tended to ignote 

factors external to the property.contending themselves 

with a myopic and largely site-oriented approach.

Fraser and Blackwell had allot of difficulty in 

explaining how they chose the factors for their MR A 

equation. Apart from stating that r egression was used to 

identify those variables which most affectod value, 

Fr*s«r and McOtml did not show how the variables were 

isolated from the rest. So says the d u o , . p r i o r  tc 

tliin. a good deal of effort was expended to identify 

variables which had boon used for value modelling 

purposes in other studies... The 1 ist (obtained) was 

supplemented with vartable?...(selected by), .using 

expel ience gained by on** of m  ..in the.. .market, and »he 

services of a real estate entrepreneur who had re 

developed proper ties in the locality*. Can such 

variables be accepted in regression equations? One 

wonders! Fraser and Blackwell concede that in practice, 

selecting and weighting variables is th* greatest single 

problem because there in no objective way of choosing 
them (1988:186).

Salivin also faced the same problem when h» attempted to 

develop a computer assisted regression valuation method 

*ot rural properties. After collecting relevant data 

Ihrough it Inspections, Salivin decided that "The

variables included in the collection were those thought
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by the valuer to be significant in their contribution to 

the value of the property" (1981:6). There is doubt as 

to whether the results Salivin obtained were of any 

scientific significant and whether the valuations were 

moi« objective than subjective.

Locke , m  fact, criticised Salivin's study on t)ie grounds 

that 'models built on decision maker's cues (valuer 

selected variables) and Assessed against decision maker'n 

response (valuation), such as in these studies, are 

fraught with potential problems ..(because)... there is 

no certainty that th" valuer's decisions are consistent’ 
(1987:537)

Another weakness of using MRA in valuation Is the need 

foi voluminous information fo* a oingle valuation Job. 

This is because regression calculations will only give 

realistic coefficients if these are based on many 

observations. In contrast, the valuer applying the 

traditional comparison method requires only a good 

knowledge of the lO’Ml market built up over many years 

and about three oi fout comparables to arrive at the 

required value, the cut off point for the minimum number 

of comparabler sufficient for MRA application is yet to 

be agreed on. While statisticians argue that a minimum 

of thirty (30) cases ir necessary, Shonkol (1978:86) lot 

instance, insists that at least a hundred (100) 

comparable sales aie a must foi a single valuation Job.
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Some* va)ucrn, «uch nt* ftmrth. have raid that in theory, a 

regress ion c«ni be attempted if the number of on lor 

exceeds the number of variables by one (1970:252). This, 

therefore, implies the need for large amounts of data 

because practically there ate no fewer than five 

variables which can b« said to influence any single 
proper ty.

Multicoilinearity, the combined » ifluenco of a number of 

independent variables on m e  dependent variable, has 

always been a problem in MRA. Despite all the remedial 

props available, i» has been difficult to completely 

distinguish the influence on value associated with any 

single variable, many times an overlap of explanation 

occurs

Related to this, there is the act of transforming dots to

make the erjot terms approach a normal distribution

whenever MRA assumpt tons aro not satisfied. This is done

u-!ing either 1 og.ai * ♦:h- .  o? cg-iarc root*, cto. Whipple

(1974:265) examined th s problem and said that a problem

r,f in*«» pi 0 * a* Jon i- likely to our face. He asks 'For

■jx ample,  vrln* s v ’. r t  • I’ i v e  1 n t e r p r o t  .a* ion c o u l d  we g i v e  t o

t V  statement that "V i* highly correlated with tlie

t*ciptoc«l of the ! y cf th“ fourth root of X"?'.

Although variable ♦?am format Ions may produce better

tesuits, the rrocessea u ?  tedious, arbitrary and too

technical for valuers. It is alno difficult to convince
•
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tn'] imrresr. cli»nts us ini t r rusf>r med factors. clients 

who*® main nim in ♦ <n n* shewn a figure of value and the 

reasons behind it. Variable trannformation also has the 

tendency to replace market or property analysis, which is 

nn essential and important step in valuation. Analysis 

is an attempt to find out what factor* wer« responsible

foi the market values tcaliscd in past transact ion*. 

Although analysis cannot prove with precision what 

happened in the pan*, with proper records and

mathematical analysis, it can be used to give reasonably 
accurate estimate* of today's market values.

Cronan, Fpley and Terry looked harshly at the

transformation of var rattles in valuation and pointed out 

that such transformations are not possible when there 

exist* negative data or zero values (1986:23)

Furthermore, they complain over the practice in MRA of 

""throwing out" -x» values (outliers) simply because 

they cjan bias th*» result r of the reversion analysis. 

'S'ven that ,p»p*'*t} » rising n».'0«ls ar« usually developed 

Tn r small numb-r of o b s e r v a t i o n s (and)...each 
®bn»» v jori in an lm| c* f cut element*, throwing out some 

variables is like strmoling the valuation exercise. 

8e.v*rai i tactit iorw * s and valuation theoretists have 

complairred that IITA does net, after all, produce enough 

accuracy given the Investment of tin?, money and skill? 

required to set up the system. One of these people.
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Cooper, has said that "in fact a number of reason" can be 

advanced foi not bothering with methods which tend to 

complicate the valuation pi ocean, prolong the time 

involved and, maybe ... (in the end) not achieve any 

worthwhile increase tn accuracy or viability” (1984:93). 

Other valuers, such an Whipple, have indeed questioned 

the rationale for introducing MPA in valuation in the
fust place. Whipple lament** ’One gets the impression

that some American valuer.- have "discovered " multiple

regression in the form of a packaged computer programme

without really appreciating what it is they are doing.

Where it has been w:«ed, it < f'en has not been applied

particularly well, and there ii reason to suspect th*t •*.

may not be the -'IT* <*p» i-V.*■ theo' «i i»-. \ model' (197<:?M)

Many other similar <.•empt. »inls i!:.l doubts have actually

be**n i use* poridlo' »• (!q*r;73) noted predicted prices

with a c c u r a c i e s  of only ' 1* of cren market value using

MPA, and said that many other studies have not achieved

^uch accuracy. And Maekmin (1985:381) has noted how most

valuers submit that they can value to within 5t of open

muk-t value using MRA. Similarly. Boyle (1184:235)

considered tint the value of the standard error of

estimate is indicative of the predictive rower'; of i

regression model , but ho inlets that a high value of the
%

standard error will at best achieve 'valuation to within 
a few 51000s of the true value',
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To tak« th** argument further, Ada it and McGreal attribute 

this lack of accuracy in MRA valuations to either 

inadequate data oi other statistical requirements, or 

even inarrrornat* applications. In most cases, such 

complications occur together, but sceptics within the 

valuation profession are seldom satisfied with such 

explanations, ot even with lame excuses Ilk® those 

offered by Fraser and Blackwell that "...differences... 

may be related to data quality. Most of the property 

data was collected by undergraduate students...A 

disparity »n int« j pret a* i "i: <•♦**> n the different groups 

of collectors may explain some of the variations " 

( 1 0 8 8 : 1 9 9 1 .

what rs b«ing queet ioticd n  actually the rationale behind 

using MPA rn valuation against the results. In other 

words, can't we achieve good results in ordinary 

valuation technique'-- 'ill »ut using the computer? Should 

wo employ all those skills and allocate all that time in 

order to produce •osults whose implications are 

doubtful? A major objection to the use of MPA in 

valuations, ar given by Cooper, in that although 

(mathematical) skills and equipment are necessary;these 

cost money, and tin* returns from the average valuation 

■assignment would be ineuf ficient , to cov-r the expense 

(1984:98). How many valuers can be prepared to take the 

cost, moro or so th*» risk of inadequate valuations?
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rt is interesting to see tint ev°n tod:»y, with all ‘ho 

fancy comput®in coming up • oth°r (by, quite a numboi 

of valuers are still apprehensive of them. Perhaps it is 

not the foar of the computation and methodology as euch, 

but the reasons behind such methodologies and 

computations. Really, such valuers should not be blindly 

accused of being naive, or too conservative. The theory 

and reasons behind nny vn]ut«t ion method , and the market 

information should be clearly elaborated before using 

that method. Brown (1985:33) has suggested that the 

accuracy of valuation is not Just a function of the 

sophistication of models employed, but it reflects the 

translation of an available information sot into an 

expected value According to Cooper, using statistics is 

no substitute for thinking and personal Judgement. There 

ir. no substitute fot experience,yet button-pushing 

techniques require no expertise, no consideration, no 

special knowledge of the market etc. A valuer using 

statistics must, be aware of the theoretical structure of 

his model, nnr' b* u • *> select the correct range of 

price-influencing v.wiaM-*; an 1 choose the ippropriate 

method of measuring th“Ji influence (19<M:98). •

Smith has aV:o given his reservations in using MpA in 

valuing property, that 'it must be kept in mind that 

th» computer does not think...it will rtovidc • egr»*rnIon 

analysis on any variable it is given. It may produce
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surprisingly good r 1r« nV idiotic variables (it may 

also produce very poor statistics on very reasonable 

variables )...but... the appraiser munt explain the 

variables logically and why they have been used In the 

regt»3fiion analysis’ (I97n:243). This takes us back to 

good theory and reasoning in valuation, and these are 

very important, if not paramount considerations. Lambert 

cautions that all the formulae and mathematical 

calculations advocated foi in valuation textbooks and 

journals tend to be redundant unless the conclusions are 

consistent with the market (1993:2). Another valuer. 

Brown, cone 1 odor. » ha* the regression-based defences of 

valuation practice so fa- published *'o insufficiently 

rigorous to ill iy doubts about the accuracy of valuations 

(1?°2: 77) .  Adair and Mo<7t*a] echo ♦ hose sentiments and 

add th?t ‘...given the statistical rigours .assumptions 

and other assocLat"’ problems together with the lack of 

suitable data base?, it i: hardly surprising that many in 

the profession still remain sreptical about the use of 

guantit alive methods of valuation (1983:61).

With all th««o pitfalls and rinks against tlie advantages 

and appeals, this study will attempt to use MRA in the 

valuation of watet f rout j roper ties along the coact line of 

Kenya. Thin «*xercise starts from the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
VALUATION ANALYSIS: THE SEARCH FOR THE BASIC

REQUIREMENTS

INTRODUCTION

Tho literature reviewed in Chapter Four has provided a 

number of characteristics of valuation mothods used in 

waterfront appraisals. Amongst the important

characteristics are:

1. That although ocean front properties are unique and 

slightly differentiated from land-based properties, 

the principles applied in their valuation are the 

same as those applied in valuing any other 

property.

2. That most ocean front properties can be valued 

using the common valuation methods ouch as Income 

Approach, Comparable Sales Method, etc. although a 

lot of modifications in these methods would be 

required. For some properties, a combination of 

these methods appears to be the solution.

3. That the use of comparable sales data forms tho 

basis of valuation of many other types of 

properties, ocean front propotties included. Also, 

comparison data is essential in many methods of 

valuation, including statistical models and 

computer-assisted appraisals.

That the major weaknesses pointed out in tho
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current methods oi valuing waterfront properties 

relate to the inability to take care of the 

locational uniqueness of coastal waterfront 

properties.

A Critique of tho Salon Comparison Approach

We may recall ( from pp.13 of this work ) that this 

research aimed at the valuation of vacant waterfront 

plots, and that almost all such properties in the study 

area hod been value! using the Comparison Method. We may 

note that the Cost or Contractor's Method is not 

applicable in th« subject properties because a large 

number of market transactions are available, the lack of 

which is the domain of th*» Cost Approach (Connelau and 

Baldwin, 1992: 50). And the Income Approach may also not be 

useful because the vacant plots are not producing any 

income, and oven if they did, it would be difficult and 

perhaps pointless to obtain 'imaginary' cash flows and 

expenditure patterns for tlie most profitable and probable 

uses.

Despite its wide application ami use in v/atorfront 

property valuations along tho coast of Kenya and for many 

properties clspwhor«, the Comparison Method has a number 

of drawbacks. Some have argued that the method is based 

on 'past information...(which) has no relevance in
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(present) calculations' (Brown,1992:205), and that it 

'produces a form of spot price reflecting historic 

transactions which may have been based on the rational 

utilisation of the available information set then' 

(Lizieri and Rowland,1993:82). There are always doubts ns 

to whether such rationality and information would be 

similar to the present situation.

Other valuers, such as Wiltshaw (1993 :86) complain that 

the Comparison Approach assumes, almost religiously, that 

paRt information is accurate, that 'realized sales prices 

ate considered to be exactly as stated. The 

characteristics of con-parables ate also treated as though 

they ate measured precisely. This is assumed whatever 

the particular measurement scale is used :a continuous 

characteristic eg. gioss external area, is considered to 

be as accurately ineasurod as a binary 

characteristic...Similar remarks apply to tho property 

to be valued'. Thus the method makes sweeping 

aosumptions;most of which may not hold in all situations. 

The reliance of the Comparison Method on past 

(comparable) information appears to have attracted the 

most of criticisms. Is past data to be trusted to value 

properties presently and in tho future ? Baum (1993:295) 

warns that 'What are now thought of as conventional 

valuation techniques are essentially backward looking.
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based on comparisons of old transactions. It has to he 

assumed that during the (usually long ) marketing period 

there is no change in value!'.

Another valuer, Wiltshaw (1993:6), attacks the Comparison 

Method from various angles. He asks, for example, what 

determines the appropriate number of comparables ? Which 

(particular) property characteristics do we use to adjust 

comparable prices ? Why is it possible for adjusted 

comparables to be different if they reflect a common 

base, and how is the final value of the property 

determined? And if adjusted comparable prices differ, 

isn't there an additional subjective element in the 

determination of the final valuation ?

Another weakness of the Market Data Approach is its 

requirement that 'like should be compared with like ', 

which strictly emphasises comparability in every sense of 

the word. Many, including Swazuri (1990:4) and Whipple 

(1991:330) have argued that comparability is not always 

easy to obtain. Indeed there is a truism in the real 

estate world that no two properties are exactly alike and 

this makes valid comparisons a difficult matter, even in 

the case of vacant wateifront sites where there may be 

allot of recent transactions available as yardsticks. 

The worst part is when motivations for exchange of 

Ptoperty are to be compared, and when the conditions 

during the transactions have to bo ancortainod. Adjusting
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the comparable sales price to reflect these aspects is 

'almost' impossible.

In general, therefore, there is much in the Comparison 

Method to make it analytical weak, ad hoc, covert and at 

least ambiguous. Hut the method continues to survive, 

and its use is entrenched into almost every valuation 

audience worldwide. This is partly due to the fact that 

'there does appear to have been n (high) degree of 

inertia insofar as tboro has been no significant critique 

of its analytical structure' (Wiltshaw,1991:5 ).

»Jrto now, no follow ups have boon made on the weaknesses 

of tho Mat ket Data Approach to practically discredit it. 

Wiltshaw further argues that perhaps the most important 

reasons for the continued use and survival of this method 

is that ‘...it is based on key facts generated by the 

mat ket'. .. there is considerable common sense appeal to the 

vnluei, vendor, ind purchaser in the argument that the 

property not sold will have a value comparable to 

realised prices'(1919:6). The method is, therefore, 

straightforward, the adjusted comparable prices 

*sympathetically* 'eflect the particular foatures of the 

property to Ire valued, and valuers fec.1 that because they 

understand the method's dangers, they can take care of 

them. The foremost rationale for using the Comparison 

Approach, so cays Whipple, '...is that buyers and sellers 

will behave today as they did in the recent past if
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market conditions -irM » U  th»r relevant factors ate the 

sam«* * (1991:332). Arguably, therefore, many valuers tend 

to submit that oven with Its limitations, the Comparison 

Method is the most reliable for predicting the behaviour 

of market participants.

So then the question is whether a method can be proposed 

which, while applying all tho principles of valuation and 

relying on the comparable sales, can be usod to value 

coastal properties with the precision of accounting for 

the uniqueness of these properties. This is the main 

objective of this study.

Description of the Proposed Regression Mot hod

The practice of valuation d«»ais with figures and numbers 

related to proporty. These figures and numbers are part 

of the liroad subject of statistics; which is very useful 

in the valuation profession. Against this background, 

however, and has been explained in Chapter Six above, 

very fow valuers and indeed valuation procedures have 

used this import an* tool. Cooper (198-1:91) argues that 

tho reasons for the paucity of statistical methodology in 

valuation practice would he the result of three 

circumstances namely

(a) the absence of statistical techniques In 

valuation education until tecent times,

(b) the logistical problems in employing
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multivariate techniques which have existed 

until the last few years,and

(c) the attitudinal inextia of the profession 

which has been a product of education 

standards of the past.

All the three reasons advanced by Cooper apply in the 

case of Kenya, wheie. although valuation is an old 

profession, statistical techniques for valuers were 

introduced in the teaching of valuation only in 1934. 

The use of statistics in valuation procedures has now 

become commonplace In some advanced countries of the 

world and its use in countries like Kenya is imminent 

now. Indeed th*te is no reason why statistics should not 

be used widely In valuation in such countries. The 

modern valuer cannot b" expected to continue handling and 

processing valuation data manually or using only 

traditional methods forever.

There are many statistical tools applicable in valuation 

procedures, tanging from descriptive statistics to 

taxonomy and inferential statistics. In this study, a 

number of these techniques have been applied to the 

information co1lectod from the field in order to Judge 

the best fit technique. The techniques used aro:

Conventional Multiple Regression Analysis, herein 

referred to as CMRA. This technique has been
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extonsivoly described in Chapter Six above.

2. Forward Selection Regression, herein referred to as 

FSR. In this technique, ns outlined by Ilorusis, 

the first variable considered for entry into the 

equation i3 the one with the largest positive or 

negative corielation with the dependent vatiable. 

Once one variable is entered, tho statistics fot 

variables not in the equation are used to select 

the next one. The variable with tho largest 

partial correlation in absolute value is tho next 

candidate because choosing such a variable is 

equivalent tv selecting the variable with the 

largest F vain®. Th® procedure stops when there 

are no oth^t variables that, neet the entry 

requirement (193.1: B224-225).

3. Backward Elimination Regression, herein rof«rrod to 

as BER. This process works backward from the 

Forward Selection process. It first enters all the 

independent vat tables in the equation and then 

removes them step by step. There is a minimum F 

value which a variable must attain in order to 

remain in the equation. Any variable not meeting 

this F value is removed, such that only the most 

important Influencing variables remain. Ideally, 

the equation obtained from backward elimination
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4.

°Uaht t0 b* eimiUc to '"e on, from £orwatd 
Election. Noruals demonstrated, however, that 

forward and backward selection procedures can give 

different results even with comparable entry ,nd 
removal criteria (1980: B226)

Stepwise Regression analysis, herein referred to as

SRA. This technique has also been described 
adequately in chapter six ,bove. Ihis

principle, a combination of both forward selection 

and backward elimination regression procedures, and 

using it alone should, to some extent, b, enough 

describing the method, 1 lo,ums says that the 

fi.st variable is selected in the same manner as in 

forward selection, but that if the variable fails 

to meet entry requirements. the procedure 
terminates wi„, „0 independent variable, i„ the 

equation. The impression from this is that the 

regression equation will „0t be produced, once the 

fiist variable falls to enter the equation. I, it 

Pauses entry requirements, it enters the equstion. 

raving way for the nest variable to be considered, 

“ he in forward selection, this next variable 

Should have the next highest partial correlation. 

Then the first entered variable is examined for 

removal. Just using the same criterion in backward 

elimination. Subsequent variables are considered
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fot ontry nml then removed, until no more variables 

meet neither the entry nor romoval criteria 

(Horusls, 1980: B227 ). Those variables which 

'survive' the back and forth procedures are the 

ones considered to l>« relevant for predicting the 

dependent variable. The three procedures ie 

backward elimination, forward selection and

stepwise selection may not always give the same 

result and further scrutiny is required in such 

circumstances.

5. Rank Transformation Regression, herein teforred to

as FTP. This technique was also partly reviewed in 

Chapter Six above. This method has been chosen 

her** becaur® of its conventional appeal of ranking 

variables first befote 'regressing' them.

Very little literatuie, however, seams to have been put 

forward on rank transformation regression. Conover and 

Iman (1976, 1979 and 1901) 3eem to have been the main 

proponents of this method. Othors who havo attempted RTR 

include Hettmanspexget (1970), Richardson and Thalheimor 

(1979) and of late, Epley, Ctonan and Perry (1986). This 

does not in cas» mean that othoj valuers should not 

attempt the technique. Perhaps new ideas may help to 

shape a method and extend its applications.

I»» essence, RTR is similar to MPA except that the
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technique requites the valuer to rank the factors 

affecting property before applying conventional HRA tests 

on them. The technique may turn out to be moro rigorous 

than HRA, and is fraught with potential problems. One of 

RTR*s major methodological problems is how to rank the 

variables in their order of importance. We have already 

seen the problem of deciding what factors to includo when 

valuing property. RTP Introduces an additional problem 

of how to rank thos« variables. Ate the variables ranked 

by intuition or by regression? Conover and Iman have 

suggested that an entire sot of observations is ranked 

from smallest to largest, with the smallest observation 

having rank 1, the second snallest rank 2, and so on. 

Average ranks aro assigned in case of ties. But there ir. 

no clear cut elaboration of this method, despite the 

possibility that many problems can derail the whole 
process (1981: 124).

In the first place, Cronan, Epley and Perry criticise 

conventional MPA on tho grounds that:

a. it does not follow appraisal theory which requires 

the appraiser to first rank the comparables 

(variables) from "best" to "worst";

b. it uses univariate comparisons of propotty 

characteristics to arrive at a final ranking of the 
factors;

c. the normality of the error terms, the stability of
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coofficients, and a relatively high R are difficult, 

to achieve in a small sample.

Then, Cronan. Bpley ami Perry argue and prove tha* the 

RTR method:

a. complies with appraisal theory, by analysing data 

which has already bc^n ranked;

b. uses a multivariate comparison procedure, ic it 

compares all the vei’.ablos together to arrive at 

the final rankint;

c is well suited foi small samples which is the 
norm-ii cine *n propet ty valuations; 

d produces > noro theoretically irTrcprinto equation 
ri* 'i t blghe* '•> i*^ eccui ary once the variable 

detection tr comp***'.•••!;

•inry yield to a*\\ ■ weights rt» value indicators 

tji the conven lomii sense, rather,the no-.’el 

l-rovidoe vi t. iiit At i rotation, whore the

coefficient explains the relative increase (or 

decrease) in price ranking as a result of a one- 

rank tnct«*n-i tn i he variables;

reducer the m *  l'i«"ro of outiiern, because only the 

most imp*.•♦an*’ v-Misblcs .ate used.

‘rhr» rational** bellini ranking variables befero applying 

regression on them is else explained by the three 

authors. . Many .au* lw t r .and appraisers who favour a
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ranking technique argue that the buyer cannot place a 

separate price on each independent property foature, 

which Is the case jn conventional MRA. The hypothesis 

underlying tanking is that the buyer sees each property 

feature as part of an integrated and complex package 

which is not easily delineated and priced independently. 

It appears, therefore, that once the ranking procedure is 

done well, perhaps scientifically, RTR performs better 

than conventional MRA.

Correlation has been put together with regression because 

correlation in itself alone cannot predict values, and 

iJso it can bo used as one of the preliminary steps in 
regression analysis.

Information requited for the exercise was collected 

through observation by the author, through the use of 

questionnaires, pioretty check lists and interviews with 

various types of interested parties in waterfront 

properties. These included 12 land officers, 14 valuers, 

10 estate agents, 13 local residents, 13 beach workers, 

8 toutists, 8 property buyers and 13 property sellers (or 

their agents) These 96 people were scattered all over 

the coastline, from I.amu in the north to Vanga in the 

south coast of Kenya.

A total of 331 vacant properties which changed hands from
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1985 to 1990 wore considered for this study. Each ono of 

those properties was found along the waterfront or only 

a few hundred metres away from the shoreline. And for 

each property changing hands, the method used to arrive 

at the final exchange price was sought for. This was to 

find out whether there were different methods used to 

value the waterfront properties before sale or for any 

other purpose. It was found that in all these 331 

properties the only method of valuation used before any 

property was offered foi sale, or before any property was 

actually bought was * lie Market ot Comparison Approach, 

landlords, estate agents and valuers involved in the 

water front pioperty market confessed that this was the 

only method available l>; them, and the only one they 

trusted.

For each property, the following characteristics wore 

recorded after physical inspection of the property and 

going through property records in land offices and 

valuation offices :

1. value of the property

2. date of exchange,

3. location of the rrorerty,
4. size of the plot,

5. distance from the shoreline

6. whether a view of the ocean is possible,
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7. si2o of water frontage,

3. depth of fronting water,

9. type and availability of beach,

10. the nearest important tourist facility.

11. the distance from that facility.

12. whether there is access to the beach or not,

13. availability or non-availability of water

sports,

14. amount and tyre of infrastructure and

services,

15. current use of fronting wat«r, and Its

Intensity,

16. value of fish and other marine products from 

that locality,

17. topography of the riot,

18. the distance from a major town,

19. width of tip' b"ach area,

20. tourist season in which the plot exchanged

hands,

21. volume of tourist trade in the locality,

22. motivation or reason for the sale or exchange 

of the property,

23. level of mosquito infection in the area.

It should be understood that all those variables wore 

stated by the various people who were interviewed, 

peoplo who take part in the waterfront property market in
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the coastline of Kenya. Theso variables were, therefore, 

not identified by the researcher alone.

Analysis of Variables

All tho above-mentioned variables were analysed and 

reduced into measurable terms before they were used in 

the MRA valuation procedures. All these variables were 

utilised in one way 01 another, so that even the least 

important had a chance of being experimented on.

1. Value of t »io property { VALUE )

This gives the value of the property obtained at the time 

of sale or exchange. The value is given in Kenya 

shilings, and in the dependent variable for the analysis. 

The value obtained at tho time of inspection is then 

brought to tho present in order to make it consistent 

with the current market. It is also to facilitate 

calculation of variables and presentation of results as 

if tho information lias just been collected, instead of 

having to report them 10 historical data. This was done 

V'ing the Amuonl of (01 shilling) valuation table, 

which seek* to give tho amount to which a sum of money 

invested will accumulate at a given period of time at 

0 certain rate of interest.
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Its formula is (1 ♦ i )”,

where i is the rat* of interest

n is the number of years, and 

1 is the principal amount (in pounds or 

shillings).

Using this table, any amount used to purchase waterfront 

property is equalled to the 'amount invested* in any 

given year, as shown by the definition in the published 

Parry's tables. A rate of interest of 30%, which is the 

estimated average lending rate in Kenya at the moment 

( 1994 ) is then applied t'> tb® formula and multiplied by 

the put chase pi ice of the property. In thi3 way, all 

values of proper* io.o which have changed hands since 19ftf> 

ate brought to th^ir present values.

Pale* price wan used her ? an a proxy for value, although 

it is known that market price and value are not 

coincident (Whipple,1974:267). in most cases, salos 

prices, whether forced or voluntary, are either higher or 

lower than the value to the vendor or purchaser. And in 

a proper efficient market (the ideal market) expected 

price will bn identical to and the same as expected 
value.

Given the fact that we cannot achieve perfection in the 

teal property market, it is better to oquate sales price
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with value in thin study. In reality, the 

interrelationships between market variables are so 

complex that systematic mis-vaiuation of the sectors of 

the market is the order of the day (Lizierl and 

Rowland,1993:81 ).

The 'pound' given in Parry's valuation tables was 

replaced with the Kenya shilling. It is not peculiar to 

replace the 'pound' with an equivalent currency in 

valuation works, the aim m  to utilise the tables for the 

situation one i« cperarirn in*. The conversion in thus

Amo*mt of l shilling in 'l yearn(s >.»d in 1905) » 10.6043

Amount of 1 shilling in 8 yea»s(p* Id in 1986) = 8.1573

An» wit of 1 shilling in > years(8old in 1987) = 6.2749

Amount of i shilling in * years (sold in 1988) = 4.8269

Amount of 1 shilling in 5 years(sold in 1939) = 3.7129

Amount of 1 shilling in 4 years(sold in 1990) = 2.8561.

For example, property number 133 was sold in 1986 for a 

price of Shs. 270,000. We multiply this price by 8.1573 

(Amount of l shilling in 8 yearn) and the result la Shs.

'See. for instance, P M. Syagga's work in Real Estate 
y«tion Handbook with Special Reference to Kenya, unpublished 
book. Department of Land development. University of Nairobi.



2,202.471. as today’s value of plot No.133. Each v*lu* 

xs multiplied by the corresponding coefficient fer all 

the 331 observations and the resultant figures are 

inserted in the column for the observed dependent 

variable. This adjustment automatically eliminates the 

need to consider the time or date of the transactions.

2 . Location of the property (LOC)

Property dealers in the study area believe that there are 

son. areas along th. coast U M .  which are more desirable,
popnlat ami oxcluoively lamed because of many factors 

These fa-tors include • he history of the area, the unique

locality as fa. a s  the Indian ...an is concerned, the

facilities and netvr—er available and the generally cle«n 

surroundings. Other larto-s include an area's natural 

attractiveness, Its nearness or remoteness from settled 

areas, the availability of tourist-related facilities and 

services such as. diving clubs, night clubs, wind surfing 

etc. All these factois combine to make a region or 

locality to be more favourable than another. Some 

locations are 'nice' or 'good' on their own, because they 

have all these fealutes combined in a remarkable way. for 

oxamrl. Nyali, fthanuu, Benburi and Diani Beach areas.

. in most cases, location is measured in terms of an area's
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relative 'betternean' or 'poorness' to another location.

Measuring 'location', however, is not as simple as it 

appears, especially when one has to convert ’location' 

into quantifiable units. Those who have avoided to 

measure location directly have opted to consider 

properties in one locality ns being homogeneous, so that 

each locality in a separate sub-market. In such a case, 

the 'location' factor is uniform for all properties 

therein. But wlmio 'location' has to be considered in a 

wider «p«*rt?nm, like in » *i * —. study, very few methods have 

been ju,'|o«or| foi its me inurement . Adair and McGreal, 

lot example, pu e«*»nr «d ’ location' as a dummy, i.u 

depending on whothei i property in situated in the 

specific »«?ginn or outside it. In high-priced areas, 

properties would cut** 1, while in low-priced areas 

properties would score 0 (or location (1987:64). The 

problem which this approach brings out is that micro- 

Jocattonal factors within given spatial areas can greatly 

influence value. What war. also not explained by Adair and 

McGreal is how the 'high priced' and the 'low priced' 

areas ate determined. In their case, piesumably, these 

were based on some known values of propertios in those 

areas.

'Locke also considered the location factor and found that 

there is a difference in estimated values between
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rropettieB in a sub-locality and thoao within an entile 

Legion (1997:538). The model using a xegional locational 

measure normally produces lower predicting powers than 

that using properties found within the same locality. 

Unfortunately, Locke iopoitR,no findings regarding the 

efficiency of these alternative approaches are reported. 

To measure location, all the values of properties for the 

331 study cases were analysed and averaged per aero for 

each place in each year since 1985. These values were 

then brought to their 1^94 (present) values using the 

capitalisation r,v«? as given above. The obtained 

location value is a present value average per acre for 

all the years. It ir thin value which is taken to 

represent Die location variable. The values fot each 

region <>* locality were compared with those of another 

and a comparison into:' obt uricd. For example, it was 

found that average values in Kikambala/ Kanamai aroa were 

KShs. 1,588,294. per acre, and »hose for Mtwapa, which is 

a few kins, away wore KShc. 1,357,621. per acre. All other 

factors remaining constant, i property in Kikambala would 

be considered to bn in a slightly more superior location 

than on« in Mtwapa. Using this measuring scalo for 

location, the highest ranked location in the study area 

is the zone covering Tudor, Oceanic Hotel and Florida on 

. Mombasa Island, and Shanzu, Bamburl and tfycli to the 

north of Mombasa. The lowest tanked area is around
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Yungi/Funal/Wasmi islands 
of average property valu»<>

7,'“ location values it terms 
r«. acre arc given in Table

7.1.

Tnblo 7.1: Location values lor tho study areas
Loca* io, Location valuesMombasa is 1and/Hyali/
Hhan/u/Pan.bur i 5,009,746Malindl Beach 2,765.290Shelly Beach 2,JM 3,120Wat a mu Poach 2,271,763Plan! P<-.TCJ 
Kikamba1a/Kanamai, 2.2^7.507

Kljipwa 1.023,374Mtwep/t 1 . ' ^ . n ?''ale vjnoud'* 1 .238,56.’Jpirrbwani i, M  i», 0 < 5"him- m » .(•92,91 A
Pi liti 1 .012.1021 JWi 3:>9, l»6l'G.i si ’ U  .6t 7W.T - 7W.4L9L •
Yung* /W’c-,nl/run-» • -<7.7t0

is 1"ndr :C»9,«J4ioutre :l'a» a 'o tbe inth^r
wn H»r-> •ivn'-M were r ‘ie m - j-  v.-i  t l i 'n which a l l  

properties used f >t the study '/ere located. * ho 331

The tor variable new 1" -orpo* -to- the following variable? 

:u** of fronting w,v*. ntrl *t'- Jntenelty,im<! the levo' 

of m n . n o  ion in at, m -, m  t e n s  of location
fnr-cta. however, i* do.- not necessarily near, that, for 

instance, Dian* ^crt-: I :,;'»7,507) is wore than five (5 ) 

Urrtes a better io-nicn than Yungi island. The relative 

importanco of * ich location should be measured against a
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nef.il y location which hes almost similar features Thus 

it wouM improper i o i  exan-ple, to relate a property in 

' M m u  (649,759) to on-? in Mombasa (5,009,746). Each 

region forms a submarket of its own and it, therefore, 

follow® that the relative importance/difference of 
•t • .tt v-*n fe* proper*-* - *n two nearby r^gi^ns *r

J «5 • ••» r *  the ?* 'i t’y (si.tn)
r . ^Vt»T •'tn'ft tr* r.i ten »f use o i  * prop*'rty and i s
■ e C :*i the '  :<■ or ‘ur of •.he plot. a ?.:1 other

V ' » 1 ‘ ' r! • * •. t -T. large* the plot the higher

will 4 ♦< v W * i . fie o !•. jl yen in acres.

D ; .*nc-» from * he shoreline (DISH) 

rhj.6 factoi is sa.d t.> bo th* most important determinant 

of the valuo of waterfront property. This seemed to be 

the consensus among all the people interviewed during the 

reseatc!i work. The nearer the property is to the ocean 

water, the more value it commands. Distance has been 

measured in metre*, from the end of the shoreline to the 

front boundary of tho property, as seen in Figure 7.1.

Me*'s*moments fior the nliore.1 m e  to each of the 333 plots

ui * i'. 'i i ti.g 'n* v f U’ing :ep# It ha* beer t'e . 1 •'* i
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the study to measure actual distance fxom the shoreline, 

rather than accept distance in terms of the common 

notation of 1st tow. urtu 4th row from the water. This 

is because the latter categorization in quite arbitrary 

in tho study area »».g in some places 1 st row covers all 

properties within 1 km. of the shoreline, in other areas 

1 st row is determined by tho first road from tho 

shot « 1 ino.

5. Possibility of a viow of the ocean (VIEW)

gome buyers connidei it important to have a view of th° 

ocean waters from their property, oven if the subject 

property >s not on the waterfront. The view of the ocean 

waters gives a unique scenery onjcyrb’ie to tho eyes of 

moat people and,therefore, it enhances the value of the 

property. This v.v i il le was taken to be a dummy; those 

propei ties affording •» *• low of tho ocean wil ■ score a 

weight of l, and those properties not having a view of 

the ocean will carry a weight of 0 .
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6. Size of the water frontage (AOUA).

The location of n property along the waterfront alone 

does not necessarily nake it absolutely desirable. An 

important consideration is the size of the area the 

property fronts the ocean. This area determines tho width 

of the property which can be used by tho fronting 

property. This variable is given in terms of metres, and 

it does not apply to plots beyond the first row, whoso 

'frontage' will be given as 0 metres.

7. Depth of fionting wale? (DRPT)

Although not mentioned ot taken set.ously by most 

waterfront property dealers, depth .is a consideration 

because it dolor mi ties the caiacity of a harbour, the 

amount and level of water nports that can be done and the 

availability of fish stocks and manno products. Soino 

fishing grounds in deep-water areas e.g Shimoni reef tin 
the most densely-populated with fish, while some deep

water areas can only be used for docking. Depth is given 

in metres Properties beyond the first tow are also 

affected by the depth of the watej for they can use the 

wat«r so long ns access is provided. Tho use of the 

water is not restricted to those on the fronting lands 

only.
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8. Availability of boach (BEACH)

Some buyers of waterfront property are interested in the 

type of bead) because the beach determines the types of 

uses for the property and/ or its fronting waters. 

Although most beaches in the study area are composed of 

whito or brown sands, there ate some which are rocky, ami 

others which are muddy. BEACH is a dummy variable, such 

that plots with beaches will scote 1 , those without will 
score 0.

9. Proximity to established tourist facility (D1ST)

The proximity to an established facility affects the 

value of a waterfront property, especially for those 

whose majot uses air tourint-or tented. This is so

because fir^t, nearness to an established tourist 

facility maker, l? to connect or extend services

and infrastructure ' * Min subject propelty, if these ire 

missing. Secondly, visitors or tourists who may not be 

served or accommodated, or who may miss something in ’ho 

established facility, will most likely go to the nearest 

alternative foi whatever they require. Tout 1st 

facilities include pent offices, diving clubs, bureau do 

changes etc. This var iable is given In t**rms of distance 

from that facility in metres.

10. Availability of public access to the fronting boach
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and water(ACCRSS)

There are some places along tho Kenyan coastline whore 

access to the beach is no* granted, especially to those 

owning or occupying the land beyond the front tow. In 

these places, theiefore, people in tho second row and 

beyond do not have access to the beautiful beach sands 

and the watet. Values in such aieas would, therefore, be 

low in those affected zones. This variable is a dummy, 

designated 1 for those places where accessibility is 

allowed, and value 0 for those ateas whore public access 

in not provided

11. AvallabJ\ ity or non availability of water sports 

(SPORTS)

A number of areas along ♦ he coastline of Kenya are 

popular for a vat iety of water-telated sports which 

attract many people, both local and foreign. Water 

sports ate increasing in importance and, therefore, have 

an effect on piopeily values. This factor was taken as 

a dummy; where aval la' 1e , the valuo was 1 , and where the 

sports were not offered, the property scored 0. The 

sports include yatchmg, scuba diving, wind surfing, 

fishing competitions, boat racing etc.

12. Valuo of fish and ot.her marine products from that

l o c a l  i t  y (F ISH)
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Some areas would be preferred because of the amounts of 

fish and marine products available from the fronting 

waters. This is important especially for those who would 

like to construct hotels and cottages aimed at visitots 

who like these products, Shimoni r«ef in tho south 

coast, for example, is famous for fish and prawns, while 

Shanzu is known for deep-sea fishing. To compute this 

variable, statistics on th« quantity and value of fish 

and other marine products were obtained from the 

Fisheries Department for each locality for every month 

of tho years from 1^85 1990. Tho value of these 

products is given «r» KShs per year for nach area. And 

in older to bring these values to the present, 

capitalisation wan done on tho obtained figures ™  wa*. 

done for the variable VALUE.

13. Topography of tho plot (TOPO)

This variable is important in that, where the topography 

is naturally flat, tho amount of expenoos isquired to 

develop the land is relatively less than where the land 

is on a cliff or a swampy area. Areas of fiat topography 

had a score of 2, while areas with rugged, hilly, cliffy 

or swampy topography had .a score of 1. It naturally 

follows that pic t s with flat topography are more
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f a v o u r a b l e  t h a n  M in** w i t h  • • b 11 r» t • ypen •( t o p o g r a p h i e s .

14. Width of tho beach area (AREA)

The space of tho beach aroa fronting a propotty 

determines the level of recreation, tho amount of logging 

of mangrove poles and, generally, the type of use of the 

property. Beaches which are very wide attract many uses, 

while narrow beaches attract less. The width of the 

beach area is given in metres, measured from the 

shoreline to the lowest tide level. Properties in the 

second row and beyond have no beach aroa, hence they 

scored 0 for this variable.

15. Distance from a major town (TOWN)

This is a minor factor, especially where all facilities 

and services are available, and shopping centres or small 

trading centres can provide the needs of the residents. 

But when a locality is very fat from such facilities, 

this factor becomes significant. The major towns which 

have been identified in the study area aro Mombasa, 

Kilifi, Lamu, and Malindi, and the distance was given ’ n 

kilowattes.

. 16. Tourist season in which the plot changed hands 

(SFA8)

During the fieldwork, it was discovered that waterfront
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properties Along t h« coastline of Kenya flie vety much 

influenced by the seasons of tourist trade. Puling the 

peak tourist season (January to March) transactions in 

waterfront properties increase, and the pi ices paid for 

these those transactions are equally higher. During the 

lowest tout 1st season (April to July) the opposite 

occurs. The next peak season is from August to December 

every year. There may he more tourism activity in August 

and Septembet in one year, but in the next year the 

action would be from October to December. That is why 

these months have b«on grouped together to take care of 

the fluctuations. Transactions recorded for this study 

weio given in terms *'f the actual dates, months and years 

the properties were n o Id in. Transactions that took place 

between the months o? January and March in every year 

were rated it weight 3, those which took place between 

August and December were woighted at 2, and those 

transactions which woie done between April and July of 

every year were rated at l.

17. Volume of tom 1st trade in the locality (TOUR)

This variable was presented in tetmi of the number of 

hotel bed-nights occupied in each quarter of every year 

in the Kenyan coastal belt. The researcher collected 

those bed-night occupancies which corresponded with the
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times in which the study properties changed hands. Hotel 

bed-nights occupied measure the number of touristr who 

use the beds in tourist hotels oveinight. By knowing the 

number of hotel bed nights occupied by visitors in a 

given region, we can safely assume that what the visitots 

spend will be reflected by their numbers. Since it has 

not been possible to know exactly how much money tourists 

spend in each region they visit, their shear numbers 

should offer a representation of their tourism volume. 

The information required to compute this variable was 

collected from the Kenya Fconomic Survey, and the 

Statistical Abstracts, w»» • oh «* government publicat ionn, 

• nd from the Mombasa tout let guides. The value of TOUR 

was *l«o brought to the pr ®s«nt value just like t lie other 

vat j ables.

18. Motivation ot reason for the exchange of tire 

propetly(MOTV)

Although not very easy to identify, the reason for 

someone to transfer his property has a largo contribution 

to the fin*1 price of th*» property. Most sellar* and 

buyers would not want to ieveal the reasons behind the 

property deals. And because of this, it was not easy to 

compute tins variable There are many types of reasons 

for exchanging waterfront [toper lies, ranging from those 

which involve one of the parties to those which involve
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th» participation of both p-rrti*s. All these reasons or 

motivations have an influence on the final price of the 

subject property. Examples of reasons unearthed during 

the fieldwork include the following:

a) prices are now high enough to get huge profits over 

the ptevious prices;

b) because everybody else is selling (why should I not 

also sell?);

c) one has enough other properties elsewhere, has 

plannod nothing to develop this land;

1) plot is very remote, far away from developed end 

settled areas;

e) to offset personal Ioann and other financial 

problems o.g family commitments such as weddings, 

funerals, school f»es etc. (forced sale);

f) owing to itn fearuios and the location, the 

property is appealing fot certain developments;

g) to put. up development, to meet the demand for 

services offered by nueh developments e.g hotels, 

restaurants.shops. offices etc.;

h) for speculation, to buy today, wait for 'good'

prices and then resell the property; i)

i) just to own a waterfront property, because 

everybody else is rushing foi them, why should 1 

not? ; and
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j) to tak® -dvintonr «:* iyno* vt *• of rh® eeiio.e.

It can be $®®n Jt 'w div®!«* th* te'eons c*n b®. In or'1®* 

to simplify * be i —  f,'t ••«!• *TA, the stripy on'.y 

considered wh®*1"*’ * It* r>>* ivat ione '•» rrsconr. wore

forced or volvintiry . T V  1 'i :i property

•M'jineer®d by frv *:e w*1' * paonn'd to lead to a Lower 

• ai\io t li-»n '* r ? f * : -> r -c Im m ! y ' r*ii'-.*ct ion. TVr ®f i « , 

1 , fp>*trp ®oJd 'VfV'jji •tlni-tary teamens by either par ty 

scored « t u V i*'. o*- 2 **fi ’ • **•»»«? from fotreful persuasion
■ • i»i« *

*!»• i • iii> f *.e 1 *'• .** •1 * • •!«»<» * > • ■*)« a 11 a’. i { o 1"'1

fo 11® • • J • / i!if n * *i~ * ® i* * * n 11 «• t ♦ j • n* j- * .«••

*: <t !i •'• ' '• > .*i< . i. * t * *ji •> ih *■. ~o *n®y appear

•c. *> -I* i m • !m v - a nmaM p o r t i o n  i t

con*». \l-nt •» » '  < i ‘ the p / , I t  v.*ill

!'*• r  M* ■*:’ lh * f ' • ' i if the i n r y r n M  observed

vt'i.nt.'u1 vi ».- «® • ni ir•.o * t . . the other variables, 

l®*.*in*? it* v i  ’ • '* • *i * «••• to fo l l ows :

■ ’ f'B *h - 1 ; “i'3 rr t;| nd s?v • • a >

••wr tables which m o

XI • loc
7 .2 • nir.r
X 3 £ DISHX4 r V ■ BV
X5 AQUA
X f - perr
X7 PBAC” (tfu-rayj
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X? - PT»0XT
- ACCESS (dummy)

X 1 0  - SFOp r r  M u i r n y )
Xlt - FT?H 
XI2 = TOPO 
XI3 = AURA
x i « -  T o w n
XI5 HEAS
X16 * TOUR
X I 7 - MOTV

Otjf *'  *•-:<■ fft'M ( ' • ' t r'»»f .*•»? 11 ’ • l <»r ', M.

’ ,rI FW • **'* » .* r-/m-"." ' " --"7 (nrArH) . nvnr ••

v 3 , ' '.r v '  i  -• «*o • : r n s h i p s  b e  t w o * * :  t

virtsbler which n 1, • r **smed in terms ot relative 

••nl'tn- •'» *• ta T»|rtf. ntnmv »ti it*3 ? t 'to ?iot f*n'n«

t< Ic e ** if*, ' f thei t dpRU«blft 

plop®** *** (fiyvjgn, ' ■ ' " V n 1, The I’M  i n weakness f

• vtj i n b i 1 ♦Mi*- Hio‘: ••h.iny* ip not conf.inuonn

in I there* ? ■» gjnph cannot ,-n drawn to '.1In-st 

gtadient fo*. ttm change
Alt the vi 1 pi •pei'ioe i ti«ip<- er o.i cf-tr vacant pic* - w l t V ’i

• vlciniti* of * tm t *i-’ i *n ocean o» i is tiap. Thi■? hi ip 

towards vacant plots ii ic fniind * • be more theor st ica * iy 

co* i t-c* *tii** hv.tny t- <1-*i »'.t h vacant and developed 

plot? fr*r , • h<> vitint ion methods to he* employed would be 

different for these two typer of property. A list 

Rhowmg all the ??1 v • *»3 and their characteristics 

(variables) is shewn in Appendix 1 and a sample cf the 

inspeef ion sheets used »•* collect >1 l the information ? 

eliown in Appendix 2. The main items of relevance in
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multiple regression output «i? explained here:

(a) The Regression Coefficient: This represents the

contribution made to price or predicted value of one unit 

of the relevant variable. For each additional unit of 

one variable w*> would expect an increase or decroane in 

the price or value of property. It is sometimes referred 

to an the constant.

(b) Residuals: These are the differences between the

theoretical price calculated, using the analysis results, 

for each observation, and the actual or observed prices

(Cooper, 19?4:96? Residuals give the difference betweoj- 

observed value and the value predicted by the model 

They .'An draw it tent ion t the existence of properties 

wh ioh have mt i illy di r f ®r e:i* chat actor i st ics to the

majori'j of • h* lit-* anl would, therefore, need to be 

‘ c-utiniaed fun. her If the model is appropriate for the 

data, the observed residuals should have similar 

characteristics to the predicted ones.

(c) Correlation coefficientn: These measure the degree

of relationships between tn lo[ end*»nt variables ind the 

dependent variabl*-, and a 1st amongst independent 

variables »h*»ies«lves, Degrees of correlation tange from 

no correlation to p^rfoc* co*telation, either negativeoi 

positive. Correlation will be perfectly positive if an 

increase in one variable is accompanied by a 

corresponding increase in the other variable. And
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perfectly negat»v<» correlation implies that vs »n«

variable Increaser., t.!*e othej r«*duce<; in th<* Rnno

magnitude. The numerical value of the correlation

coefficient ranger fi-m 1 »• 1. The closet to on" (1).

the more the two variables ate correlated, or ere

in i mi the name thing. When this happi i ne < the

two v.n inblen may hr safely dtcrpocf (Smith, 1979:251).

However, although th« oorroiation coefficient i s  one of

the most widely Meed statistical measures, it ts also on®

of th® most abusai (Gupta, lf»87:21B), in the sense that

users sometimes ove» r M|<» f i-t t'n' coi r e 1a* i nn

jiieanuer notlniiu Hi* ' he *t t ength of linear t "lationoM i s

in«1 that it •!*.. ru*' ii«' • ’Mi!, i• *5** y < i elat i*»Mf:hl}*.
t.het P’Ol e , c* > I el V  U ’li rt .*>*••- tilt tinrAf1?,!) j ‘>y t) i*

i cause in 1 nf t«i1 t* t.i* icnehlp ,vccui s hetvieen *11°
vartabler T'i« • * m may hav* ••centre*! il"e to p n e

chanc**, (although • u** *• • n-' > u ♦ h“ n r  rnMt ■•* t

enpei? tally in smii) r.a>nj-t»»r. cr l*oth the correlated

variables mv/ he influenced by one or more •■the*

■ nr. it » mathematical utcom

which i|oj on i • t«fj i|< T j* I or ** error !r*ji nr*
*

imrosRttiJy estaMi-' 1 11-.

(d) Measures of go n»! *•*»«-«• of f i * : 7h® ocodnes* of xi*

meaauiee pvovl.fr •tn.r • r. ••bout the power of *h-

t«*gre«8ion model to p?*»-fic* f*»quirel values. Those **r 

relative r.easui e«r •••Vicli j.mvido information about t V
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percent of total variance in the d<pendent variable tha* 
is explained by the estimated regression model 
e) One of the most widely preferred of these is the 
coefficient of multiple determination, P‘. This measures 
the proportion of vat'ance in the dependent variable that 
is explained by variation in the Independent variables. 
That means, :t identifies fictors which nay account for 
the variation in the dependent variable. R‘ is given in 
th» formula:

Regi es.? i.o_n {*xpl »1 neclj sum of squares 
totat r»n* of square*;

uni It” range of possible numerical values ranges from 
*o 0 Tf the relationship between explained and total 
variance were perfect the valu» of f would be i , 
me miing tint »h*» independent variables complete’y account 
fot "at ration in impendent variable, *c that
knowledge of M va 1 'i»- allows th* prediction of V •nl i  ̂
(dependent variable) without error In fact the closer 
th* value cf f- {r to t, tlie belt'*: the fit. When r 
0 , the independent variables account for no variation m  
the dependent •■ariablf no »'nt knowledge of X values 
would be u s m1«3s in p’e-it u iny V values

Normally, whenever mi -'d»’tonal variable is added to th* 
regression model, Mi* sum of squared residual variance 
ttecessaiily depresses Therefore, the total value of F
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increases whenever « now variable is aided to the 

equation no matter what Its relevance (Brown. 1974:573). 

Because of this behaviour, the F It always rather lugh 

and is not a completely satisfactory measure of goodness 

of fit. Rathe;, the R* nnounts more to a mathematical 

necessity rather than a causal explanation for the 

dependent variable, and the tosearchor must consider the 

theoretical considerations on the relationships between 

'.lie dependent and independent variables (Syagya, 
1935:295).

ii) The_ coefficient of Multiple
' e_r min * t _ ; i  bettej relative measure of 

goodness of Ptown. 1974:514). The

idjusted cost r t t * h« degrees of freedom 1o p » 

a? tfoi* 'MtiMii'. vet tables -»rc added to the regression

equation The form'.’1 fot adjusted r* i f :

p :.= i - iizsb < i»-1;
(n !w-l)

where n * .til numboi of observation®

k = rinmbej of independent variables

p s adjusted P

The result i' *!hat a« \ now ndepondent vatiablo is added 

to the equation, the valuo of R- does not necossarily 

increase; in fact, it can decrease if the now variable 

does not reduce tho um of quaied residuals sufficiently 

to offset the degree of freedom. The equation with the
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largest R' yields tho leant residual variance, and is, 

therefore, the best to be used in predicting Y. 

iii) R square change

This measures th« increase m  p* when another variable 

enters tho regression equation. As tho next variable 

enters the equation, there is a change in R‘, either 

positive or negative. Where a large change m  R square 

in recorded upon entrance of a variable, then that 

variable's contribution to the predicting power of the 

equation is very significant. In reality, the large P 

«>qiî re change reenn *h»» the r,,,! *icular independent 

variable > rs able to evjiaip th° leprndent variable mo:e 

than the oMier independent ••?»> bje« in th? equation. 

Mr -jo ••., a laig> r • i .* i •*«» je "doe* not indicate whs* 

P'opo-’ivn of the unexplained variation this increase 

constitutes" (’.'or o r i «*., 2°8P: 3220). It merely ’■ells us 

') »• contrr Ibu* i on art-' importance of that variable.
(*•) There u p  also absolute measures of goodness of fit 

of the regression equation.

Standard f-JJ or of the r, Is the most widely

used of all absolute measures. It allows the calculation 
of a likely error m u m  If the results are for prediction 

of prices Tb» standard «rtor of estimate ic scaled in 

the same unit* as the dependent variable and is the 

standard deviation of the residuals. This measure
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provides Information on the size of the residuals or 

errors generated by the regression model. In about two 

thirds of the cases, the actual value of the dependent 

variable will be within one standard error of the 

estimated value. The formula for the standard error of 

the estimate adjusted for degrees of freedom is:

S. s .( Y • _ " Y.)*‘* •
n-k-1

where Y. - observed value of Y

Y.W ■ estimated value of Y

n t number of observations

V. T number of degrees of freodor

The Floret ties of this measure arc such that the 

regression equation winch liar, the smallest standard error 

of the estimate also has t h« highest «?•.
(f ) <L-voJluss : Also co 11*4 student t, is calculated from

the standard error and ir used to establish whether or 

. not each variable ir making * significant contribution tc 
the total calculation of tin* dependent variable. Ite 

formula is:

• t - x -*_y
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The value of the obtained t from thin formula is then 

compared with the calculated or critical t at the 

appropriate significance level in the t-tables. If t 

(calculated) is larger than critical t, the null 

hypothesis, which ought to have been formulated, is

rejected. The numerical value of t varies from negative 

infinity to positive Infinity.

The use of t in regression tests has been contested by 

some people. Brown, for instance, argues that t should

not be used as a tost of significance because when

coMineavity evicts in— •;*-». * hr. indopendont variables 

the effect is to tn»*r*»d*?e * he si~e of the standard errors 

of the esMmatr/i l e y m s M o n  'onf! icients so that the 

coefficients are no' individually statistically

significant, whit* the joint effect of the variables is 

•••till highly stat i« t »e.i i iy significant. Therefore, if 

multicollinearity ey.ir.tf, it in possible that using the 

t ratio, we could exclude variables that should be 

included (1974:575). Others, like Gupta (1987), Lapin 

(1987) and Hamburg (1933) have suggested that tho t test 

produces he*t results only when the sample size is equal 

to or less than 30.

(g) Th« F t««t- This is a distribution test dofined in 

terms of the ratio of the variance of two normally 

distributed populations. The F distribution depends on 

tho degrees of freedom for the numerator and for the
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denominator. F is given by:

F - Between treatment variance 

Within treatment variance

F is a continuous random variable that ranges from zero 

to infinity, and it cannot take a negative value. It is 

applied Just like t test, to test whether there is a 

significant relationship between the independent 

variables and the dependent variable, in form of a null 

hypothesis, and an alternative hypothesis at appropriate 

confidence intervals. Depending on the framing of the 

hypothesis^ \f »h*' calculated F («“.g, from computer 

ptintout) is larger than the tabulated F (from p- 

tat 1 . ' 1 ypothesia i s  rejected

or accepted

(h) Standardized Residuals: The standardised partial

slope estimate, m  I o'a weight, indicates the standard 

deviation of change in V associated with i standard 

deviation of change in X, when the other independent 

variables are hold constant. The beta weight coriec*-* 

the unstandardized partial slope by the ratio of the 

standardized deviation of the independent variable to the 

standard deviation of tire dependent variables. The b*t? 

weight can be us®d to evaluate the relative importance of 

the independent variables in deteirrining the dependent 

variable. Each of these statistics is going to be 

referred to whenever i *• comes out in the data analysis
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below

i) Standardised residuals soattsrplot

In regtession analysis, the population sample must meet 

assumptions of linearity and minimise any prediction 

error terms. The most obvious assumption is that there 

should be a linear relationship between the dependent 

variable and the independent variables in the population 

sample. To determine violation of regression

assumptions, we plot the standardised tesiduals (the 

unexplained components of the individual total 

deviations) against th« ptedicted values If the

assumptions **f I m o ^ l t y  ind homogeneity of variance are 

met, their- should he no lelationship between the 

predicted and »“«idual values, hence no obsetvablo 

patterns in t ho scatteiplots. Where the assumptions have 

been met, the residuals would he randomly distributed in 

a hand about th« he* i v-nla1 stiaight line through O 

(Norusis,1983:8207). It should be emphasized that such 

a scatterplot does not indicate that all the assumptions 

have been met; rather, the plot indicates that the 

assumptions have no* been violated (Daniel,1988:341).

Analysing the data as pei the computer printout 

was done in seven s’or*- as follows:

1. Correlation analysis for all the independent 

variables against the dependent variable,
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VALUE.

2. Conventional MRA on all the 331 study casos.

3. Forward Selection Regression on all the 331 

study cases.

4. Backward Elimination Regression on all the 331

study cases.

5. Stepwise Regression on all the 331 study

cases.

6. Stepwise Regression on the properties located 

in each district i.e 165 properties from Kwale

District, properties from Kilifi and Lamu 

Districts, and 77 properties located in 

Mombasa District.

7. Pank Transformation Regression (RTR) on all 

the 331 cases.

Through such analysis, it is hopod that one can oxhauat 

all the relevant MRA procedures, and also, be able to 

compare the different results. Selection of the best 

predictive model can then be done with justification. 

Each output was analysed according to, but not 

necessarily following, the order of regression items of 

analysis described above.

Step 1: Correlation Analysis

The correlation printout indicated that 12 

independent variables were positively correlated with the
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dependent variable, leaving only 5 variables with

i r /

r» - n  • t .* 1 '

I 'or

•»i j« * 2 'll" wi! * be *o* i»vi

' l l ' . '  i n s t i l  • • i i f b . e C  . T r » i u r  ■ * hf-

- il>:. "*#«» ro ’

var '.*!•

/ '*•».! 9nX.T. . * o*v- er:
D v a r i a b l e s  and t h e  de i -e n ^ -n t

Y a lu t  ,oi P E g p tr tx  e t i  -
It Vi • ' '' : Oil CO ©I f i d  *?nt

Source:

V. LCC 0.066
%•; - :’ I7E 0.568

S •|t -v -0 .148
V . 1 • - V22W 0.100
v! - AQUA 0.390
«• - i \ r  t*T -0.034
• - v  y/ f  t; o . : 5 i

-0 .039
9 ; 0 .0  69
— <> - i  •>

y ’ r • ? . C 5 2
- 70? 0 0.104

A.v.-. 1 9.290
rcwf; ■0.006

- A - -T.004
T» »1*t» . o . - o :

Xj, s MOTV 0.032

Data analysis by the author.

The strongest degree of correlation is between Xj (size 

of property) and the dependent variable, value of 

property, at 0.568. This means that, many times a 

property is either to be sold or bought, prospective 

sellers and buyers would first consider its size. Other 

factors held constar--, the bigger the size, the higher 

•!.*- r*-j- o V;k»ly t * be But this need not always be
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the cun**. The high correlation coefficient only means 

that there is a strong relationship. Somotimes, buyers 

can purchase even the smallest of properties as long as 

it is available on the waterfront. There are also many 

examples of large-sized properties which do not command 

higher prices.

Next in strength of relationship is the size of water 

frontage (AQUA), whoso coefficient is 0.390. The 

variable with the weakest relationship with value is the 

season in which the property changed hands (-0.004). It 

would, therefore, appear that value of a plot may not be 

so much influenced by the time of the year when it is 

sold. Tire strongest negative correlation is between the 

dependent variable au<l t.e distance from the 

shoreline (DISH), whore coefficient is -0.148. This 

implies that the farther one moves from the shoreline, 

the lower the price obtainable for a waterfront plot.

It will be observed from the correlation printout that 

all the eight variables which have lather strong 

relationships with th*» dependent variable aro site- 

oriented characteristics of property. These are SIZE, 

AQUA, AREA, PEACH, VIEW, DISH, SPORTS and TOPO. This 

implies that the value of waterfront properties is 

influenced more by the factors directly on thos*» 

properties than by non site-oriented factors. However, 

there appears to bo very weak relationships betwoon the
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dependent variable and moot of the independent variables. 

Out of the seventeen independent variables, only SIZE has 

a correlation coefficient of more than 0.5. This may 

imply that values of waterfront properties are influenced 

by a combination of many factors acting together.

However, the resultant correlation coefficients are 

contrary to those relationships obtained during 

interviews with people in the real ostate market and 

their users. For example, those factors which were said

to be of less relevance* in influencing property value 

prior to the study turned out to be the more important 

from the correlation analysis. Furthermore, the 

theoretical expectations were that the distance from the 

water (X{) was to have the strongest correlation with the 

dependent variable. But X3 (Dish) has a correlation 

coefficient of -0.11ft only. Table 7.3 compares the 

ranking of the strength of correlation between those 

obtained during fieldwork (earlier referred to as factors 

influencing value of water front properties) and those 

obtained from MP.A.
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Table 7.3:Correlation tanks from fieldwork and from MRA

Ranking Independent variables Independent variable

order from fieldwork order from MRA

1 Dish Size

2 Sports Aqua

3 Loc Area
4 Fish Beach

5 Tour View

6 Climnre* Dish
7 Set v Spot ts
8 A^es Topo

9. Use: Tour
10 Tope Town

11 Size Access

12 Beach Loc

13 Proxt Fish

14 Beautiful scenery* Proxt
15 Distance from end of tarmac Dept

16 Dept Mot v

17 Town Seas

Ate variables which wore dropped from the case
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studies

Source: Fieldwork and Multiple Regression Analysis

Between the variables themselves relationships are not 

uncommon. The highest level of collinearity was found 

between the availability of a beach (BEACH) and the width 

of the beach area (APEA) at 0.884. The others are 
between:

BEACH and AQUA at 0.652
BEACH and DISH at -0.630
DISH and AREA at -0.561
LOC and SPORTS at 0.494
LOC and FISH at 0.844
LOC and TOWN at -0.602
LOC and TOUR at 0.716
AREA and AQUA at 0.509
TOUR and FISH at 0.632

The strong relationship between th«* type of beach and its 

width is hardly surprising; sandy beaches are quite wide 

as opposed to rocky and muddy beaches. It would appear 

that those plots with 3andy beaches had wider beaches. 

Similarly, the strong correlation between AREA and DISH 

is understandable, the farthei away a plot is located 

from the shoreline, in fa^t it bears no beach area at 

all. And some particular locations along the coastline
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are very popular for water sports e.g. Dianl, Myall, 

Shanzu, Kikarabala, etc. while others do not offer water 

sports e.g. Kilifi north beach, Gazi, Vanga, etc. Some 

localities are rich in fish products while others are 

deficient, and this explains the strong correlation 

between FISH and LOC. Most of the preferred locations 

harvest large quantities of fish eg, Nyali, Shimoni and 

Watamu. Similarly, 'good* locations also attract large 

numbers of tourists, hence the strong degree of 

correlation between LOC and TOUP.. The relatively strong 

negative correlation between LOC and TOWN confirms the 

fact that ar°as situated farther away from neatest major 

towns are li^ety to have inferior characteristics such as 

services and infrastructure

However, some of the correlation coefficients between the 

independent varial..‘c5: =»re more of mathematical figures 

than practical realities. For instance, the strong 

positive correlation between PEACH and AQUA (0.652) tends 

to imply that the type of beach is dependent cn the size 

of the water frontage, which in actual fact is not th«* 

cas*>. And the strong negative correlation between BEACH 

and DISH (-0.630) is also not convincing. The 

availability of a beach >r not .1 function of the distance 

from the shoreline, even if a plot is very near, that 

does not mean the plot will have a beach. What the 

given relationship indicates Is the availability 01 non
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availability of a beach, because plots far away frorr the 

first row do not have any beaches. The 3trong 

correlation between DISH and BEACH confirms Stewart’s 

assertion that virtually any measure of correlation 

applied to relationships between the explanatory 

variables will take a value which is somewhat different 

from zero (1976:101).

Step ?: Using Conventional MRA on all tho 331 study canon 

This analysis was done to show tesults of all the factors 

influencing value when applied together in a block.

After all the independent variables were entered, the 

results came out as follows:

Multiple F 

R square

Ad rusted P. square = 

Standard error

F

0.700 

0 . >191 

0.460

905:1115.4591 

16 6139

A look at the R* values shows that 49.1% of tho original 

variation from the dependent variable is explained; all 

variables ate significant at l»ss than ? in 1000 chance. 

Since all variable-:

were entered at the same time together, one of tho ways 

to isolate those with the highest, significance in 

Influencing tho dependent variable is through their
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respective beta weights. Using beta

weights, the most important variables influencing value 

of property in descending order are: SIZE, AREA, FISH, 

TOUR, TOWN, SPORTS, SEAS, and VIEW. Table 7.4 shows the 

respective beta weights foi each independent variable. 

Table 7.4 Beta weights for all independent variables

using CMRA

VARIABLE BETA WEIGHT
SIZE 0.57501
AREA 0.16756
FISH -0.14758
TOUR 0.14755
TOWN -0.12375
SPORTS 0.12063
SEAS ■0.11693
VIEW 0.11675
r.oc 0.10721
AQUA 0.09.260
ACCESS 0.04414
TOPO 0.03273
REACH 0.01791
DEPT 0.01307
FROXT 0.008642
DISH -0.008509
MOTV 0.0029345

Source: Data analysis by the author.

The plot of standard residuals indicates that the data 
meets the linearity assumptions well.

**** PLOT OF RESIDUALS HERE* * * *

Stop 3: Forw.'id 
study rases

Using this technique, 
follows;

Multiple 
R square 
Adjoetod 
Standard 
F

Selection Regression on all 331

the results obtained were

P. s 0.68
a 0.4624

R square - 0.454
error = 9114324.5407

55.55360
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About 461 of the original variation from the dependant 

variable is explained by this method. After removing 

each incoming independent variable from the equation, the 

Forward Selection procedure considers the following five 

(5 no.) variables to bo the most important ones in 

determining the value of waterfront property: SIZE, AREA, 

LOC, SPORTS and VIEW. The R square and adjusted R square 

are slightly lower than those obtained by CMRA. The 

lower R square obtained by Forward Selection Regression 

(0 4624) nhow«3 that the m o t  of the twelve (12 rio. ) 

variables which have been dropped account for only 0.028< 

(2.361) addition *o the variation of the dependent 
var table.

A scat t«»rplot of the standardized residuals indicates no 

violation of regression assumptions. *****scatterplot 
here* * *

The advantage of Forward Selection Regression is that it 

appears to first rank the variables with the highest 

correlation with th*' dependent variable before entering 

them. The result is to have only those variables thought 

to be the most important in determining the dependent 

variable. The main drawback of the technique, however, 

is that it suggests *hat the other remaining independent 

variables are not important in predicting the dependent 

variable, which may not be true.
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Step 4 : Ba<:'"'ar,J Eli»ln»tion Regression on ail 3 3 1 study 
cases

r t ° *  th'  Backwar’J Elimination analysis, the results 
obtained wore:

Multiple R 
R square 

Adjusted p. tiqiwre 

Standard Frror 
F

0.68686

0 . 4 7 1 7 7

0.46193

9048177.5338
4 7 . 9 3

About 47« Of rho nrig.n.M variation from VALOR is f,cv

?XrUin*" bV n"ir •"'■'•n.uue, whloh give, , ,U ,htly 
Mjhn. figure than -hat ob-ained by Forward Select,-..,, 
R-V.-evston. The Viiinhie. cesuU,n. M ( w .icn<

Wh.ol, a.o the most important in dieting value »ro: 
sriB, Town. VI5W, ron o_ Tol,„ ^  ABBA. Subtracting the

" STioto of n 47.- ..... . Cl IRA figure of 0.491 leaves

a difference of 0.0l«;3 being the variation

accounted foi  by the remainder eleven ( n  no.) variables.

A '-'-•at»eryict of te-.-lduals is given below.
V

* r r  s J e p h f i e e  Rcyronnion A n n lys i»  on a l l  331 study
c-ljjnn .

Using FRA, it was the results obtained by this
procedui e we.e the „„e as those obtained from forward 
selection .egression Similarly, the most important
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independent variables influencing value were SIZE, AREA. 

LOC, SPORTS and VIEW. The scatterplot of residuals is 

also the same.

Step 6 rStepwise Regression on properties found in each 

district

Having found out that stepwise regression is a 

combination of the other two techniques, the same 

technique (i.e stepwise regression) was attempted on ail 

properties found in each of tho districts in the study 

area. It was felt that by analysing the entire 331

properties enmacs, it would be tantamount to mixing 

different properties in similar markets, or mixing 

different markets altogether. To overcome this, and to 

see how the tesulto would be, the properties under study 

were separated into their respective districts of 

locality. This would ensure that each district remained 

a separate market from the properties in the other 

districts. The Tationale was that properties in Kwale 

District, for instance,would exhibit different market 

characteristics from the properties iri Mombasa District, 

or those in Lamu District.

The separation of the properties according to districts 

found along tho coastline of Kenya resulted in the

following numbers:
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77 cases weiG found in Mombasa District 
89 ca303 were found in Kilifi and La mu Districts, and 
165 cases were found in Kwale District.

Note that Kilifi and Lamu properties were lumped together 

because these two districts exhibit the same market 
characteristics for waterfront properties. The table 

below shows results of the analysis described above.

Table 7:5 Stepwise Regression results per district in

the study area.

District Multiple R P* Adjusted P Variables in the

equat ion

Mombasa 0.7iosi 0.51770 0.43373 AQUA,TOWN,

SIZE,DEFT,TOPO

Kilifi 0.60176 0.46890 0.43631 SIZE, T(-UR, VIEW,

SEAS,DEPT

Kwale 0.73009 0.53303 0.51815 SIZE,SPORTS,AREA,

VIEW,TOWN

Source: Data analysis by tie author.

It can be seen that th«» stepwise regression for Kwale 

District prdduced an equation which accounted for 53 3%
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of the* vai iation in waterfront salts, tho highest R 

square obtained so fat . next is that of Mombasa District 

nt 51.8%, and the Inst is Kilifi District with R square 

of 46.9%. In all tho throe zones, the variable SIZE was 

retained as one of the most important influencing 

variables, but the other constituent variables were 

different. Variables DEFT and VIEW appeared in two of 

the zones, an indication that they are also very 

significant determinants of value. Scatterplots of the 

standardized residuals for all the throe distticts are 

shown below.

One of the notable features in these three analyses ic 

that variable LOC did not come out in any one of thorn as 

in important influencing variable. This 13 mainly 

because the separation of ’hr zones was done in terms of 

localities, such that the LOC variable automatically lost
y

Its place. All the properties for each zone were 

considered to have the same locality features.

Step 7: Panic Transformation Regression on all tho 3.11

study cases

After all the other legtoonjon procedures wore applied on 

the collected information, Rank Transformation Regression 

(RTR} was also attempted ui tho same information. This 

technique was fairly donci ibed earLier in this Chapter . 

It will be recalled that its main difficulty is in the
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wfly the tanking of the variables should be done.

A s  required by the method, the 331 study cases were 

tanked from smallest to largest in terms of the value of 

each property in Kenya shillings. There were 199 ranks, 

from the smallest (case no.71 with KShs. 1 3,4 24 ) to the 

largest (case no. 52 with KShs 74,231,500). Quite a 

number of properties tied in their ranks, hence the 
resultant 199 ranks, instead of 331.

Ranking of independent variables, however, was not as 

straightforward as was with the cases. The overriding 

principle was to rank the variables in terms of their 

impot t-T'co in influencing tho dependent variable with as 

little subjectivity as possible. Many other similar 

works done previously have been unable to reduce the 

« lament of subjectivity in ranking independent variables, 

thereby leading r •jv^tionable valuations ( See, for 

example, the reviews on the works of Wiltshaw, Salivin, 

and Fzaset and Blackwell, amongst others earlier in thin 

Chapter ). The ranking of independent variables from the 

-6*'1 f impot t aut to the most important was done using four 
criteria namely :

ranks according tc- con elation coefficients of each 

independent, variable with the dependent variable,

2. ranks according to the beta weights of each 
variable,
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3. ranks according to the frequency of importance of 

each variable as it occurs in every regression 

method used i.e from CMRA to SRAD,

4. ranks according to the contribution of each 

variable to the R square change in every regression 
method used in the analysis.

For each variable, an avet age rank was obtained to 

represent that variable in the regression mothodc.

The ranks from the four criteria were totalled and

averaged. The vat* ibl© with the lowest average s roi e ’-m s  

the high***' 1 n rank, while the one with the highest 

average score was the lowest m  rank, reblo 7.8 below 

shows hew th'» filial variable ranking was achieved.
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TABLE 7.6: COMPUTATION OF VARIABLE RANKS

VARIABLE
CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT
RAMCS

BETA WEIGHT 
RA##CS

FREQUENCY OF 
IMPORTANCE

R2 CHANGE 
RAf*CS

SCORE
FINAL
RANKING

1. SIZE 1 1 1 1 1 1
2. AREA 3 2 3 2 2.5 2
3. TOWN 10 5 4 7 6.5 6
4. TOUR 9 4 5 3 5.25 4
5. SPORTS 7 6 3 4 5 3
6. SEAS 17 7 6 8 9.5 9
7. TOPO 8 12 7 11 9.5 9
8. BEACH 4 13 8 14 9.75 10
9. FISH 13 3 7 12 8.75 7
10. MO TV 16 17 12 17 15.5 15
11. ACCESS 11 11 9 13 11 11
12. DEPT 15 14 6 10 11.25 12
13. DISH 6 16 10 16 12 13
14. PRO XT 14 15 11 15 13.75 14
15. AQUA 2 10 7 6 6.25 5
16. VIEW 5 8 2 5 5 3
17. LOC 12 9 6 9 9 8



From the table, it can seen that there wore 15 tanks 

for the variables, the lowest in rank being MOTV, and the 

highest being SIZE. Two variables, VIEW and SPORTS tied 
at rank 3, and SEAS and TOPO tiod at rank 9.

After ranking both the 331 study cases and 17 independent 

variables, Conventional Multiple Regression Analysis 

(CMRA), FSR, BER and SRA were applied on the data to 

produce tank transformation regression results as 
follows:
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TABLE 7.7: RESULTS: RANK TRANSFORMATION REGRESSION

REGRESSION MOOEL MULTIPLE R R SQUARE ADJUSTED R SQUARE VARIABLES IN ORDER Of I»W>ORTANCE

CMRA 0.7155 0.51104 0.51168 SIZE, TOUR, AREA, SPORTS, VIEW, 
TOWN, FISH, LOC, ACCESS, SEAS. 
AQUA, MOTV, TOPO, BEACH, DEPT, 
etc.

SRA 0.71540 0.51188 0.51165 SIZE, FISH, LOC, SEAS, TOUR, 
SPORTS, AREA, VIEW, TCWN, BEACH, 
ACCESS, AQUA, TOPO, MOTV, DEPT.

BER 0.71546 0.51188 0.51165 SIZE, FISH, LOC, SEAS, TOUR, 
SPORTS, AREA, VIEW, TOWN, BEACH. 
ACCESS, AQUA, TOPO, MOTV, DEPT.

FSR 0.71546 0.51188 0.51165 SIZE. FISH, LOC, SEAS, TOUR,
SPORTS. AREA, VIEW, TOWN. BEACH, 
ACCESS. AQUA. TOPO. MOTV. OfPT.



Relow in the Standardized plot for all Che v e r s i o n s  of RTR. 

Only ono la shown because all the four versions produced the 

same scatter plot.

Standardized Soatterplot
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Fig. 7.6 Standardized scatter plot for all the RTR versions.



In three of th® four versions of RTP, two variables wore 

dropped from the equations, namely DISH and PROXT. The 

exception was CMRA. In the earlier ranking, these two 

variables occupied two of the last three lowest ranks. 

The lowest RTR -ranked variable, MOTV, was still accepted 

as an integral part of the valuation equation. Two other 

variables, DISH and PROXT were eliminated from the 

equations, and were, therefore, not required for the 

valuations. Tins is hardly surprising, given that the 

t w o  v a r i a b l e * *  d { * i  m o * , p p ° a r  i n  a n y  o f  t h s  o t h e r  

**g*.oHsaon model! analyse'’ earlier .

s

In ';ei"in of predict irg powers, all tho foil*

techniques of RIP produced the ram® K squire, Multipl® P 

and almost tho sain" Adjusted R ojuare. Despite pilot 

ranking of the variable-, rh® computet printout indicated 

that the emergent orders of importance of the independent 

variables did nor lein’tiii the a a mo ar. eat list dono. Only 

occupied its r,r* rank position at the top of the 

pack, w j * h ToilH .ill*’ fiPORts featuring within the first s ’x 

important variables in all the models. Variables AQUA 

and AREA, pre-rank®'" f • f * •» and second respectively, did 

not feature amongst the first six techniques BER, SRA and 

FSR.
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This chapter has discussed the factors responsible for 

values of waterfront properties, their analysis using 

various regression techniques, and their results. These 

results have exposed different aspects of waterfront 

properties, their influencing variables and their 

behaviour. The next .chapter attempts to select the best 

possible regression modol(s) which can be recommended for 

valuing waterfront propeity.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
SEI.FCTIwn -«»■ •REST' PFGPFSSTON MODRI.

IRTRODUCTXON

The rain purpose of this study was to formulate :i 

valuation model(s) which can be used to value waterfront 

proper ty. The 8-»i«J model is expected to be realistic in 

t* appoach, better in predicting value, and one which 

•’ t offer bettor reasoning behind waterfront property 

values than the prevailing methods.

The Process of Choosing the 'Best' Model 

In order to choose the 'best' regression method out of 

all those which were tried in the previous chapter, 

comparative analysis of these models was done in terms

of :

a) R square

b) Adjusted R square

These two can measure the predictive power of the 

regression equations. In reality, they are almost

similar, and either of them can suffice.

c) Variables found in the resultant equations, mainly 

to determine which factors are the most useful in 

the Valuation.

d) R square change for each variable in the regression

equations.
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e) Beta weights for each variable in the regression

equal ion-J.

These two indicator:', R square change and beta weights,

I -:ri ! e ue id to date! une the relative importance of each, 

of the variables in predicting the values of waterfront 

pioperty Each of these tests were explained in Chapter

7 .

f) Mean Squared Error for each regression equation, 

which is defined as the mean of the squared 

difference between actual prices and estimated 

prices (Neter,1985:426). The formula is

MSB - SSE

(r-1 )c

where: SSE is the sum of squared errors,

r is the number of observations, and 

c is the number of columns in the variance 

analysis

Alternatively, the formula can be given as 

MSB = SSE

n-p

where SEE is the sum of squared errors 

p is the number of parameters 

?i i .he numbtr of observations.

The two formulae give the same result and, in any case, 

the USE is always calculated automatically by the 

computer.
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• k»«* JStlr. w 1 :r» 1 *7 ) T'-e C. cM*,«rion or IIiL.* •w**

based cn the n tm’lired ed 'otal error o*

estimation. This is given by the formula

Cp » SSB +2(k-1)-n
*S'

where S' is the sample estimator

k is the number of parameters 

n is the number of observations (Milton and 

Arnold, 1986:428)

Alternatively, the formula may be written as

C. * SSF.i < . - .
M S B ( X . y . . .

where f?SF. is the error sum of squares for the
r

'itted •uifoset regression model with p parameters 

(i.e with r-l predictor variables).

When the C. values for all possible regression models 

'say, FTP, CMRA etc. in our case) are plotted ngaino* p, 

those model* with very little bias will tend to fall neat 

the lino r e p (Met >. I??1): 17*) Any modol(s) with 

h l 1 \ ̂ * > n 1 la t 11 \ -lightly *» f 7*10 r afcov* * h i

lino, lu Mfanoi, therefore, * he use of *h*> C. criterion9

socks to identify 5> i i - ! x viriv !<»• for which th - C. 

value is small, an r vr iich the C? valiio i* near p 

Accordingly, sets •• ‘.abler with small C. values
dtavc a !,nai* *« • t i - • i 'lyn* i r-rrot , fn'1 when the C . *

2.75



also near p, the bias of the regression model in small 

(Meter, 1985:427).

These two criteria, C. and MSE were used in this study to 

determine the 'best'model of prediction. The most ideal 

model for such purposes should have a small Cp value, a 

small MSE and a large R square. One of these two 

requirements may not be attained by the model, and in 

such a case, the valuer has to use his reasoning to 

choose the best predictive model. Indeed, Milton and 

Arnold have lamented that "Since it is almost too much to 

ask that one model have all of these properties, the 

experimenter must use his own judgement to select the 

model" (1986: A?.9}

h) The coerficient of variation (CV), whose formula is 

given as CV = 8

x

where S is the standard deviation, 

and X 13 tho arithmetic mean, is a relative measure 

of dispersion ar differentiated from the standard 

deviat ion.

In situations of having data with large magnitudes, like 

in this study, a relative measure such as the CV is 

necessary for comparison purposes. This coefficient is 

expressed in percentage terms. A lower CV (percentage) 

indicates that the prediction method usod displays
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relatively vacation then a method having a higher

CV value (Hamburg, Q83-4<)

The main regression techniques in question are:

1. Conventional Multiple Regression Analysis (CMFA)

2. Forward Selection Regression (FSP.)

3. Backward Elimination Regression (BER)

4. Stepwise Regression Analysis (PRA)

5. Stepwise Regression Analysis per District (SRAD)

6. Rank Tr onsform.ition Regression (RTR)

A summary tab le  ghrn-H«g a1 * • he reg ress ion  models in

'his r.Ln'y an'.1 th? tests mentioned .above is given below. 

We now have ill * h* Forcible \»*giereion models which hove 

been tested :n this study, ’nd v«» vise have some ?! the 

lolevant model-testing criteria applicable to the study 

caces. There wet - in tot.it eleven (11 no.) different 

regression models »g-i:.nC. oigh- (g i»t> ) test <ng cr iteria. 

In order to .obtain a 'ai^ judgement on the best 

ptodt • ••ode1 *0 bt need In witeifront valuation, the 

maly- -* ra~ ’one i •« * wo ways* firstly, on the

1 *,f * *»•••■•< ■> •_ *• -abler., and fjecond'y on the predictive

powers of ’he models.
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TABLE 8.1:  REGRESSION MDELS AfO TTE TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE U5ED

IvETtCD R2 VARIABLE 
IN BJJKTIGN

R2 O W C E BETA
WEICHTS

MSE S> cv

CXRA 0.**91 SIZE 0.575
AREA 0.168
FISH -0.1*18

136112TOUR N/A 0.1*18 -277 149%
TOWN -0.124
SPORTS 0.121
SEAS 0.117
VIBV 
etc.

0.117

FSR 0.462 SIZE 0.3246 0.608
AREA 0.0644 0.223

4614*2LOC 0.0474 0.137 -302 102%
SPORTS 0.0116 0.149
VI BV 0.0144 0.126

SRA II * ■ ■ It ■ 104%

BER 0.472 SIZE 0.605
TOWN -0.097

3924*2VI BV N/A 0.129 -299.7 103%
SPORTS 0.139
TOUR 0.109
AREA 0.225



WETHD R2 VARIABLES 
IN EQUATION

R2 Q W G E BETA
OEIOfTS S> CV

SRfill 0.533 SIZE 0.4137 0.622
kwale SPORTS 0.0338 0.229

AREA 0.0523 0.219 2305*2 -310.5 99%
VIBW 0.212 0.144
TOW 0.0120 -0.119

Monte sj 0.518 AQUA 0.3432 0.594
TO«N 0.0643 -0.313

1607*2SIZE 0.0396 0.320 -313 189%
DEPT 0.0320 0.240
TORO 0.0386 0.205

Kilifi 0.469 SIZE 0.2945 0.638
TOUR 0.0778 0.230

97112VIB* 0.0363 0.186 -315 130%
SEAS 0.0309 -0.182
DEFT 0.0294 -0.174

RTR
ORA C.512

SIZE
FISH

0.3439
0.0039

0.630
-0.303 2097*7 2472.7 79%

2 1 V



V E T T T D R 2 V A R IA B L E S R 2 Q W G E B E T A M 5E C p cv
IN  H U K T IC N H E IC H T S

r

F S R 0 . 5 1 2 S E A S 0 . 0 1 7 5 - 0 . 1 6 1
2 3 S . ' 7T O L R 0 . 0 5 3 6 0 . 1 5 0 2 4 7 2 . 3 79%

B E R ■ S P O R TS 0 . 0 1 7 3 0 . 1 2 0
V I B V 0 . 0 1 5 5 0 . 1 1 2 a N ■

TCM N 0 . 0 0 3 6 - 0 . 0 9 1

SR A ■ BEACH 0 . 0 0 0 8 0 . 0 9 0
A R E A 0 . 0 4 2 8 0 . 1 1 6 a a ■

A C C E S S 0 . 0 0 3 5 etc.
A O JA 0 . 0 0 2 0
V O TV 0 . 0 0 0 8
D E F T 0 . 0 0 0 6
TO P O 0 . 0 0 0 9
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3) Analysis of Influencing Independent Variables 

There were seventeen (17 no.) independent variables which 

were found to affect waterfront properties in the study 

area. These variables were combined in different ways in 

order to find out their influencing behaviours. One 

variable may be found to be important in one regression 

model, but in another model, the same variable may turn 

out be of less significance. Four (4 no.) criteria were 

used to gauge the importance of each variable in all the 

eleven regression models. In each model, all the 

■.aria1'-?: tanked it* order cf ’nportance using the

-out '‘-'.'I* namely: correlation coefficient, beta

w*»ight, frequency ot occuxring as otm of the moot 

important variable in a model, and the R square charge. 

Ranking from all the models were averaged, and the same 

was done for each r» t'eria. Appendix 3 show* how the 

calculations wore done. These calculations w«»te intended 

to reduce the amount of subjectivity m  choosing 

influencing vatiable'. The table below gives the average 

rank scores end hence the final ranking for each 
variable.
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D*BL£ H. 2: OVHtAJJ. RANUNC CF IWJHN*NI' VAKIADIFS IN C IU -K  IF  IM I F  I AMI'

variable
nr*1* *

aim.
o f f

m m
WEicarr

ntHU. IF 
IM<KIAM>:
h a m;

R2 (1WNUK 
RANK

AVOW IK 
srritK

FINAL
RAMUND

SIZE i l 1 1 l 1

AREA 3 3 3 2 2.75 2

U1K 9 3 5 2 4.75 3

VIEW 5 8 2 4 4.75 3

s k i u s 7 6 3 3 4.75 3

fan 2 9 7 7 6.25 4

TOVN 10 7 4 6 6.75 5

i a; 12 6 6 6 7.5 6

PISH 13 2 7 8 7.5 6

HE/K3I 4 10 R 11 8.25 7

SEAS 17 5 6 5 8.25 7

TOKJ R 11 7 9 8.75 8

k i f h s 11 9 9 9 9.5 9

DISH 6 14 10 13 10.75 10

Depp 15 12 6 10 10.75 10

n o n H 14 II 13 13 II

MJIV 16 13 12 12 13.25 12

s m io :: Data analysis by the author.
1S2



From this survey, "h-' moot important variable which 

influences values of waterfront lands is SIZE of the 

property. The larger the size or acreage, the higher the 

value. This factor came out first in all the tests of 

significance. The others, in order of importance are 

AREA (width of the beach area), V1BW (of the ocean waters 

from a particular property) and TOUR (volume of tourist 

trade in a locality). These two variables were of equal 

importance. They were followed by AQUA (size of water 

frontage), TOWN (distance from a major town), LOO 

(location) and FISH (value of fish and other marine 

animals in a locality) and so on. The least important 

variables were DISH, FROXT and MOTV. It is worth noting 

that DISH,(distance of a property from the shoreline) had 

been mentioned by many respondents as the most important 

factor affecting values of waterfront property.

It can be see that the most important variables are a 

combination Of both site-oriented and non-site-orlented 

factors. This means that valuers have to survey and 

study both the particular property they are appraising, 

together with all the relevant accompanying factors in 

the locality, region or town.

b) Choosing the 'best' predictive regression model

Similar steps which were used to determine the moat
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important variables wore followed in selecting the 'host' 

model. There were eleven models tested in the study, 

three of which were used per locality. These were the 

stepwise regression analysis done in terms of the throe 

districts, namely, SRAD,(Kwale), SRAD (Mombasa) and SRAD 

(Kilifi). Recommendations or other aspects on any of 

these models should apply to the other two.

Four other models were variations under the Rank 

Transformation Regression technique, variations of which 

were done in forms of conventional multiple regression.

backward elimination regression, forward selection 

regression and stepwise regression analysis. 'Jnlike 

with the first group of three models discussed earlier, 

each of the models under FTR can stand on its own ie, 

recommendations 01 analysis for one model need not be 

applicable to the others.

Against the eleven models, four criteria were used to 

choose the best amongst them. The aim was to ieduce as 

much as possible any subjectivity in selecting the 'beet' 

model. And the main reason for insisting on reducing 

subjectivity is that many valuers have tended to propose 

certain methods of valuation basically on personal 

judgements, in most cases without any scientific or 

objective backing. Care should be taken, however, to 

avoid situations where the valuer will bo blindly forced
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to recommend a poor method simply because it has been 

proved 'good' scientifically. Indeed, some of the 

valuation methods proposed may be scientifically sound 

but practically weak and mainly of academic interest 

only. However, as much as we try to reduce subjectivity 

in valuation, we cannot completely do without it.

Tho field of valuation is one which entails personal 

study by the individual valuer to offer an assessment of 

the market forces and the resultant value. It is an area 

which does not necessarily limit the mind and abilities 

of the valuer to all sets of traditions and calculations. 

It is for such reasons that variations in property 

values done by two or more valuers are tho rule rather 

than the exception. Indeed the valuer will always be 

required to operate in an atmosphere of uncertainty, to 

study the past behaviour of tho property market and 

evaluate these behaviours in monetary terms. An open 

mind free from any pre-set conventions is necessary in 

such practices. To this. Bird adds:
One would have thought that such a climate would 

induce and promote flexibility of thought and 

pliability of action. Contrary to that 

presumption, there is substantial adherence to 

dogmatism, the use of formulae and to functional 

practice.... Rarely if ever, is the validity of 

formulae or conventions put to question - more
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oft*n Morn is a utorn defence of old traditions. 

Mow con on exercise in subjective judgement b« 

performed by t he use of objective criteria? 

(1974:110).

The four criteria used to coloct the host model! s) are 

the P. Square (P ), Mean Square Error (MSB), Cf criterion 

(C.) and the Coefficient of Variation (CV). Common 

statistical knowledge assorts that, for instance, the 

•todel with the highest R‘, or one with the lowest CV, 

MSB 01 0p should bo taken to he the best of all. Given 

the number of models and the touting criteria, noma 

models may score highly in some criteria and poorly in 

other criteria. while averaging the criteria may be 

ideal, a lot of caution has to be exorcised so as to 

balanr-»* this scientific selection with reasonable 

valuer's Judgement.

It is not possible to have a model which has all these 

criteria to its advantage. For example, the model with 

tho highest P square is SRAD (KWL) ie stepwise regression 

analysis per district, for Kwale District. But the model 

with the lowest MSE is SRAD (KIL). Similarly, CMHA model 

has the smallest Cp criterion value, whereas the lowest 

coefficient of variation was scored by the RTR models. 

Table 8.3 below shows an average rank criteria analysis 

to determine, at least scientifically, the best 

regression model.
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I7MSLI-: 8.3: SIAMARY CF SELflCTKN UU'IHHA R K  UK ANAI.YSH) IfflXLS

MIH.
name

R SljUAKK 
RAMC

M>K
RAMt

O ’ VAIJUK 
RAMt

CV
RAMt

AVHWJK
SQDBB

Fimi. 
RAMt INS

(AKA 4 2 I 7 3.5 2

FSR 7 8 3 3 5.25 7

SKA 7 8 3 5 5.75 8

B£R 5 7 2 4 4.5 5

5KAI) (KML) 1 S 4 2 3 1

SRAD (MSA) 2 3 5 R 4.5 5

SRA1) (Kll.) 6 1 6 6 4.75 6

KIR ((MIA) 3 4 8 1 4 3

KIR (FSR) 3 f> 7 1 4.25 4

KIR (SRA) 3 6 7 1 4.25 4

IUR (IKR) 3 6 7 1 4.25 4

SUWi: Data analyst I a by the? ,author.
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Using tho ranking of tho selection criteria from the 

above table, it can be seen that the ’best' model is 

SRAD(KWL) i.e Stepwise Regression Analysis for Kwale 

District, simply because of the lowest average rank it 

scored. The modol has the highest R square and a very 

low coefficient of variation. Next in importance is CMRA 

i.e Conventional Multiple Regression Analysis as applied 

to all study cases. This modol satisfies tho criteria of 

having low levels of MSE and c . values, despite it having 
a slightly lower R square and, obviously, a high 

coefficient of variation. Tho least important mod i, 

perhaps rot the 'worst', is stepwise regression analysis 

os applied purely to all ►he 331 study cases. The next 

'worst' mod»l is forward selection regression (FEP) 

which, despite impressively low scores in Cf and CV 
tests, performed p  *ly as far as the other critoria are 

concerned.

Before analysing each model's strengths and weaknesses 

vio-Ji-vl *». the tor.r criteria, it is worth to note an 

emerging pattern it the peiformance of the tegression 

model®. It can bo seen from the table above that, apart 

from model SRAD(K*»*L), ill those models which eliminated 

some of the ’lerr. important’ variables from their 

equations performed poorly. These models occupy tho last 

four places in the hierarchy of performance. The models
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being referred to are BER, SFAP(MSA), SPAD(KIL), FSF and 

SRA. In contrast, all those models which, either did not 

eliminate any variable from their final equations, or 

they eliminated very few variables, performed very well. 

These models include all the RTR versions and CMP.A. Each 

model was appraised individually to determine its 

usefulness in valuing waterfront property.

Model Rank 1 :  S t e p w i s e  R e g r e s s i o n  A n a l y s i s  i n  terns of 

Kwale District (SRAD(KWL)

This model used stepwiso regression analysis for Kwalo 

nistrict, one of the areas in the study area, to come up

with only five variables leiuturl for waterfront property 

valuation Jt bar. the highest F square (53.3T1) and a 

relatively low roof f icient of variation ( 39% ). T!ow»ve* , 

this rrode L cannot be recommended for us** because of *. lie 

following:
i J Its characteristics only apply to one district; 

when it i r. apt'Jed *o the >thet regions, the 

results are nn longer the sane. If nil the 
district models i »odn: **d similar results, we woui '

t e'‘o*nne'td i * *■* iw<*.

ii) It eliminates all except five variables, which '•* 

the only ore*? required to value waterfront 

property. This i- unrealistic because value i? • 

function of all the variables, however

insignificant some of them may be.
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'li-» rnj(ji s d v * j e  «{ v V  - ••• d* ' Uir!*t J else f •! )v 

oth»t t.w district mortc-r (SRAO(MSA) and £,RAD(JUL), ir 

that oich locality is analysed sepirately as 

identified «ul -n»ai) et . The reasoning behind this i- that 

r * opei t 1 **n i ii on® di ' • let or region need not necessarily 

'ho same character i p? ics i« those properties 

?.-.>ind i?i another region \ valuer appraising property in 

Mu.-, differ #i|l location". for example, would hove *o 

3oo?: for eepat^t" :itri of information for each. This 

makes comparison oi results very difficult.

Model Rank 2t Convent loiml Multiple Reyt ens ton. Arut !*:••'« 

1C.MPA)

This model is straightforward, simple and made use of ail 

the vat tables in It. It had tho lowest C. criterion 

value and * low MRE value, and an R square of <9.1’ , 

which was not lar below the highest (53.3%). The model 

gave the factors influencing value in their order of 

importance, not throwing out any of them. rts m a m  

weakness is that it produced a relatively high 

coefficient of variation, and this could be duo to the 

fact that the valuer had to gather a lot of information 

on each and every factor. Given these characteristics, 

the CMPA model con’d he recommended for use in valuing 

waterfront property

Model Rank 3: Rank Transformation Regression in terms of

Convent Ini'ii Multipt" Ragronoion Analyni; _(f'TR(CMkA)
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The model had a relatively high R square, a low HSE valuo 

and in fact the lowost C. value. Liko CMRA above, it is 

simple and straightforward, and considered all the 

variables influencing value in its analysis. The main 

weaknesses of this model, and all the other RTR models, 

is how to rank the factors in their order of importance 

before applying them in the valuation. Despite using 

scientific techniques of ranking eg. looking at the R‘ 

change for each variable, there is no guarantee that in 

each valuation, the valuer can eliminate subjectivity in 

ranking the variables. Apart from this demerit, the RTF 

(CMRA) model can be utilised in valuing waterfront lands, 

qpgolq RanK 4.L All the other three RTR models 

These models exhibited identical characteristics and 

results. They had the lowest coefficient of variation of 

79% which means that their predicted values deviate the 

least from the observed values. They also have a 

relatively high R square. The main disadvantage of these 

models, as outlined in RTR (CMRA) above, is the problem 

of ranking the variables. The other demerit is the fact 

that the models dropped two independent variables which 

they did not consider to l»e important (PROXT arid DISH) 

and this is against arpt^isal theory. Owing to those 

weaknesses, these methods may not be well suited to be 

used in appraising waterfront property.
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Models Rank 5: Backward Elimination Regression (BSR) and

Stepwiso Regression Analysis for Mombasa District 

(SRAD(MSA)

The two models had contrasting characteristics and it is 

only in their average rank scores where they were similar. 

BER drew its strength from having a very low C. value (- 

299.7) while SRAD (MSA)’s main strong point was its 

relatively high R square of 51.8%. Both models suffer 

from the same problem of eliminating some "less 

important" variables. Together with the reasons against 

regionally- based valuation methods, these two models may 

not be very useful in valuing waterfront lands.

Model Rank Stepwise Regression for Kjlifi District, 

Model Rank 7: Porward Selection Regression, and

Model Rank 8: J'.topwino Regression Analysis

All these models carry the same weaknesses and strengths 

alleady outlined for then respective associated models. 

These models, therefore, stand little chance of being 

useful in the valuation of waterfront property.

Out of all the eleven models, only two of them stood out 

to be useful, namely: Conventional Multiple Regression

Analysis (CMRA) and Rank Transformation Regression 

applying conventional multiple icgresaion analysis 

(RTR(CMRA). Both models ranked the variables either
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before (for RTR(CMRA) or during the appraisal (lot CMRA). 

Both models satisfied regression criteria: they selected 

critical value indicators for the specific property type 

in an area; they assigned weights or relative importance 

to each of the variables; and the equations they produced 

from comparable property can be used to calculate the 

value of other property, both sold and unsold (Cronan, 

Epley and Perry, 1986:21).

Regression analysis theory suggests that the 'best' 

regression model to be used in prediction should have a 

high or largo P square, a small C: value, a nmill MSP 

value and the lowest. C.V value (See, for instance, the 

works of Milton and Arnold, 1986; Fraser and Blackwell, 

1988; and Cronan, Epley and Terry, 1986).

The three authors, Cronan, Epley and Perry used MSB and 

R square as the main determinants of the 'best' model. 

Using this for the two models in our study, it was found 

that model CMRA had a slightly lower F square (49.1%) 

than PTR (CMFA), but CMRA had a much smaller MSE value 

C1361**) ’ban the other model (2097* ). Tn this respect, 

therefore, CMRA seems to have an edge over P.TR (CMFA).

The R square of 49.1% obtained by CMRA may appear rather 

low, but the results do not mean that the analysis is 

improper. In traditional regression analysis, most
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explanations of causation between independent m d  

dependent variables range from 80 to 98 or 99% or 

thereabouts (Syagga, 1985; Brown, 1974; Schott and White, 

1977, etc). Many of the researches that achieve 90% 

explanations and above rely on smaller sample sizes and 

may have one or no dummy variables. In this study, the 

sample size was moderately large (331 observations) and 

there were four dummy variables out of a total of 17 

independent variables.

Fraser and Blackwell (1988:197) relied on the coefficient 

of determination (COD) to determine the ’best' model, and

m  principle, ■» low COD results into a low MSB. Using 

this decision rule in our case, CNRA had a lower MSF 

value than FTP (CURA). The ether two researchers, Milton 

and Arnold, advocated that the best model ought to have 

a small MSB value, a small C. value and a large R square, 

"... but if forced to rate them in order of importance, 
we would rely on ... C. and MSB in that ordei" 

(1986:429). Applying tlioir rule to the two models, it 

can be seen that CMRA maintained an edge over RTR (CHRA), 

with Icwei values of both C. and MSB criteria. In 

addition, there wore tho problems of ranking variables in 

model P.TR (CMRA) because few criteria exist for the 

valuer to use in ranking them. Then there is the issue 

of omitting some le^s important variables from rts final 

equation. There attributes make CMRA a better method of
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prediction than RTR (CMRA) and is, therefore, recommended 

as the 'best' model from this study, which can bo used in 

valuing waterfront properties.

A look at the order of importance of the independent 

variables in CMRA shows that this order was not very 

different from the one obtained in the final ranking of 

the variables, as shown below.

Table 9.4: Comparison oi variable ranks between CMRA and 

all the other methods.,

CMRA Variable Ranking Overall (all methods)

Variable Ranking

1. 8TZE 1. S17.F
2. APEA 2. AREA
3. FISH 3. VIEW, SPORTS
1. TOUR 4. AQUA
5. TOWN 5. TOWN
6. SPORTS 6. FISH, LOC
7. ERAS 7. SEAS, BEACH
n. VIEW 9. TOPO
9. LOC 9. ACCESS
10. AQUA 10. DEPT, DISH
11. ACCESS 11. PROXT
12. TOPO 12. MOTV
13. BEACH
1 4 . DFPT
15. PROXT
16. DISH
17. MOTV

Source: Data analysis by the author.

TOUR

If we were to take rank 6 to constitute the top important 

vanablos, we will find that all the first six variables 

in CMRA are also there in the first six in tho overall
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ranking. Similarly, the last six variables in importance 

in the CHRA model are alco contained in the last six 

ranks in the overall ranking. This shows that model CMRA 

is consistent with the scientific ranking of the 

variables, without having to disregard any of the 

variables. Given that the sophistication of a method 

does not guarantee effectiveness, and the fact that the 

simpler the method, the better it is to implement, there 

are enough reasons to justify the recommendation of CMRA. 

Berenson and Levine (1986:770) have emphasized the 

application of the piinciple of parsimony in iuch 

situations as the one obtainable in this study, that "... 

where two or more models appear to adequately fit the 

data, then a ... method for model selection is based on 

the principle of parsimony io the researcher should 

select the simplest model that gets the job done 

adequately".

The equation for the CMPA model is:

Y = -9,071,922.6 * 76618.4X- + 12.9X-* +3,529,480X?* 

8473^8.2X.; - 2003.8X, - 2,945,826.3X.j *1018574.9X; - 

9425.8X, * 4,225,138.7X j * 132.3X, ♦ 3,031,509X;; •» 

70,456.6Xm  - 76,096.7X,, * 14,920.4Xt - 0.09842X,. ♦

0.897X- * 445,716.2X, -

The noxt chapter will summarise the findings of this 

study, conclude on the most important aspects of the 

findings and give appropriate recommendations.
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CHAPTER N IN E

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

At the onset of this study it was the objective of the
study:

i) to evaluate the present methods used in valuing 

waterfront proportion along the Kenyan coastline 

ii) to propose better and alternative methods, or 

better tools in the methods used in the valuation 
of waterfront properties.

Against this background was the hypothesis that th** 

prevailing method** need rn the valuation of waterfront 

properties were inadequate and inappropriate, thereby 

cauuinj extreme values or prices of "he said properties.

I! was further a*r«xt-v1 that once the values and 

potentialities of t»i« waterfront properties could be 

estimated with precision, their subsequent exploitation 

and development would be mote rational. Proper methods 

of valuation were, therefor**, considered to bo the 

prex«*'|uisites holding down the future of the largely 

unexploited coastal resource*. The tourism sort or. on 

which most of the coast lin«» people rely on for their 

livelihood would br ni.aired to the benefit of both the 
local people and th* pati >nal economy.
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Findings

The findings, conclusions and recommendations of this 

study can be approached in two dimensions:-

a) according to the nature of waterfront 

properties and

b) in terms of the methods of valuation, which is 

the more important aspect for the purposes of 

this study.

This categorization is essential because valuation 

involves properties any way, and concentrating on the 

methods alone would be likened to the farmer who is only

interested in tho ftutt but not the parent tree.

(a) i) Wateifront properties in the coastline of 

Kenya are used for various types of land uses 

ranging from residences to vacant plots. A 

laige section of the coastline is in some 

places underdeveloped or undeveloped. Thore 

ate also other associated resources both 

intangibles and tangibles o.g. marine life, 

minerals, building materials etc. 

li) The tourist industry is a major user of tho 

waterfront lands along the Kenyan coastline. 

As the tourist industry expands, more areas 

are drawn towards it and this has cumulative 

effect on other nearby properties. The 

expansion of tourism has seen moro utilization
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of watorfront lands in the Lamu archipelago, 

Watamu Bay, Kikambal* area, Diani, Galu 

Kinondo, Msambweni and Shimoni areas,

iii) Majority of the coastal properties are owned 

by people who are not indigenous to the area; 

either absentee landlords, Europeans or 

upcountry Kenyans. The partial participation 

of the indigenous coastal people in the 

waterfront real estate market is due to the 

long history of occupation by Portuguese, 

Arabs and the colonialists, who, especially 

the Arabs, forced the local people away from 

the coast lino. It is also because of the poor 

levels of incomek that the people have, poor 

community organization and lack of leadership. 

Some of these reasons have led many local 

peorl* to sell their waterfront lands at throw 

away prices.

iv) Although the waterfront real estate market has 

been there for a long timo, and is very 

active, there are no specialized agents in the 

business. Thus waterfront lands are traded 

alongside non watotfront lands by a variety of 

businessman and agents.
v) The low and high seasons of tourism trade have 

a major direct effect only on the rental of
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developed properties along tho water front. 

Depending on the season in question, rental 

units will be affected most, with owners 

having to resort to "special offers" or "local 

resident rates" during the low tourist 

seasons. The high season lasts from January 

to March, with a second one from August to 

December. Real estate values are indirectly 

affected, most property are purchased on the 

hope of preparing developments for the next 

high tourist season.

v j ) In general, all along the coastline, prices 

and values of waterfront lands have been 

rising steadily over the years. The greatofct 

increase occurred after 1986 when an increase 

in the number of tourists visiting the area 

swelled

(b) In terms of the methods of valuing waterfront 

properties, there are a number of notable findingn.

i) I» was found that the most prevalent method 

used in valuing waterfront propeities in the 

study aroi is the Market or Comparison method. 

This method is used irrespective of the 

factors or variables which are thought to be 

important in determining tho values of
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waterfront properties. The method i^ so much 
en* renched in th" m n  io and practices of the 

people involved in the waterfront property 

market that mentioning another alternative 

method meets with outright disbelief. As a 

result, some waterfront properties are sold 

"on the table", so long as the seller or agent 

knows thp prevailing market values in the 

axeas in which the properties are located. 

Similarly, valuations are carried out "in the 

office", the ^nly instrument need being • t* 

market rti?o guidelines,* topographical or 

cadastral nap of the area concerned and the 
name of the own*j

ti) Although the Market or Comparison Method wan 

found to h*> the one mostly used in the study 

nea, i' world only consider the importance of 

the influencing variables in exttemc cases, 

r c properties which exhibited peculiar 

characteristic*. For example, properties 

’.coated It: nw.unpy marshlands with mangiev** 

ti properties located on or very near tho

harbours o*- ports and a few properties which 

happened * ’ *’* limes'ono quarries wi’hin
them. r*» -uch instances, a lot of 

.•r*nr< w* • > . 1 ?r I.efore the
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Comrar i son Method is finally used. !n essenc°f 

therefore, theio in a small degree of 

accounting for the final value, but thi3 

degree is very small, compared to the number 

of transactions which take place.

iii) The other methods of valuation generally in

use wore found to be alien in the study area. 

The Income Approach, for instance, and the 

Cost oi Contractor's Method were rarely 

applied in the waterfront valuations. They 

would only h** applied in developed prepertie , 

•>if -i when properties were changing

har.'is, ci If they have to be redeveloped, 
extended e* renova* ed. Sometimes the methods 

would be used for book purposes, and even 

then, so-i.e .••pec’s of the Comparison Method 

would always come into play. In rare cases, 

the trico"« and Cost Approaches would he used 

in valuing vacant waterfront properties where 

such rtc-pertios have already identified their 

highes* and hoc* uses, perhaps with all • he 

ftifii- and expected levels of incomes and 

profits.

iv) Speculat: m ’he study area plays a key role 

in determining the values of waterfront 

properties Quite a large number of
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properties Are bought and then deliberately 

left vacant, waiting to be resold once the 

prices go up. Fortunately, the "waiting" is 

normally very short, perhaps a year or two 

or at most,three. But the rise in prices is 

so high within such short times that one 

cannot comprehend it in valuation terms, 

v) There ate some attributes of waterfront 

properties, and within their markets, which 

are very difficult to quantify, although the 

participants in th® market agree that 

attributes are ecr.«ntia1 in the valuations 

Attributes such scenic view, and beauty, 

future or highest and beat use, quality of the 

land and water, .actual locations, the ocean 

climate an'1 i‘f> daily changes, speculation, 

smell of the maiine waters and their sands, 

and t ho influence of tides and waves aro 
examples.

vi) Th» valuation cf waterfront properties io 

influenced by both site-oriented 

■-horacter’sties i.o. those directly found cn 
the paiticulnr property, e.g. size of the 

property, view, location, availability of 

beach, and non-site-oriented characteristics. 

The weakness with most of the regression
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models used in this study, and that of the 

prevailing Market or Comparison Method is the 

strict adherence to valuing using only site- 

characteristics. Although non-site

characteristics are difficult to identify and 

measure, they are absolutely necessary In 

relating the value of the proporty to the 

market.

vii) Contrary to the pre-study beliefs of the 

researcher and the traditional knowledge of 

sellers and agents in waterfront property

transactions, some of the variables 

have very little to do with the values of 

waterfront properties. Variable X, (DISH), the 

distance of a property from the shoreline, 

for example, had one of the lowest 

relationship with the dependent variable. 

The only variables which lived upto the pre

study expectations of being very significant 

in influencing the final values are variables 

SIZE, f,OC and FISH.

viii) The best multiple regression analysis "final" 

model i.e Conventional Multiple Regression 

Analysis, would only account for 49.1% of the 

original variation in the values of waterfront 

properties per aero. That means, using this
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model for predicting or valuing a property, we 

would he able to determine with certainty only 

49.1% of the true value of that propeity. The 

rest of the 50.9% is not accounted for by this 

"final" model. Reasons have been given to

support such a range of prediction as being 

satisfactory. The regression analysis could 

not take account of some of the most important 

influencing variables, such as speculation and 

scenic beauty, which are difficult to
quantify.

i.':) *hf »0*t ■; ■ in /ariabla in determining tbs
value of waterfront properties is SIZE of the 

piopei ty( :<•). This variable was found to be 

the most important in ail the models. The 

other mr-t important variables to be 

considered in wateifront valuations in 
descending older are AREA ( X- , ) ,  VIEW ( x f ),  

SPORTS (X-.) , TOUR (X.*), etc. AQUA (X« 

TOWN(X14 ), FISH (XU) and t.OC (XI). The least 

import ant variables, which , however, should 

not be ignored are MOTV (X17), PROXT (X8), 
DISH {X3) and DEPT (X6).

x) Pank Tt an:- format ion Regression, despite its 

justifiable appeal of ranking variables before 

valuing the property, was found to be wanting
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in the manner of ranking tho variables. A lot 

of supporting data is required to enable tho 

valuer to rank property- influencing variables 

each time he is required to value a property. 

Such data may either be unavailable, or may bo 

expensive to assemble. Subjectivity on the 

part of the valuer is, thorefore, difficult to 

check using Rank Transformation Regression.

Conclusions: Waterfront Proper t i es

i) Tho waterfront property market is not coordinated 

with the tourism industry such that the use, 

exchange and conservation of tho properties and 

resources in the coastal area are poorly executed, 

li) I.ocal and indigenous people who stay along the 

coastline are branded squatters or. land they have 
lived on for centuries. Their only hope of 

clinging to these lands is the central government. 

The tack of organization, rwaroness, low incomos, 

poor leadership and a distaste of the cooperative 

movement in buying these coastline lands are 

responsible for the present predicament, 

iil) Many dealers in real property do not find it 

profitable to specialise in waterfront properties 

in the coast of Kenya. It is concluded here that
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thoro are potential fortunor to b» reaped from 

specialising in waterfront properties. The risk 

element should be overcome by the large number of 

water front lands which change hands everyday, 

iv) The prices and values of waterfront lands are 

largely determined by market forces, although the 

market considers factors such as availability of 

views to the ocean waters, type of beach, the 

location and amount of infrastructure and services 

provided in that area, or on the particular 

property. Rarity do sell®'-':, buyers or agents 

consider the whole uray of factors which were 
advanred In th® study.

areas along the coastlin","ho 

larger parts of the coastline m e  not polluted with 

dirty or wasto materials. There are some benches 

which appear polluted during low tides, but they 

are cleaned up by the next tide. The wastes that 

are brought to the beach in such instances at e a 

normal feature on the beaches, and their 

dis*ppfifliance ’ n * o i in th< day is similarly normal. 

Such 'ii"t* include Lairu and Xiomboni, the Halindi 

Beach, Soukh '■oist beaches and rarts of Mombasa 

Island. The only polluted waters are those off 

Kipevu on th*» Mombasa west coast, which was 

polluted by the infamous July 87 oil spill in the
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port of Kilindint

i) The 'best' final multiple regression method in our 

analysis accounted for 49.1% of the original 

variation of the dependent variable. Such a 

moderate power of model prediction is quite 

satisfactory considering that most of the 

computations were done scientifically, and hence 

reduced the subjectivity of the values. This 

proves that Conventional Multiple Regression 

Analysis is "..the most useful statistical 

technique available to the valuer" and that "ita 

results ain capable of being reared to establish a 

level of reliability or confidence " unmatched by 

any other technique (Cooper,1984:86). Multiple 

regression analyses, according to Smith, provides 

the appraiser with the ability to test the real 

estate market objectively; to determine which 

variables or factors are influencing prices paid 

for the comparable sales collected, and how much 

weight to place on each (1979:248). The function of 

valuation i3 to analyse property and be able to 

advise on the best or highest value of that 

property. It has become clear to valuers that most 

clients are not really asking for a value estimate*
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in a valuation report Rathor, they are requesting 

market research, analysis and documentation to 

support the price they have negotiated for, or the 

capital expenditure they have planned for. The 

idea is not just for the valuer to offer a 

mathematical figure of price. Conventional 

multiple regression analysis, as used in this 

study, provided all these ingredients.

ii) Ranking of variables in valuation may produce 

better results using statistical regression

methods. Put. in addition to being tedious, 

subjective and arbitrary to valuer*, ranking c f 

variables during valuations is, perhaps, 

unnecessary, and difficult to impress on clients 

whose purpose j to he shown a figure of value and 

the reasons behind it. And variable ranking has 

the tendency to introduce bias in property 

analysis, which is suicidal in any valuation job 

Analysis is an attempt to find out what factors 

were reep risible for the market values realised in 

past transact ions. Although analysis cannot prove 

with precision what happened in the past, it can be 

used, with prope' records and mathematical 

analysis, to give reasonably accurate estimates of 

today's market values. By attempting ranks on all
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tho influencing variables, the valuer creates a new 
problem where none existed.

iii) All the stepwise regression analysis models were 

found to be defective, especially in respect of 

excluding the less important variables. While it 

is theoretically possible to break down the causal 

factors of a property, seldom does the market 

impute values to each component separately. And 

although sellers or buyers would consider some 

factors in their pricing, they finally suggest * 

value which considers all the factors together. 

Furthermore, those components which appear loss 

significant in tho final build-up of property value 

m*y be loft out, so that only tho very important 

causal factors are presented. In reality, tho 

property is located on one place and all those 

factors have some bearing on it. Lack of 

consider '".ion of any one of them, however small its 

contribution to the final value, implies that the 

valuer only measure? a portion of the real value ~ r 

the property. li: addition, one variable may be 

found to bo insignificant in the valuation of one 

property but it may be important in other 
properties.
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iv) In the valuation cf waterfront properties no single 

factors solely responsible for property 

values; the process has to combine a number of 

other factors to arrive at a consensus to be 

included in the valuation method. The only 

variable found to be of the highest contribution 

to values of waterfront properties in the study 

area is SIZE. However, it should not be taken 

for granted that all previously known important 

variables will feature in the same magnitude in 
every valuation.

According t■> findings fron the study area, the use 

of the Market Comparison Approach has something to 

do with undervaluation and overvaluation cf 

waterfront properties, hence the corresponding 

under-utilization or underdevelopment of large 
parts of the coastline properties. It is th« 

method which it mostly used in the area, and it 

appears that the method does not properly take into 

recount s e e  important factors in the- valuation o r 

ware*fron* lands. what became evident is that 

similar properties in similar locations had extreme 

values using the »dinary Market Approach, n.g. 

Knhs 1,537,87?/ between case Hos.47 and 58, and 

Krhs.1,633,33/ between cane *fos.202 and 233. The
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proposed method. Conventional Multiple Regression 

Analysis (CMRA), in addition to being analytically 

a better alternative, has a higher potential of 

reducing the extremities in values. This is proved 

by the fact that a lot of scientific reasoning and 

calculations wore used in the method's build-up. 

Instead of relying solely on comparables, CMRA 

attempts to value a property using comparables, 

site-oriented characteristics and non site-oriented 

characteristics. This objective approach has a 

higher probability of attaining better and more 

realistic values than those obtained by the Market 

Approach. The study hypothesis has in effect been 

partly proved right. It is the conclusion of this 

study that the larger blame (for the under- and 

over-valuation of properties) lies with the method 

of valuation employed i.e the Market Comparicon 

Approach. Other factors responsible for the 

extremities in values of similar property in the 

study area included the presence of difficult-to- 

moasure variables, such as scenic beauty, intensity 

of uso of the property, type of beach, speculation 

etc.

vi) Although Conventional Multiple Regression Analysis 

has been seen to be a good alternative to the
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Cotrpai icon Method, tho fox mer cannot completely 

function without employing some form of comparison 

in some of its steps. This shows that the 

Comparison Method still provides the basis for the 

application of any other methods of valuation. In 

whatever situation, a comparison of one aspect of 

the property being valued must be made with a 

similar aspect of an already valued property. While 

the CMRA method provides the scientific analysis of 

the property variables, tho Comparison Method 

provides the basis of market value. The 

combination ought to reduce the over-reliance on 

the ordinary Comparable Method, in which, 

unfortunately, many valuers uso the rosults 

of the analysis of past transactions almost 

religiously as an indication of future value. 

Over-strict worship of the Comparablo Method per 

so tesults in inadequate attention being paid to 

the fact that investors, buyers and clients have 

different tastes and purposes for their valuations.

Rocommendations

The findings of this study and the ensuing conclusions 

have offered a number of issues for thought. From these, 

there are a few recommendations which can be made, 

i) The 'bosr' multiple stepwise regression methodology
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proposed in this study (CMRA) has been conducted 

through the use of the modern computer. However, 

valuers should continue to have the final say in 

the method of valuation and the resultant valuo of 

the property. As Lambert says, valuers will never 

be replaced by the computer because "the more 

things change the more they remain the same, 

(because) although there have been many changes in 

the valuation profession (including new methods) 

the analysis will still remain with the (human) 
valuer" (1988:28).

The tools used in valuation may change, but the 

format of the analysis and the interpretation of 

the values should traditionally be the work of the 

valuer. Valuers are suppliers of a service and 

they must supply what is required in the market, 

otherwise they will be forced out of their business 

by those who can offer the market requirements,

ii) CMRA should be usod in the valuation of property, 

especially because it can scientifically measure 

and analyse factors affecting property value, and 

can rank these factors in their order of 

importance. This is essential when the valuer 

wants to attach some significance to a particular 

variable. Instead of the valuer ranking the 

important variables, the valuation method ought to
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do that on its own. CMRA may be particularly 

useful when valuing properties whose attributes are 

easily quantifiable and measurable,

iii) Perhaps the biggest problem with many valuations is 

not the equipment employed, the method of valuation 

used or the way the method is used, but the way 

the results are reported, Admittedly, most 

valuation reports do not answer why the value is as 

given, what the current market trends are, and 

other relevant information. In addition, few give 

reasons for their recommendation apart from many 

being fat from investigative. Many clients require 

valuation reports which contain the information 

which will help them to make sound and rational 

business decisions.

It is recommendod that all valuation reports, not 

only those of waterfront proper ties, should devote 

inoi e focus on the analysis of the market, the 

reasons for the current situation and the possible 

information useful to clients. Most valuation 

reports are short of reasoning, although they ate 

lengthy "with a great amount of matorial which may 

be collected by clerks, (contain) no valuation 

information and just have a three or four line 

statemont of value" (Millington, 1968:50).

Valuers should explain as much of the market and
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circumstances leading to their values as possible. 

They should remember that the valuer does not make 

the market, but researches and investigates market 

activity and then translates market thinking in the 

valuation analysis of a report. Valuers must, 

therefore, use techniques known to market

participants, and not techniques used only by 

valuers. After all, as Bockott says "appraisers 

are not market participants; they are more like 

commentators. They report market attitudes and 

behaviour; they do not create thorn" (1988:52).

Ai ?dS_iflX-JFui thei Research

1. A methodology for ranking variables in then order 

of importance in affecting value of property, 

without a high degree of subjectivity.

2. A scientific and quantifiable way of measuring tho 

'location' factor in valuation, to bo used in 

regression valuation techniques.

3. Application of the Income or Investment Method of 

valuation to vacant waterfront lands, with all the 

possibilities of most probable uses and alternative 

uses.

4. The application of Factor Analysis in valuing 

waterfront lands.
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APPENDIX 1: A Lint of the 331 Study Canes
r  A  C  « •  k  r \  I  / V / >  a  »  i  a  I T ™ ™ ™ ™ " ™ -  “ T *  _  _  _  k i  .Case No. Location "Year Case No. Location Y e a i1 Msambweni 1989 51 Tiwi 1990"2 • • 1985 52 Shanzu 19853 Tiwi 1987 53 M 19894 Punsu Fuel N 54 Nyali 19885 Diani 1988 55 Damburi 1989C H 1989 56 H 19877 w 1988 57 Nyali 19888 Tiwi 1986 58 t# ••

9 t* 1987 59 Damburi 198710 Diani 1 98C 60 Diatti 198911 N » 61 Galu Kinondo 198912 N M G2 M N
13 •• 1985 63 f t 198814 M 1986 64 M 198915 m 1988 65 M N
16 Mtondin 1990 CC M 198817 Shelly Beach 1988 67 N 198918 Diani 1987 68 tl 199019 Galu Kinondo 1989 69 •• 198920 M 1908 70 Funzi Island • •

21 Diani •* 71 199022 Galu Kinondo M 72 Diani 138923 Diani M 73 • • M

24 M M 74 ft 198725 Galu Kinondo 1987 75 M • ?

26 Diani • • 76 M 138827 Galu Kinondo 1988 77 w f t

28 w 1986 78 n 198729 M t l 79 H 198030 N 1988 80 H 198631 Diani 1990 81 Galu Kinondo 198732 Shanzu H 82 * »•

33 Galu Kinondo 1986 83 01 M

34 Tiwi 1909 84 Diani 138835 Watamu A 1990 85 M 198936 Damburi 1990 86 04 1 98837 Maiind i 1987 87 riwi 199038 Galu Kinondo 1 989 88 Kikambala N

39 Shimoni 1985 89 Watamu B M

40 Diani 1987 90 Shanzu M
41 Tiwi 1986 91 Yungi Island H

42 Diani N 92 Watamu B ••
43 Nyali 1987 93 li •«
44 M 1986 94 Shelly Beach M

45 W 1987 95 Watamu B H

46 Shanzu 1989 96 Shanzu H

47 Nyali 1988 97 Diani H

48 w •• 98 Watamu A M
49 K i.iipwa 1989 99 Tiwi f t

50 Galu Kinondo 1988 100 Msambweni f t
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102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110 
111 
112
113
114
115 
11C
117
118
119
120 
121 
122
123
124
125 
1 26
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

Kikambala
Mtwapa
Galu Kinondo 
Ki kambala 
Shanzu 
Watamu A 
Bamburi 
Di ani

Shanzu 
Htwnpa 
Ki kambalaM
Diani 
Tiwi 
Nyal i 
Diani 
Mi kindani 
Mtwapa 
Maiindi 
Tiwi•t
Mombasa 
Mtondia 
Galu Kinondo 
Diani 
Watamu 
Mtwapa 
Shimoni 
Ki.fipwa 
Maiindi 
Kikambala 
Shelly Beach 
Nyal i

19

Kilifi Town
Kikambala
Diani
Tudor Creek 
Diani
Galu Kinondo 
Nyal i
Galu Kinondo

9 9

Mnambweni 
Galu Kinondo

'Year Case
^1990 152

W 153H 154H 155
9 9 156
9 9 157

1989 158
9 9 159
•9 ICO
9 9 161N 162
• t 16 3N 164

1990 165
1989 ICG
1987 1C 7

9 9 168*1 169
91 170
9 9 171

1985 172
9 9 173
9 9 174
9 9 175
9 9 176
99 177

1986 178
W 179
99 180•• 181
99 182
99 183
99 184
99 185

1989 186H 187
1990 188H 189

99 190
99 191
99 192
99 193
99 194
99 195

1989 196
1986 197
1989 198
1985 199
1989 200
1986 201
1989 202

5*0. Location Ye atGalu Kinondo 1589Diani M

• t I I

Tiwi 1990•» 1989Waa 1990
Kikambala

M
9 9

M

Nyal i M

Kibambamahe H

Maii nd i 9 9

Shanzu 9 9

Ki.J ipwa 9 9

Shanzu 9 9

Galu Kinondo 9 9

Gazi 9 9

Kikambala 1989
Tezo-Roka H

Galu Kinondo
9 9

9 9

9 9

Shanzu 9 9

Kilifi 9 9

Nyal i 9 9

Kikambala 9 9

Shirnoni 1990Gazi 9 9

Diani 1989
t* 1 990Tiwi H

Kikambala 9 9

Galu Kinondo 9 9

Maambueni 9 9

Ki kambaI a 9 9

Waa 9 9

Diani 9 9

Galu Kinondo 9 9

w 9 9

Kikambala 1990
Galu Kinondo 9 9

Wasini Island *»
Funzi Island 1989
Nvali

9 9

9 9

n

Kikambala 9 9

Mtwapa
9 9

9 9

9 9

9 9

k'asini Island
9 9

9 9

Diani 9 9

Kikambala 1989
--^ Kanamai 9 9
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Case No. Location Year Case No. Location Year
263 Galu Kinondo i 969 2$4 Kill*i 1988'
204 Kikambala M 255 Wasini Island f t

205 Port Reitz « 25C Kikambala t f

206 Shelly Deach t t 257 Wasini Island M
207 Nyali n 258 Galu Kinondo f t

208 l,n mu f t 259 Funzi Island f t

209 t l f t 260 Tiwi t f

210 Nyali f t 261 Nyali f t

211 Kikambala H 2C2 Diani t t

212 Funzi Island f t 263 Galu Kinondo 1990
213 Shimoni f t 264 f t 1985
214 Funzi f t 265 f t f t

215 f t f t 266 Tiwi 1990
216 Vaa t f 267 Galu Kinondo f t

217 Tudor •1 268 Kikambala f t

218 Watamu R f t 269 Galu Kinondo 1989
219 Yunci Island f t 270 Tiwi 1990
220 Maiindi f t 271 Nya 1 i H

221 Was ini Island 1989 272 Diani f t

222 Shimoni f t 273 Kilifi f t

223 Mishomoroni f t 274 Shelly Beach f t

224 Maiindi f t 275 Kilifi 1987
225 PunRu Fuel • t 276 f t f t

226 Ramburi M 277 Shelly Deach 1985
227 Galu Kinondo H 278 Nyali 1990
228 English Point f t 279 Miki ndani 1985
229 Nyali M 280 Msambweni 1989
230 Watamu R f t 281 Shelly Deach 1989
231 Diani f t 282 Kilifi North f t

232 Tiwi f t 283 Shelly Deach f t

233 Kanamai f t 284 Tudor 1990
234 Yuntfi Island • t 285 Kilifi f t

235 Shimoni f t 286 Maiindi f t

236 Mwandoni f t 287 Mtwapa 1983
237 Galu Kinondo f t 288 Kikambala H

238 Shanzu f t 289 Watamu D f t

239 Mtwapa f t 290 f t t t

240 I t 1988 291 Kikambala ft

241 Msambweni ft 292 Ki.iipwa f t

242 Maiindi f t 293 Mtwapa f t

243 Shimoni ft 294 Diani f t

244 f t f t 295 ft ft

245 Kikambala ft 296 Nyali ft

246 Galu Kinondo f t 297 Shelly Beach ft

247 Kanamai ft 298 Mtwapa ft

248 Tiwi f t 299 Nyali ft

249 Kikambala ft 300 Tudor ft

250 Shelly Reach f t 301 Shanzu ft

251 Kikambala M 302 Mtwapa ft

252 Watamu A
• t 303 Kikambala 1990

253 Shanzu 1990 304 Tiwi f t
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Case No. Location Year
H05 Nyali 1 990
3 Ofi Rambur i n
307 Galu Kinondo ••
308 Ki.iipwa M
309 Kilifi • »
310 Diani 198C
311 Nyal i 1987
312 •« 1988
313 N ••
314 •» 1985
315 Diani 1988
31 C Shanzu »*
317 n 1988
318 Nyali »•
319 Kilifi 1987
320 Kikambala 1990
321 « ••

I 322 Gari N
323 Gnlu Kinondo M
324 ■' •• M
325 Shelly Beach M
326 Shanzu • •>

! 327 Shelly Reach M
328 •• 1988
329 Mida Creek
330 Gain Kinondo 1987
331 Nyal i 1989

I

I

I
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APPENDIX 2: A Sample of an InspectIon Sheet Used to Collect
Field Information

1. Parcel No............................... .................
2. Date when sold or bought .................................
3. Location ....................................... .........
4. Sire .....................................................

•x

5. Distance from shoreline/water .............................
C. Ocean view ...............................................
7. Sire of water frontage ...................................
8. Depth of fronting water ..................................
9. Type of beach ............................................
10. Nearest important facility ................................
11. Distance from that facility ..............................
12. Public access to beach ............................ ......
13. Infrastructure and services ..............................
14. Minimum distance from high tidal influence ................
15. Current use of fronting water .............................
15. Length of time between high and low tides .................
17. Duration of low tides ....................................
18. Duration of high tides ...................................
19. Scenic beauty estimate ...................................
20. Volume of tourist trade ...................................
21. Value of fish and other marine products ...................
22. Availability of water sports ..............................
23. Topography ...............................................
24. Touriat season ...........................................
25. Consumer price index/rate of inflation ....................
2G. Distance to shopping complexes ............................
27. Reasons for sale/buying of property .......................



APPENDIX 3: VARIABLE RA W S

VARIABLE
CORRELATION

RANK
BETA WEIGHT 

RANK
FREQUENCY IMPORTANCE 

RANK
R2 CHANGE 
RANK

AVERAGE 
SCORE/4

FINAL
RANKIN

1. SIZE 1 1 1 1 1 1
2. AREA 3 3 3 2 2.75 2
3. DEPT 15 12 6 10 10.75 10
4. TOWN 10 7 4 6 6.75 5
5. TOUR 9 3 5 2 4.75 3
6. ACCESS 11 9 9 9 9.5 9
7. BEACH 4 10 8 11 8.25 7
8. DISH 6 14 10 13 10.75 10
9. PROXT 14 14 11 13 13 11
10. AQUA 2 9 7 7 6.25 4
11. LOC 12 6 6 6 7.5 6
12. VIEW 5 8 2 4 4.75 3
13. MO TV 16 13 12 12 13.25 12
14. FISH 13 2 7 8 7.5 6
15. TOPO 8 11 7 9 8.75 8
16. SEAS 17 5 6 5 8.25 7
17. SPORTS 7 6 3 3 4.75 3


